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Summary

In the project 'The Garage" five graduate students have developed 1MORE, a new
mobile telecommunications service. The service, which is aimed at young and socially
active people, is created to improve both the quality and the number of interactions
between members of a group. In the project the relatively young and inexperienced team
has managed to chart user needs, specify a service, build a prototype and perform
usability tests. Team-results also include an overview of possible technical
implementations of the service and a business case report.
This report describes the design and implementation of the prototype that was used for
usability testing and for a pilot study. The results from this pilot study are also covered.
The report further contains an investigation of possible architectures for actual
introduction of the service in the market.
Three types of architectures have been considered. The first is based on current
technology and makes use of speech recognition and synthesis, just like the prototype. It
is shown that this architecture does not provide enough flexibility for implementing the
complete 1MORE package.
The second architecture is based on WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) and relies
heavily on the WTA (Wireless Telephony Applications) part of this technology. The
WAPIWTA approach is capable of introducing the entire 1MORE service, but will not be
feasible until the end of 2001.
The third and final technology that is considered is PINT (PSTN/lnternet InterNetworking). This technology originates from the Internet-world and uses IP-networks for
the signalling of any type of telephony networks. It is shown that this approach produces
an inferior system, compared to WAPIWTA. It may be used as a temporary solution for
1MORE, but this is not highly recommendable.

Conclusions:
The team-process (MAR.C.) that was used in the project can be very effective in small
autonomous (service) development teams, such as KPN Research's newly developed
mini-companies.
1MORE should be given a chance on the mobile market, as The Garage's research has
shown that it fulfils a need. The speech-based system is the only system that can answer
these needs in the near future.
The WAP-support of the KPN mobile network should be upgraded to include WTA
functionality as this enables the development of complex new services
KPN should consider developing services from the perspective of a third party service
provider (i.e. independent of KPN systems or approaches) as this uncovers new options
for both consumers and KPN. For instance, a service that is intended for groups of people
is a lot more useful if it reaches all consumers, Le. subscribers of all operators.
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1 Introduction

This chapter covers the scope and the objective of the Master's thesis described in this
report. The following sections provide the reader with an outline of the report and the
project throughout which it is created.

1.1 Assignment
This report describes the development of a new telecommunications service for the
mobile network of KPN. It emphasises the design and partial implementation of the
technology behind the service. The author is an Electrical Engineering student of the
department of Information and Communication Systems (ICS) at the Eindhoven
University of Technology (EUT), The Netherlands. The report is the final delivery of a
nine-month Master's thesis period performed from February to November 2000. The
assignment was fulfilled at KPN Research in Leidschendam, The Netherlands. The
service that was developed during the assignment is called '1MORE'. It is developed
within the project "De Garage" (The Garage).

1.2 Project "The Garage"
This section and the succeeding section are meant to give the reader an idea of the
setting in which the assignment is performed. In the project "The Garage" five graduates
develop a new telecommunications service in a self-employed multidisciplinary team. This
project tries to combine the operations of a start-up company (The Garage) with the
know-how of a well-established organisation (KPN Research). The project is built around
this idea of a simulated start-up.
The name of The Garage is in keeping with this idea - Apple, Microsoft and Walt Disney
all started in a garage. Initiatives like these are called 'skunk works' or intrapreneurship.
The Garage wants to be best of both worlds: ..... market responsive unit within a
framework of shared resources ... combine the strengths of a small company (lean,
entrepreneurial management; sharp focus on the business; immediacy of the relationship
with the customer; dedication to growth; and action-oriented viewpoint) with those of the
large company (extensive financial information and resources; availability of multiple
technologies; recognition as an established business; people with diverse skills to draw
on; and an intimate knowledge of markets and functions)." [From S.C. Jain 1997:
Marketing Planning and Strategy]
This method of working improves the co-operation between the different expertises and
minimises the lead-time. The service is examined and polished from multiple approaches
because of this improved co-operation. Assumptions about technology and market
situations at the time of introduction can be made more accurately by shortening the
development time. Involving (potential) consumers early on in the process and the
employment of a pilot study with real users help to create a successful and balanced
service.
The team researches and tests the service from technical, commercial and ergonomical
points of view, always attempting to connect to the behaviour of the consumers. Every
discipline is hereby supported by the specific knowledge of the graduate concerned.
Every graduate has his or her personal thesis subject and is supported by an expert. In
addition, a team and process supervisor coaches the team.
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The process consists of six iterations of a one-month period each, from the first of
February until the first of August 2000. At the start of the project KPN Research provides
a demo (version 0.1) and preliminary service description that gives the initial impetus to
the service. The team delivers intermediate results every month (versions 0.2, 0.3, etc.)
consisting of a further development of this version 0.1 until the final delivery, version 1.0.

1.3 Team members
The next persons represent the various disciplines:
•

Selmar Meens, Information Systems Management student at the Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, is responsible for the marketing research, analysing
trends and the delivery of a marketing programme.

•

Ino Paap studies Industrial Design Engineering at Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands, designs the user interfaces and performs several usability-tests to try
the different concepts.

•

Annelies Jansen, Work and Organisational Psychology student at the University of
Amsterdam, sets out to perform and evaluate qualitative need studies, the usability
tests and interview.

•

Bart Opstal studies Telematics at the Rijswijk Institute of Technology. He co-designs
the technical architecture and interfaces and implements a prototype for the pilot
study.

•

The author of this report is an Electrical Engineering student at Eindhoven University
of Technology and he designs the technical architecture and develops the prototype.

Two persons represent technical design and implementation, not only because this is the
most time-consuming task within the project, but especially because the implementation
of the prototype cannot be started until fairly late in the project.

1.4 Service '1 MORE' (version 0.1)
This section reports the original service description, version 0.1, that was formulated by
KPN Research. This preliminary formulation is to be tested and adapted by The Garage
to create the final version 1.0. Version 1.0 is described in Chapter 2.
The service is created at the convergence of mobile telephony and the Internet. The
chosen approach is that of the use of a mobile phone, communication between people,
instead of e.g. searching or distributing information. The service is a package of functions
for a specific target group. Initially this target group consists of people in the age of 18 to
30, who combine work and private life, own a mobile phone and use this for both work
and private purposes. They are socially active, outgoing and wish to share personal
experiences with others. The service meets this need by creating the possibility to talk
(chat) with multiple people simultaneously in a mobile conference call. It also makes it
possible to upload and listen to music and to see if 'certain others' are in the
neighbourhood. Other options are supplemental messaging, e.g. Short Message Service
(SMS), e-mail and voicemail in one mailbox, and information services, e.g. information on
music, movies, weather, traffic.
The service should reach approximately 10.000 users in the first year. Revenues can be
made from a monthly subscription fee, in the order of f 5,-, and/or the use of a special
0900 toll-number (e.g. 50 cents per minute). Expenses that have to be made are
development-costs (man-hours), the purchase of network capacity from KPN (Mobile)
and of course advertising campaigns.
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1.5 Process "The Garage"
This section gives a brief indication of the process that was used in the team. For more
information or an evaluation of this process see [1} and [2]. The project lasts six months,
from the first of February to the first of August. The mission of the start-up is to be leading
in the development of communication tools for groups of people. The 'company'
integrates existing and new technologies to fit these tools to the needs of both consumer
and business markets. The Garage distinguishes itself by working customer and result
oriented with multidisciplinary projectteams.
To reach this goal the team utilises a new method, called M.A.RC. It is designed to
improve co-operation, which results directly in higher quality products. It also decreases
the lead-time, an important competition factor with the current fast changes in both
technology and markets. MARC. consists of four elements:
•

Multidisciplinary teammembers. Different backgrounds, expertises and pOints of view
complement each other and create synergy. The team members can ask for
additional expertise from the employees of KPN Research, KPN Telecom and
possibly external parties.

•

All together. The teammembers work fulltime at the project, together in one room.
This creates the possibility to work more closely together and faster. The prototypes
are built in the same workspace. The results from the need studies are also displayed
in the room. The teammembers are encouraged to ask themselves and each other
questions. These questions direct all activities: research and development, so no
activities are employed in vain.

•

Results at the start. The project starts with a sketch of the endresult, version 0.1,
based on a lot of assumptions and full of questions. These are to be tested and
answered in one-month periods, thus leading to improved and more detailed versions
up until the final version 1.0.

•

Consumers at the centre. The consumers are at the centre throughout the project.
The service shall therefore be best suited to the needs of the chosen target group. To
this end, the team shall contact the target group where possible by means of need
studies, interviews, marketing tests. usability tests and (eventually) a pilot study.

Every month an important meeting takes place: the team takes deciSions, answers
questions and poses new questions (see also Figure 1-1). For this the intermediate
results from the disciplines can be used: e.g. conducting a usability test with a prototype.
This is a completely different approach from a linear process (see Figure 1-2); such a
process makes it very hard to evaluate the progress and to exchange intermediate
conclusions from the disciplines. More information about the MARC. process and an
evaluation of the process can be found in [1} and [2}.
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

1.0

Figure 1-1 MAR.C. process
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0.2

march

0.5

0.4

0.3

a

ril

0.6

1.0

ma

Figure 1·2 Linear process

1.6 Activities of the engineers:
The typical engineering method of product and service design consists of the following
phases: analysis, (concept) design, implementation, testing and evaluation. In the first
phase, analysis, the assignment is studied extensively and the occurring problems are
specified. Similar subjects are examined and a design approach is chosen. The design
phase is set to develop several concepts of which the concept with the best (potential)
performance is chosen. This concept is built in the implementation phase and tested in
the testing phase. If errors, deficiencies or imperfections are reported, adaptations can be
made after the testing phase. Finally, the product and the complete process are
evaluated. Possible improvements are reported as recommendations for future work.
This approach clearly corresponds to the linear process mentioned in the previous
section (see also Figure 1·2). In order to comply with the MAR.C. process, the engineers
in this project (Bart Opstal and the author) had to adapt their method to improve
interaction with the other team members and to be able to deliver intermediate results that
could be used by the others. For example, the front-end of the system, the User Interface,
was created earlier than the back-end, the telephony switching, for the purpose of
usability testing. The six-month period with the various activities and results is listed in
Table 1-1.
The first month was used to read up on the various subjects and, together with the rest of
the team, to specify the service description. The current network of KPN Mobile was
investigated for possibilities of implementing the service, or parts of it. Thus, at the end of
this month, the engineers could provide the team with a clear view of the possibilities of
implementing parts of the service as a network solution. They also had a good view on
several new technologies, e.g. GPRS (General Packet Radio System) and WAP
(Wireless Application Protocol), that could provide important functionality for the service.
Therefore, at the end of February the team could decide on the type of solution,
network/stand alone, type of technology, etc. with good technical backing.
During the second month the engineers produced various possible architectures for the
service. This process is described in chapters 3 and 4. The selection of the final
architecture was a team job, because each solution had advantages and disadvantages
for all disciplines and team members. The third month was used to pick a user interface.
Possibilities included Interactive Voice Response systems (IVR) with DTMF (Dual Tone
Multi Frequency) or speech recognition and a WAP interface based on Wireless Mark-up
Language (WML). This is also covered in the chapters 3 and 4.
The implementation of the prototype was planned for the next two months. The first of
which was to be used for the development of the User Interface (UI), the second for the
underlying system. This order was chosen so that the UI could be used for usability tests
before the complete system was finished. Unfortunately, the team encountered some
problems with both logistics and technology, resulting in longer than expected
implementation time. Therefore the testing had to be moved from June to July and the
pilot study could not take place before August.
During the testing period several problems were discovered, some minor, some major,
but none that couldn't be dealt with. Eventually the pilot study started on August 10, 2000.
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During this trial several small bugs occurred, which were subsequently fixed. Final
reporting took place in August.
After August, the author of this report continued to develop the possible architectures to
the full extent of the service, including possibilities for future evolution. The emphasis
during this part of the assignment lies on user friendliness and the integration of new
technologies with promising characteristics, e.g. WAP, GPRS and PINT. For an outline of
the activities as they actually were performed see Table 1-2.

1.7 Report structure
As mentioned before, this report describes the development of a new telecommunications
service. The emphasis lies on the design of the technology behind this service. Chapter 2
describes the service as developed by The Garage (i.e. the service description of version
1.0). It also describes the reasons and considerations for choosing the different functions.
Finally it presents the functionality of the prototype used in the pilot study.
Chapter 3 describes the architecture of this prototype and the results from the pilot study.
Chapter 4 discusses the architecture of the complete service. The architecture is based
on a basic GSM network and uses speech recognition and speech synthesis for the user
interface. Chapter 5 covers an architecture that is based on several future technologies
that might support and extend the service in future, i.e. WAP, WTA and GPRS. For this
purpose it first gives an introduction in WAP and WTA. Chapter 6 also covers an
alternative architecture for 1MORE, this time based on PINT. It also includes a
description of PINT and a comparison of WTA and PINT functionality for mobile
appliance. Finally, chapter 7 gives an overview of the conclusions and recommendations.
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Table 1·1 Planned project activities of the engineers

Period

February

March

April

May

June

July

Phase

Analysis

Architecture design

Implementation

Implementation

Testing

Evaluation

Activities

•

•

Implementation of
User Interface (UI)

Implementation of
underlying system

•

•

Pilot study

•

Evaluation
product

•

Evaluation
process

•

Result

Inspection
current state of
mobile network
Inspection
needed
technology

Survey technical
possibilities

•

Matching
current
possibilities
with needed
technology
Design of
architecture

System
architecture

Operational service
(from the user point
of view)

Preliminary version
of the service

(If necessary)
final
implementation

•

Tests

•

Bug fixes

Operational version
of the service

Table 1-2 Realised activities (for the author)

Period

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

Phase

Analysis

Architecture
design

Implemen
tation

Implemen
tation

Implemen
tation

Testing

Evaluation

Report
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2 Service description '1 MORE'

This chapter describes the goal, functionality and the characteristics of the 1MORE
package (version 1.0). It also discusses the functions that were implemented in the pilot
prototype and the reasons for picking that part of the package.

2.1 Goal of '1 MORE'
The goal of the service is to simplify and encourage social calls, i.e. (mobile) telephone
calls that stimulate contacts amongst people. It is not the intention of the service to
stimulate only contacts via the telephone; indeed, the service is intended to bring people
into actual (physical) contact.
Roughly, there are two possible ways in which meetings can take place. Firstly, people
can meet at a certain place and time by deliberately making an appOintment. Secondly,
people can meet each other by a certain amount of chance: they can run into each other
in the street, in a shop or in a bar.
Nowadays, the mobile phone is used extensively for making or confirming appOintments,
thus supporting the first type of meeting. When the meeting involves a lot of people, often
a great deal of calling is needed to have everyone agree on a time and place.
Unsurprisingly, the first consumer research interviews by The Garage [3] show that these
appointments are most often arranged during a physical meeting (e.g. the previous
appointment) rather than using a telephone.
For the second type of meeting KPN Telecom does not provide surplus value. To
stimulate these gatherings, the influence of coincidence should be reduced. It might be a
good idea to notify people of each other's proximity. Were they normally not to run into
each other, they might consider getting together or planning a meeting, preferably via
phone, when they receive the notification.
The service should give the user a feeling of cosiness and comfort, a sense of belonging.
Further it should strengthen group feeling, stimulate existing relations and encourage
making new ones. It must support social activities and bring people together. The service
will be used in several different situations. For information on these situations and
adaptation of the service to them, see [2].

2.2 Target group
De final target group is determined to be consisting of people fitting the following profile:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12-30 years old
In possession of a mobile phone
Private (non-business) use of phone
Active, outgoing, social life
Uses mobile phone (amongst others) to keep up with social contacts
Spends a lot of time out of the house
No distinction between men/women

These boundaries are not fixed; they are meant to provide the development team with an
idea of the average user and they will be used for advertising (product placement). They
don't exclude people that don't fit the profile from the service.
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2.3 Service functionality
As mentioned before, the 1MORE service is a package of several functions. This allows
the service to support its goals optimally. It also allows KPN to aUract consumers with
popular or cheap parts of the service. While they get acquainted with these features and
the 1MORE interface, they are easily persuaded to use less popular or more expensive
functions, thus generating more revenues. This of course only works if the service is
presented and marketed as a package and if it also behaves as a package. This means
that all functions integrate in one user interface and that they conduct in a similar,
predictable, manner. The functions are listen below:

1.

Group Call: The Group Call enables consumers to call multiple parties at the same
time and join them all together in a conference call.

2.

Group SMS: Group SMS allows a user to send one message to multiple recipients at
the same time, in other words Group SMS is a SMS multicasting service.

3.

Random Call and Random SMS: With the random call and SMS functions customers
can call with or send a message to someone they don't know (yet). This person is
chosen from the list of users from the service that have chosen to be open to this.
The random selection of the person can be influenced by a "wanted" profile, in which
the user can select certain qualities like sex, age, occupation, education, colour of the
hair and eyes, etc.

4.

Localisation: KPN Research's lSI-lab (Internet Services Innovation laboratory) has
developed a service called ICU, pronounced as I See You, which notifies people
when they're in each other's neighbourhood [4,5], analogous to Ica (I Seek You),
This service can be fitted into the 1MORE package perfectly. Of course, to avoid
violation of their privacy, both parties should give their approval to the mutual
notifications,

5.

Information services: Cinema information, Find services, Traffic information etc. can
be very useful during the planning of get-togethers. Therefore, they should be
accessible during Group Call or SMS, and possibly be linked to the localisation
service.

6.

Online indication: This function shows the status of the user's friends, analogous to
Ica. Possible values include:
• offline, i.e. mobile phone switched off
•
online
•
invisible, i.e. online but no localisation possible or allowed
•
do_not_disturb, online but not available for (random) call

7.

Favo Friends: Favourite Friends is the name for 1MORE's phonebook. Addresses, email addresses, memo's etc, can be recorded optionally. It is also possible to create
folders that can be used as shortcuts for group calling or messaging.

8.

Personal Profile: The personal profile is the profile the user creates and maintains for
all functions of the 1MORE package. It consists of his Personal Profile, his options for
the random call and SMS services, and the people he wants to share localisation
information with, The profile is maintainable via the Internet.

From this list it is obvious that the group services (call and SMS) are the primary aspects
of the service, enabled by supporting functions like Personal Profile and Favo Friends.
Information service, localisation and online indication assist the user, whereas the
'random' functions open up complete new worlds.

2.4 Service requirements
From The Garage's need studies [3] it is clear that young consumers (the target group)
will not use complicated services that are full of twists and turns. So the 1MORE package
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should have a user-friendly interface. For them to accept the service as a package, the
functions should have uniform access or a common interface.
Young people are not loyal customers, so the service can only compete on price quality
ratio. Although it is a group service, adolescents are keen on individuality so they must be
able to personalise the service to their own needs. For the service to appeal to young
consumers, it should have an adventurous, fancy and fast image. Apart from the
functionality of the service, this can be achieved by a corresponding user interface.
Since many young people are subscribed to other operators than KPN Mobile, i.e. Ben,
Telfort, Libertel or Dutchtone, the service should be available to all mobile callers.
However, it is possible to encourage people to convert to a KPN Mobile subscription by
enabling some services only to KPN callers. The ICU service for instance will probably be
available only to KPN subscribers. This effectively excludes network dependant solutions,
at least for the primary services.
The service should attract a big customer base, so the technology behind the service
should be scalable and reliable. Failing telecommunication systems are unacceptable for
many consumers.

2.5 Competing services
At present (November 2000) no competing package is available on the Dutch market.
Some operators (Ben and Telfort) offer conference call possibilities, but they are rarely
used. This is mainly due to the fact that they are barely advertised, and because they are
not very user-friendly. For the 1MORE Group Call to be successful, the UI has to be easy
to use.
Multicasting SMS messages is possible with the Internet; several national and
international services are available. However, it is not possible to send Group SMS
messages with a mobile phone yet. Localisation services are also not yet available,
although several operators have expressed interest in introducing them.
Information services are available in a wide variety. It is probably the best idea not to try
to compete with them, but to include them in the service, for example by creating fixed
entries for these service-numbers in the Favo Friends list.

2.6 Pilot prototype specifications
The Garage's team consists of five members, of who only two are engineers; the team is
low on resources, manpower, experience and time (only six months for the complete
project). Implementing the complete service is virtually impossible and a selection of
functionality has to be made.
The need studies [3] show that people are somewhat reserved to the localisation aspect,
because they regard it a possible threat to their privacy. To have accurate results with
such a controversial subject, a large pilot study has to be set up. However, the pilot study
is meant only as an 'extended need study' with a maximum of about 100 users, so
localisation is effectively ruled out.
The random SMS and call functions are only interesting with a large customer-base, so
they are also discarded. Information services are already available in all sorts, so
implementing them would hardly produce new information. Online indication is simply not
possible with current technology. Enabling technology like WAP and GPRS will not be
introduced until long after the trial period. Thus, the only functions that remain for the
prototype are Group Call and Group SMS, Favo Friends and Personal Profile.
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2.7 Summary
From this chapter it is clear that:
•

1MORE is designed to support its consumers in maintaining their social contacts.

•

1MORE consists of several functions, some of which are available already.

•

The surplus value of 1MORE can be found in the combination of several types of
functions, specifically: communication, information and localisation.

•

Another key-feature of the service is its adaptation to customer-needs.

•

The integration of the different functions should be excellent for the user to accept the
package as such.

•

1MORE has to be user-friendly to compete with existing products and services.

•

During the pilot study only Group Call, Group SMS, Favo Friends and Personal
Profile will be implemented.
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3 Pilot prototype

This chapter discusses the architecture of the prototype for the pilot study. It describes
the design and implementation on both hardware and software level. It also reports the
results and some conclusions from the pilot study.

3.1 Specifications
The prototype is to include 4 functions: Group Call, Group SMS, Favo Friends and
Personal Profile (see Chapter 2 for functionality description). Of these, the team
considers Group Call is the most important. Group SMS should be implemented if there is
enough time, but Group Call has absolute precedence. Favo Friends and Personal Profile
are enabling functions for both Group Call and SMS. They are stripped down for the pilot
study. The Favo Friends list only stores names and telephone numbers . The maximum of
folders per user (participant of the pilot study) is set to five . This may seem too little, but
from the need studies [3] it is clear that most people don't have more than five different
groups. Personal Profile only has to store the name, phonenumber and Favo Friends list
of each participant of the trial.
To encourage the use of the service during the pilot study, the costs for the participants
have to be minimal. The user pays only the standard tariff for the call to the 1MORE
service. The Garage pays for the calls to his friends. Therefore, the system does not have
to provide any billing information.

3.2 Design considerations
The goal of the project is to create a service that can be piloted in six months and
introduced into the market in about one year. From these six months only 2.5 are
available for the implementation of the prototype (see also Chapter 1). With two
engineers, this makes only 5 man-months. To decrease the needed development time,
existing software and hardware can be used. The design process is thus reduced to
finding the best readymade building blocks and linking them together.
From the beginning of the project it was clear that new technologies like GPRS would not
be available in the KPN Mobile network at the time of the pilot. In contrast to GPRS, WAP
was already available at the time. However, it would not be widely spread, at least not
during the pilot period and certainly not within our target group. Thus, the pilot system
does not utilise either technology.
To keep the set of possible users as large as possible, the 1MORE prototype should not
need any specially adapted GSM-telephones or SIM cards (Subscriber Identity Module).
This implies that the service cannot use any specific functions of certain telephones (e.g.
the programmable Nokia Communicator).
To date, the KPN Mobile GSM network does not support multiparty calls (Figure 3-1).
Introducing this functionality into the network would take considerably more than six
months and is as such not an option for The Garage's pilot. KPN Mobile is planning to
introduce this service in the near future, but the introductory date is not known yet. The
need studies show that most adolescents, the target group of 1MORE, do not have a
KPN subscription [3]. making a (KPN) network solution less preferable anyway. Instead, a
standalone solution, available to all Dutch mobile callers, is preferred (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-1 Network solution multiparty call

1111111

1MORE Server 1111111

1111111

1111111

1111111

Figure 3-2 Standalone solution multiparty call

For the implementation of the group call several options are possible. The first solution is
connecting a PC to a Primary Rate Interface (PRI) trunk connection (e .g. ISDN-3~ or E1
type) and developing the conference functionality completely in software. However,
because of the complicated conferencing functionality it would be quite a hassle to
prevent all sorts of delays and echoes from occurring. Existing conferencing software is
mostly used for Internet calls and is not easily adaptable to the purposes of 1MORE.
Telephony switches, also called PABX or Private Automated Branch Exchange, normally
include conference possibilities. There are two types of PBXs, in particular traditional
PBXs and PCBXs (Personal Computer Branch Exchanges). A PBX is more robust and
reliable, but a PCBX scores better on flexibility and adjustability. Ordinary PCBXs do not
include conferencing functionality, although they can be upgraded with additional hardand software. 1MORE is developed around a traditional PBX of the type Philips Sopho
3030, simply because this is available within KPN Research.
Since the Personal Profile and the Favo Friends list are to be entered via the Internet,
some sort of Internet-server is also necessary. To create a service that is open to the
public, yet trustworthy with Customer information (e.g. user telephone-numbers), some
sort of data protection is needed. KPN Research maintains a special Internet-site,
complete with database and appropriate firewall and security features, especially for the
task of open user-tests. This service is called the Venuslab (http://www.venuslab.com)
and is used by The Garage, again for reducing development time.
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One of the 1MORE-service requirements is an easy-to-use UI (see section 2.4). Since
WAP can not be used, an interactive voice response system (IVR) is the best option .
Such a system plays pre-recorded audio files or generates spoken-word-audio to explain
the options that are currently available to the user. Mostly the user can choose one of
these options through DTMF (dual tone multi frequency) signalling. However, considering
the functionality of 1MORE, e.g. dialling people from the Favo Friend-list, DTMF does not
provide for an user-friendly UI [2,6}.
Alternatively a voice recognition system can be applied. With such a system the user can
choose his option by simply speaking into his mobile phone. The system then tries to
recognise the spoken words and find the corresponding option. If the speech recognition
is reliable this system is very user-friendly. Therefore, the 1MORE-service is based on a
voice recognition system.

3.3 Design
The 1MORE system has, from the user point of view, two different pOints of entry: the
telephony entry-point and the Internet entry-point. As mentioned before, the Venuslab
provides the Internet side, consisting of firewall, web server and database. However, The
Garage is responsible for the design of the 1MORE homepages and the structure of the
database. More on the layout of the WebPages is found in [2}. These pages use Active
Server Pages (ASP) to provide database access and secure data handling [7}. ASP is a
Microsoft technology based on a script version of Visual Basic that enables designers to
build intelligent web-servers and is comparable in functionality to CGI-scripting or PHP.
The next sUbsections describe the design of the database, the Group Call architecture
and the Group SMS architecture in corresponding order.

3.3.1 1MORE database
The SQl (Structured Query language) database contains exactly the information needed
by the prototype (see also section 3.1) as can be seen from the tables below. In table
'Abonnees' the subscriber's telephone-number AbNummer is the primary key. Table
'Vrienden' is linked to the subscriber table trough VrAbNummer, which is equal to
AbNummer in table 3-1. In table 'Vrienden', VrAbNummer and VrNummer are combined
to form the primary key. AbUser!eve! is used to identity new users that have never placed
a call to 1MORE yet (0) and users that have called at least once (1). In later versions this
might be extended to identify advanced users or it might be changed to contain the total
number of calls to 1MORE.

Table 3-1 Subscriber table ('Abonnees')

Table 3·2 Friend table ('Vrienden')

Fieldname
AbNummer
AbVoornaam
AbT ussenvoegsels
AbAchternaam
AbPassword
AbUserlevel
AbMap1
AbMap2
AbMap3
AbMap4
AbMap5

Fieldname
VrAbNummer
VrNummer
VrNaam
VrMap1
VrMap2
VrMap3
VrMap4
VrMap5

P.P.S. Giesberts

Field type
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
Int
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar

Size
10
20
10
20
10
4
20
20
20
20
20

Field type
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int

Size
10
10
25
4
4
4
4
4

Note: Nummer is Dutch for number, Voomaam for
first name, Tussenvoegse/s for middle names,
Achternaam for last name , Map for folder
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All telephone-numbers are stored as 10 byte long VarChars, the length of all Dutch
telephone-numbers. Please note that VarChar is a SOL type of string-array. The Int type
variables, which are all used as a Boolean, are 4 bytes long as this is the smallest
possible length for an Int. VrMap1 to 5 are used to identify whether a Friend is in the
corresponding Folder. VrMapX is 1 if the Friend is a member of the Folder or 0 if the
friend is not included. This way each user has 5 Folders (with names AbMapX) and an
unlimited amount of Friends that can be included in 0 to 5 of these Folders.

3.3.2 Group Call
The telephony-side of the Group Call consists of a PC (telephony Server) and a PBX. The
PC is connected to the database on the Internet through a SSL link (Secure Socket
Layer) as can be seen in Figure 3-3. SSL and its successor TLS, Transport Layer
Security, are described in Appendix A. In addition to the 1MORE hardware, this picture
also shows two customer's devices. Through the User PC , the user administrates his
Personal Profile and Favo Friends information on the web. With the User telephone he
connects to the actual service.

telephony Server ~Ul----

User PC

....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _((f\~ ,

~~User telephone

Figure 3-3 1MORE prototype hardware for Group Call

The PBX is connected to the mobile network via an ISDN-30 connection , also called E1,
thus allowing for a total of 30 simultaneous calls. Actually the ISDN-30 is not connected to
the KPN Mobile network but to the fixed KPN network. This enables subscribers of
providers other than KPN Mobile to join in the pilot study as well. The PBX is equipped
with two conference cards, each of which can handle one conference call of up to eight
conferees. If both are used at the same time with the maximum number of conferees,
only 16 of the 30 available channels to the network are occupied. Unfortunately, the PBX
is not equipped with a CSTAlCTllink (Computer Supported Telecommunications
Applications / Computer Telephony Interface). This means that all signalling to and from
the PC has to be sent with standard ISDN commands .
The PC has very high processing power since it both controls the PBX and runs the
complete IVR program. It is equipped with an Intel Pentium III 800 MHz processor and it
has 256 Mbytes of internal memory. It runs Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 with service pack 6
to support the used software. The built-in AVM C4 active ISDN card is capable of
connecting up to four ISDN-2 lines (i.e. eight voice channels) and is controlled with CAPI
2.0 (Common ISDN Application Programming Interface) . CAPI includes functions for call
set-up, Explicit Call Transfer (ECT) and Three-Party-Conference (3PTY), all of which are
of used by the 1MORE service. For more information on CAPI, see Appendix B.
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Although the ISDN card is capable of connecting 4 ISDN-2 lines, the PBX has only two
lines available, thus limiting the number of simultaneous calls to four. Moreover, since the
PBX is configured for normal telephones that can only handle one voice call at a time,
each ISDN line can only use the second channel if the first call is put on hold. In other
words, not more than two voice calls can be handled simultaneously! One of these
channels should always be available to inform calling subscribers that all lines are
occupied, so only one subscriber can be processed at a time. Figure 3-4 displays all
system nodes and the communication between them.

1111111

I- ISDr~.30--l1l111l1
1111111
User telephone

Sal

1111111 HSDN.2-r;:
1111111
'-=----.0
AVMCard

lMORE PBX

A
l::J

lMORE
database

lMORE
telephony Server

1MORE

database

web server

Figure 3-4 Communication between nodes for Group Call

3.3.3 Group SMS
Figure 3-5 shows the hardware for the Group SMS function. As can be seen, the Internet
side is the same as for the Group Call implementation. All SMS functionality is combined
in one server, the SMS server, which has connections to the database and the SMSC, or
Short Message Service Center, of KPN Mobile. The SMSC is the node in the mobile
network that receives and delivers SMS messages. The 1MORE service is connected to
the SMSC with a X.25 link, using a normal ISDN modem that is capable of employ the
X.25 protocol on the ISDN D-channel. For more information on X.25 see [8,9].

User PC

User telephone

Figure 3-5 1MORE prototype hardware for Group SMS
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The X.25 link is only used for transmitting SMS messages. It could be used for receiving
messages as well, but this would only work for messages sent to a short number, e.g.
333, 121 or 247. These short numbers are only available to subscribers of the operator of
the SMSC because they are internal numbers. This of course would mean that only KPN
Mobile subscribers could use the SMS function . Therefore, the SMS server also has a
direct connection to the mobile network via a GSM card. This card is used for receiving
SMS messages and has a normal, 10-digit, GSM telephone-number.
Since the SMSC of KPN Mobile is produced by CMG Communications, the SMS
transmitting software uses the CMG SMS programming API called SM API. The GSM
card behaves as a normal modem and can be addressed with the Hayes AT command
set, which includes the SMS subset. Both the transmitting and rece iving blocks were
already made by the KPN Research lSI lab.
Unfortunately, the GSM card was not available in time for the pilot study. A demonstration
version of the multicasting functionality is created based on X.25 rece iving (Le. using a
short number). However, since this is only available to KPN Mobile subscribers, the SMS
functionality could not be included in the pilot prototype and will therefore not be
discussed in the remainder of this chapter. Figure 3-6 shows communication between the
nodes. The Internet part is not included, as this is equal to that of Figure 3-4.

c(f:('»

1f--I-1aV,eS AT

®S\--~~~
~g.-

---...LJIf---~~~

---L::J
1MORE

User telephone

database

KPN

lMORE
SMSServer

SMSC

Figure 3-6 Communication between nodes for Group SMS

3.4 Implementation
This section describes the software that forms the IVR application . In the next subsection
the used building blocks are presented . The second part gives an overview of the IVR
program . The third and the final sections describe the program flow and the limitations of
the pilot prototype, respectively.

3.4.1 Building blocks
For the speech recognition there are several well-known applications , including
SpeechMania and Speech Pearl, both from Philips, and VoiceXpress from Lernout &
Hauspie. VoiceXpress is purely a dictation-program for the PC and, in contrary to the
Philips products, it uses speaker-dependant recognition. This makes it less usable for
telephony applications. The Philips products are both intended for voice recognition
through a telephone.
Speech Mania is an integrated package of recognition module, telephony drivers and
dialogue manager, whereas SpeechPearl is merely the speech module. Since the
1MORE service has to send specific control sequences to the PBX, which is not
supported by SpeechMania, the 1MORE speech recognition is built around Speech Pearl.
For the speech synthesis 1MORE uses Lernout & Hauspie Text-To-Speech Dutch (TIS).
Both Speech Pearl and TIS include a Software Development Kit (SDK) containing an API
(Application Programming Interface) that can be integrated in a C++ program . Therefore,
the IVR system is created in Microsoft Visual C++.
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3.4.2 Application outline
The IVR program, called SPServer.exe, is based on a demonstration program that comes
with the Philips GmbH Speech Pearl SDK. Figure 3-7 shows the functional structure of the
program. The program is created using Object Oriented Programming (OOP). An object
can best be viewed as a software-module containing data, procedures and functions. An
object's procedures and functions, together called methods, perform certain transactions
on its data. A class, which can be seen as the type of an object, is the formal declaration
of an object. All objects of a class that are used in an application are called instances of
this class. One of the most powerful features of object oriented programming is
inheritance: a class can be derived from another class preserving all the properties, both
data and methods, of this parent. The child can be extended to include more functionality,
and existing attributes can be overwritten. Threads are separate processes or flows of
execution that can be run concurrently. The IVR program uses several classes that create
and run in their own thread.
Legend:
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Figure 3-7 Software structure of 1MORE Group Call prototype

The SPServer class instance is the main object that controls all other objects and is
responsible for their creation, initialisation and destruction. Note that a red class or a red
line indicates methods that are directly or indirectly linked to CAPI methods or messages.
A three-ways split line between two classes indicates that there is an inequality in number
of objects of both classes . For example, there is only one SPServer object, but there are
multiple Port and ASRApp objects in the application. There is only one line between Port
and ASRApp, since each Port object corresponds to one ASRApp object.
The program has only one window, an instance of the SPServerView class. In this
window a document is shown at all times, in this case an object of the SPServerDoc
class. This document class is linked to a file, SPServer./og, which is used by SPServer for
logging. All objects, except SPServerView and SPServerDoc, have a method called
Log () that passes a CString object to the SPServer . Log () method, wh ich in turn adds
this string to the document and refreshes the main window. Figure 3-8 shows a
screendump of the program.
The SPServer class has an object of the ResourceManager class. This class manages
the Speech Pearl engines and makes them available to the other objects. The
CAPIManager manages the ISDN connections and provides calling and disconnecting
functions. The CAPIManager object runs in its own thread because it has to handle CAPIISDN notifications (e.g. connection up, other side disconnected) on a real-time basis.
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The AudiolO class is an abstract class, which means that it provides only the framework
of the class. It does provide some functionality, but it is has to be inherited to be
completely functional. The AudiolO class is responsible for the communication between
the user and the IVR menu. It includes methods for playing files, recognising spoken
words etc. For the recognition it uses one of the Speech Pearl engines from the
ResourceManager object. Two classes were derived from AudiolO, only one of which,
AudioIOCAPI, is included in the prototype and shown in Figure 3-7. The other class,
AudiolOWA VE, was used for demos and usability testing during the project and connects
to the audio board of the PC. AudiolOCAPI connects to the ISDN line via the
CAPIManager object.
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Figure 3-8 View of the SPServer program
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The Port class, another abstract class, provides the line control functions to the IVR
menu. It, too, has two descendants, a largely empty PortWAVE class and a more
complex PortCAPI class. The PortWAVE class does nothing more than signalling an
incoming 'call' on the audio board to the ASRApp and accepting this ·call'. PortCAPI is
more or less a wrapper around the CAPI calls for calling parties, transferring them to the
conference card etc.
Finally, the ASRApp class, again an abstract class, is the base class for the IVR menus.
ASRApp, short for Automatic Speech Recognition Application, includes connections to
the Port and AudiolO objects and each ASRApp object starts its own thread so that all
ASRApp descendants can operate simultaneously. Both Interface and InterfaceOverflow
are derived from ASRApp. Interface provides the complete 1MORE Group Call menu,
whereas InterfaceOverflow is used to inform the user that all resources are occupied, or,
in other words, that all Interface objects are busy.
An Interface object has two member objects, one of the UserProfile class and one of the
Friends class. They are both derived from CRecordset, a standard Visual C++ class, and
they are used to connect to the database. UserProfile uses the incoming
telephonenumber to read the user's record from the subscriber table, shown in Table 3-1 .
Friends reads multiple records from the Friend table, Table 3-2.
In the previous section it is explained that only one subscriber can use the 1MORE
service at a time. Therefore, the SPServer application initializes only one Interface object.
The program uses two InterfaceOverflow objects to minimize the chance of an unhandled
call from a subscriber. However, the program can be adapted to use any other number of
objects by simply changing the relevant constant (NUMENGINES for the number of
interface and NUMOVERFLOW for the number of InterfaceOverflow objects) and
recompiling the program .
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3.4.3 Program flow

Suppose that a user calls to the 1MORE phonenumber. The CAPIManager object gets a
'connect' signal from the ISDN channel and checks the PortCAPI objects for the state of
the corresponding ASRApp objects. There are three cases:
1. all Interface and InterfaceOverflow objects are busy handling another call
2. all Interface objects are busy, but at least one InterfaceOverfiow object is waiting for a
call
3. at least one Interface object is waiting for a call
In the first case, the CAPIManager can do nothing else but ignore the signal and continue
its other tasks. The user does not connect to the 1MORE system but gets a busy signal
instead. Of course, this must be avoided at all times, since it will not contribute to a
reliable and user-friendly image for the service.
In the second case, the CAPIManager accepts the call by responding with a connectacknowledge and passes the call handle to the PortCAPI. It also sets the PortCAPI
object's callevent upon which the PortCAPI object informs the corresponding
InterfaceOverflow object of the incoming call. The InterfaceOverfiow objects waits for the
connection to be set up completely and uses an AudiolOCAPI object to play several
audio files to the user. In these clips, the user is first welcomed to 1MORE, then informed
that all resources are occupied and finally he is asked to try again later. After this, the
InterfaceOverflow object tells its PortCAPI object to disconnect the call. The PortCAPI
object responds by issuing the CAPIManager. Disconnect () method and then goes
back to its sleeping state again, waiting for another callevent.
In the last case CAPIManager again accept the call and notifies the correct PortCAPI.
The awoken Interface object uses its member object UserProfile to connect to the
database and retrieve the subscriber information, if any. If there is no user information in
the database it waits for the connection to be completed and then notifies the calling user,
via the AudiolOCAPI object, that he should first register at the 1MORE homepage. If the
user is known, Interface uses its Friends object to retrieve the users Favo Friend
information from the database. Interface now sets up a connection to one of the available
conference cards and combines the connection to the user and to the conference card in
a three-party-conference (3PTY) using PortCAPI. If a problem occurs during any of these
actions, Interface notifies the user that the 1MORE resources are occupied and that he
should try again later. Possible problems include:
•
no Favo Friend information is available
•
the Favo Friend information is corrupt (e.g . multiple entries with the same name)
•
the database could not be reached at all
•
no conference card is available
When the user is connected to the conference card, Interface continues with the UI flow,
shown in Appendix C. 1MORE takes three steps to connect a Friend to the conference.
First the person is called. If the connection is not possible (e.g. user telephone is off) the
user is informed. If the connection is completed a new connection to the conference card
is made. If this is not possible the user is notified and the connection to the friend is
disconnected. If the conference card is connected as well, the friend is transferred to the
conference using a Call Transfer function.
When the user hangs up, CAPIManager notifies PortCAPl, which in tum stops the
Interface and releases all resources, including the conference card. Both PortCAPI and
Interface then go back to their sleeping state.
3.4.4 Prototype limitations

Because the PBX has no CSTAlCTllink, the 1MORE server has no control of the called
friends once they are transferred to the conference . This implies that the system cannot
disconnect all conferees when the subscriber hangs up. In other words, the user's friends
can continue their conversation once the initiator quits the service. Since the calls to all
the friends are paid for by the project and not by the initiator, this possibly puts KPN
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Research to expense . If the 1MORE service is ever really employed in the market, this is
obviously an issue that should be dealt with.
It also implies that the 1MORE server can never be certain if a conference card is empty,
i.e. that no conferees are attached to the card. This causes a real problem: the system
might assume that a conference card is not used and connect a new caller to this card,
while another conferee might still be attached to that card. This situation cannot be
prevented, but the program includes two options to minimise the chances of such an
event taking place.
The first option uses the fact that there are two conference cards and only one Interface
object. The interface object alternates between the cards: the first user is connected to
one card, the next user that logs on to the system is connected to the second card, etc.
This way the third user might join the friends of the first user in their discussion, but only if
these friends stay connected (after the first initiator hangs up) for a time longer than the
time during which the second user is logged on.
The second option is to not release a conference card if at least one friend has been
connected to it. A card can only be released by a 1MORE operator, using the CTRL +F1
and CTRL +F2 keys respectively. Using a normal telephone, the operator can listen to a
conference once a user has logged off and decide whether or not it is free.
Because of the consequences of this option, including the rather labour-intensive job and
the intrusion on the privacy of the conferees, the first option has the preference. If the
pilot study might show that users often interfere with each other, the program can be
switched to the second option by simply unchecking the 'automatic release of conference
card' option .
Another shortcoming that results from the lack of control of the PBX is the fact that a user
cannot choose to disconnect any of the conferees. This implies that if a friend's voicemail
is connected to the system, the user cannot choose to reject it, but has to wait until it
disconnects because the maximum recording time is elapsed. As this is mostly several
minutes, the concerning friend gets a voicemail message of several minutes.

3.5 Pilot study
The pilot is meant to learn what people will think of the 1MORE service and how they will
use it once is put on the market. Interesting aspects include the length of conversations,
the number of people called during one session and the time of day and day of week of
usage. The pilot is also used to find out what people think of the implemented user
interface and of a speech recognition system in general. Obviously, all these topics can
only be measured accurately if the technology behind the service does not influence the
results. The prototype limitations described in section 3.4.4 should be taken into
consideration when interpreting the results .
Subsection 3.5.1 describes the set-up of the pilot study. Section 3.5.2 discusses the
results from this study and gives an interpretation of the outcome. Finally, section 3.5.3
formulates some conclusions from the pilot that will be used later on in the report.

3.5.1 Set-up
The pilot study lasted for three weeks or 21 days. It was initially planned to take place in
July, but as a result of some logistical and technological problems, it could not be started
until August 10 2000. The Garage teammembers recruited 22 friends to become pilot
members. One of the reasons for recruiting friends is related to the delay of the pilot; it
allowed the pilot to be started at the very moment the system was ready, i.e . people could
be contacted with short notice. Of course, friends aren't as impartial as unknown people
are, but they weren 't overly stimulated to use the service (e.g. there were no prizes or
rewards to win), so the results from the study are valid and unbiased.
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In addition to these external people, the teammembers themselves and several KPN
Research and KPN Mobile employees were allowed to use the service during the pilot.
Furthermore, everyone that somehow came into contact with the service and wanted to
use it could freely register on the 1MORE homepage to become a pilot member.
At the end of the pilot a number of people was interviewed to learn about their
experiences with 1MORE and about their ideas about it.

3.5.2 Results
At the end of the pilot period a total of 59 people were registered in the 1MORE
database, 18 of which still had a UserLevel of O. These people either never called to the
1MORE service or never got any further than the 'first time information' prompt. The other
41 users successfully connected 242 times to the service. This is an average of 5.9
logons per active user or 11.5 calls per day.
A user was connected to the InterfaceOverflow menu (i.e. another user occupied the
system) 15 times. Not once did a user receive a busy signal because of the unavailability
of an InterfaceOverflow object.
A total number of 24 calls had to be rejected because they were performed with an invalid
phone: either the user's CLIP (Calling Line Identification Presentation) was off (14 times),
the user was using a fixed phonenumber (10 times) or the mobile caller was not
subscribed yet (7 times).
A total of 13 times some sort of error occurred during the 1MORE service. In five cases,
all of which occurred in the first 48 hours and three of which were debug sessions
performed by a Garage member, the system was unable to create TIS (Text-To-Speech)
data because of a programming error. After this bug was fixed, the problem never
occurred again. All other errors were due to incorrect Favo Friends information. In one
case a user had created a profile but no friends or folders. The system reacted by
rejecting the Friends objects results and disconnecting the user. The other cases were all
due to a name with a digit, which is rejected by the speech recogniser. The 1MORE
homepage did not check for digits in names or folders, but this would have prevented
these errors. Aside from the TTS error, the program is bug-free. It shows no unexpected
behaviour and does not appear to have any memory leaks . It is able to run continuously
for more than 21 days without any problems.
The table below recapitulates these results. Since the application is bug-free (at least
during most of the pilot) the results from the pilot can be considered valid.
Table 3-3 Results from the pilot study

Total calls

Busy

Rejected

Invalid data

Error

Successful

289

15 (5.2%)

24 (8.3%)

8 (2.8%)

5 (1 .7%)

242 (84%)

If all KPN Research employees, including Garage-members, are removed from the pilot
data only 27 active subscribers are left. These subscribers made a total of 101 successful
calls that lasted for more than 20 seconds; shorter calls were removed from the results,
as they were useless . Eight persons called only once and two people called 10,
respectively 15 times. If the last two are excluded from the data, the average is 3.0 (76
calls), see Figure 3-9. This means that the average user called 1MORE once a week!
Figure 3-10 shows that a 1MORE call takes about 3 to 4 minutes; 22 conversations took
more than 5 minutes, whereas 56% of the conversations were shorter than 2% minutes. If
a user calls 1MORE to discuss a time for an appointment, the conversation mostly last
shorter than 5 minutes. If 1MORE is used for a 'social call' , conversations of 10 minutes
or more are no exception .
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Figure 3-11 shows that in a relatively large part of the conversations the user was not
connected to any friends (conference size = 1) or to just one (size = 2). If the user was
not connected at all, he might have been just trying the service, using the Help menu or
he may have called one or more people that could not be reached. In the case of the twoparty conference, the user may have used 1MORE as a voice dialling system or he may
have called additional people that were not available. If the size-one calls are eliminated,
the average number of conferees per conversation is 3. There were no calls with more
than 5 conferees, whereas the system could handle up to 8!
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On average the service is used 4 to 5 times a day (Figure 3-12). If the first days are
excluded, the average is almost 4 sessions a day. There is no difference between the use
in the weekend or during weekdays. This is a remarkable result; the service was
expected to be used particularly in the weekend, since this is the time most youth go out
to meet each other.
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Figure 3-13, the usage per time of day, shows that the service is mostly used from 3 to 6
p.m. This is also rather unexpected; the team had expected the service to be used mainly
from 6 to 9 p.m.
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After the pilot period several subscribers were asked for their experiences with 1MORE.
Most people's view of 1MORE was either positive or very positive. It is considered userfriendly, but this depends heavily on the quality of the speech recognition. The speech
recognition is good, except when there is a lot of background noise. This is especially
annoying when other conferees continue their conversation during the recognition phase.
This could be solved by temporarily disconnecting the initiator from the conference while
the IVR system is active.
The fact that the user cannot disconnect a conferee is, as expected, seen as a more
important problem. In particular the fact that friends are saddled with minute-long
meaningless voicemails is a critical inadequacy.
Some users reported bothersome tapping during the conversation. The taps are created
by the conference card and are typical to the PBX-solution. From time to time, the
audiofiles that are a part of the IVR menus suffer slightly from noise on some types of
telephones, both mobile and fixed. This probably has something to do with the codecs
used in the different phones, but might be avoided by altering the format and quality of
the audiofiles.
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3.5.3 Conclusions
On a technical level it can be concluded that the prototype showed almost no errors. For
an actual implementation with real users, attention should be paid to the drawbacks of the
prototype. The possibility of disconnecting conferees should certainly be implemented
and the speech recognition quality should be improved . The fact that is possible to enter
corrupt friend information via the 1MORE home page also does not contribute to the user
satisfaction of the service.
The pilot study results might not be completely representative for the usage of an actual
1MORE service because of the relatively small test group and sort test period. However,
the results do show with a fair amount of certainty that the maximum of eight conferees
per conference is more than enough . The fact that a large number of calls do not even
use the reported maximum of five, indicates that the conference cards that were used
during the pilot do not distribute their resources very efficiently.
In Chapter 4 several other results from the pilot will be used, in the calculation of the
needed switching capacity for an actual implementation of 1 MORE Group Call. Although
the validity of these conclusions is to some extent questionable, they are used as a basis
for an indication of consumer behaviour anyway, simply because there are no alternative
statistics at this moment. In the calculation it is assumed that the average subscriber uses
1MORE once a week. It is also supposed that 31 % of all calls to 1 MORE will be between
3 and 6 p.m., as much in the weekend as during weekdays.
In several reports of other Garage team-members [2 and 3], results in the field of the
other disciplines are described. For instance, the report on User Interfaces [2] suggests
that the Help-menu might be removed from the dialog (see Appendix C for the dialog) as
it is almost never used anyway. This would shorten the dialog considerably; the questions
'What do you want to do' and 'Say dial or help' can be removed, letting the user
immediately choose the person he wants to call . It would ask for some additional
guidance of new users, but it would allow them to contact their friends much faster.

3.6 Summary
This chapter showed that:
•

The prototype does not use new technologies like WAP or GPRS.

•

The prototype is available to all Dutch mobile callers.

•

The prototype uses speech recognition and speech synthesis for user-friendliness .

•

The pilot study includes Group Call and Favo Friends and Personal Profile features;
Group SMS is built for demo-purposes only.

•

The Garage uses existing building blocks as much as possible to decrease
development time.

•

The use of a PBX as the switching centre has the disadvantage of low control and
some resulting drawbacks of the prototype:
It is possible, but unlikely, to end up in a conference with unknown people.
It is impossible for the user to disconnect a voicemail-box .

•

The pilot study shows that the implemented prototype is very stable and bug-free.

•

Although the 1MORE service is experienced as positive, participants report several
problems :
Annoying taps during conversations and noise during IVR menu.
Disability to disconnect friends or voicemail-boxes.
Background noise caused by conferees degrades the recognition quality.
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The main conclusions from the pilot study are:
A maximum of 5 possible conferees per conference is sufficient.
A relatively large amount of calls will not use this maximum.
A subscriber uses 1MORE on average once a week.
1 MORE is used as much in the weekend as during weekdays.
1 MORE is mostly used between 3 and 6 p.m .
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4 Service architecture design

This chapter describes the design of the complete 1MORE service. It is based on the
experiences with the pilot prototype and uses speech recognition and speech synthesis
for the user interface. In this chapter it is assumed that the service is introduced on the
market within about half a year, in Q1 of 2001 . This leaves too little time to make any
alterations to the existing GSM mobile network. Therefore it is, again, designed to be a
stand-alone solution. The first section of this chapter describes the specifications of the
service. Section 4.2 explains some of the considerations surrounding the design, followed
by the actual design in section 4.3.

4.1 Specifications
The 1MORE package is to include as many of the functions discussed in section 2.3 as
possible. Group Call and Group SMS are still the most important functions, but the other
features should further advance the service.
At the estimated time of introduction of 1MORE, the rollout of GPRS will only just be
started. WAP will probably be more widespread by that time, but as the target group of
1MORE is not very wealthy, the number of potential 1 MORE-users with an expensive
WAP-terminal will not be too large. To encourage fast acceptance of 1MORE, it will not
rely on either of these technologies, at least at the time of introduction. It is of course very
well possible to include new functions based on these techniques later. The next chapters
describe the possibilities that arise when taking full advantage of new technologies like
GPRS, WAP and PINT.
The service can be offered to all Dutch mobile callers or to KPN Mobile subscribers only.
The last option, although more traditional, has an important drawback. If, for instance, in a
group of five people, four are KPN subscribers and one is subscriber to Libertel, this
person might feel left out if he cannot start the 1MORE Group Call. Because the goal of
1MORE is to support group feeling and group activities it should be available for
subscribers of all Dutch operators.
Obviously, the interface must be user friendly and for the user to accept the package as a
whole it should provide a uniform access or a common interface for all functions . The
interface should have a predictable and consistent behaviour.
The reliability of the service contributes greatly to acceptance of the service. Therefore,
the availability should be high; for basic telecommunication services this is expected to be
as much as 99.9%. Of course the service should be in good working order and
predictable, analogous to the interface. This especially goes for the billing, which is
crucial for the success of the service . It must record the exact amount of money at all
times. If it bills too much, users might become frustrated with the service; if it bills too
little, the service might not make a profit.
With an expected number of subscribers of almost 30.000 after one year and more than
200 .000 after two years (see (10]), scalability is definitely an issue. Both reliability and
scalability ask for a thorough design that is both flexible and dependable . The design has
to be made as solid as possible. In contrast with the prototype, implementation time and
the number of available resources, in terms of both finances and labour, are not as
restrictive. The only financial requirement is for the service to be operated profitably. For
the design of the pilot prototype, the implementation time was rather short (see Chapter
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3), making it necessary to use existing building blocks. In this chapter, the best final
solution is looked for, which might not always be based on existing building blocks.

4.2 Design considerations
This section describes some of the issues that were dealt with during the design process.
It is hereby assumed that the Internet side of 1MORE is similar to that of the pilot study,
see also Figure 3-3. Of course, the content of the homepages will have to be altered, but
the functionality of the web server is the same. The section's result is a rough design of
the hard- and software that are needed for the possible introduction of each of the
1MORE functions. Therefore, these functions are discussed one by one.

4.2.1 Group Call
For the Group Call a network solution is more preferable than a stand-alone solution,
because it is more efficient in terms of number of connections and switching capacity
(compare Figure 3-1 to Figure 3-2). A network solution is not possible because of two
reasons. First of all, the KPN Mobile network does not support multiparty calls yet.
Secondly, a network solution in the KPN Mobile network would not allow subscribers of
other operators to use the service. Therefore, the conference switching has to be done
outside of the network. From the pilot study it is clear that a PBX without a CSTAlCTllink
is not flexible enough. A CSTAlCTllink enables a normal PC to configure, control and
program the PBX and to receive notifications of certain events. Important functionality that
could not be included in the pilot prototype that can be implemented with such a link are
disconnecting the voicemail-box of a friend, monitoring the number of conferees, etc.
In a traditional PBX one conference card can only facilitate one conference at a time, i.e.
it is not possible to use one conference card for two smaller conferences. The pilot study
showed that the maximum number of conferees per card, eight, will probably not be a
limitation, but the inefficiency of a card that is used for a three- or four-party conference
creates a serious objection. The number of needed conference cards quickly rises with
the number of users of the service. A large amount of mostly unused conference cards
forms a financial burden. Furthermore, the number of conference cards also makes it
necessary to use either a very large PBX or many PBXs that are interconnected. A very
large PBX is also very expensive and since it has to be installed and paid for at the time
of introduction of the service, the scalability and economy of this option is rather poor, i.e.
it does not grow with the volume of business. A collection of smaller PBXs does provide
this growth, but the interconnections create additional switching problems.
Using a PCBX solves these problems. First of all, a PCBX is more flexible, configurable
and programmable by nature. It can monitor call progress and generate billing
information. The PCBX must have a number of network interface cards for the
connections to the mobile network; e.g. a single Dialogic DMN1 00-4E 1 card supports 4
ISDN-30 lines or 120 voice-channels. Additional cards are needed for the conferencing,
e.g. the Dialogic DCB/960SC card. This card supports anywhere between 3 conferences
with 32 conferees each, to 48 conferences with 2 conferees each, making it a lot more
efficient than a traditional PBX conference card . Finally, if the number of subscribers
grows, the PCBX can easily be scaled to serve more users by adding new cards. Several
PCs can be connected to serve as a single PCBX.
The functionality of the 1MORE telephony server (as seen in Figure 3-3) can be
separated in an application controller and a speech server. The application controller then
has full control over the telephony lines and the user interface flow. The speech server
recognises spoken words from audio clips and synthesises speech audio files from text
input, both on demand of the application controller. In terms of the prototype program as
shown in Figure 3-7, the application controller embodies the CAPIManager, Port and
ASRApp objects. The speech server contains the behaviour of the ResourceManager and
AudiolO classes. Separate implementation, on different machines even, makes it easier
to scale and/or replace the separate functions. If, for instance, in future a WAP interface
is utilised, the speech recognition and synthesis might still be used, but the telephony
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control might be changed to a WAPIWTA server. Figure 4-1 summarises this in an
architecture overview for the Group Call function. It shows the PCBX, which is controlled
by the application controller. The speech server performs the speech recognition and
synthesis .
Legend:
-

TCPfIP
ISDN

1111111

E~ IIIIIII

1111111

lMORE
PCBX

lMORE
application
controller

lMORE
speech
server

Figure 4-1 1MORE Group Call architecture

4.2.2 Group SMS
Extending the 1MORE prototype Group SMS system that was created for KPN Mobile
subscribers only, see section 3.3.3, to accommodate all Dutch mobile callers can be
accomplished in two ways. First of all, a normal GSM card can do the SMS reception, as
suggested in Chapter 3. As one GSM card can only receive one SMS message at a time,
multiple cards have to be used to prevent unacceptably large delays from occurring.
However, as multiple receiver-cards are used, different subscribers should send their
Group SMS to different numbers, which does not contribute to a professional image of the
service. Furthermore, as subscribers do not all have the same SMS behaviour, load
balancing on a number of subscribers per card basis does not really provide a scalable
solution.
The second, more preferable, option is to connect the SMS server to the SMSCs of all,
currently five, Dutch operators. Depending on the type of connections and the size of the
corresponding accounts, it can be more profitable to use only one of the five connections
for the transmission of SMS messages and all five for the reception of messages. If more
than one or all five of the SMSCs are used for sending, the Group SMS application might
use load-balancing to shorten delays. This means that the application always sends the
next message to the SMSC with the smallest send-queue. Alternatively, it might perform
contract filling, which means that it tries to send the exact number of messages to each
SMSC to achieve the optimal, best prized contracts. However, the simplest method is to
send messages to the same SMSC that the original user-message came from. This
allows five relatively simple applications to be used, each serving its own SMSC, possibly
even running on five different PCs. As the 1MORE service is a KPN Mobile service, it is
preferable that only the KPN Mobile SMSC will be used for the delivery of SMS
messages.
Figure 4-2 shows the architecture for the SMS design. The 1MORE SMS server is
connected to all SMSCs using X.25 links, but only the KPN SMSC is used for
transm ission.

4.2.3 Random Call
A possible interface for Random Call is shown in Appendix C. A user that calls to 1MORE
chooses for a random call by saying 'blinddate' in the main menu. If the user's greeting
message exists and the user decides to start a search, the system seeks for a matching
person in the database and retrieves this person's greeting message. This message is
played and if the user wishes to contact this person, the system tries to contact him.
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Figure 4-2 1MORE Group SMS architecture

When the called person picks up the phone he is told that he gets a random call and the
greeting message from the calling user is played. When the person agrees to accept the
random call, the system sets up the conversation. Both parties' phone numbers are kept
secret by the system, so if they want to call each other again, they have to exchange
phone numbers.
The technology behind this function consists of two elements, which supplement the
Group Call architecture (Figure 4-1). First of all, the database has to be extended to store
the Personal Profiles including the users' personal qualities, the qualities they look for and
their greeting messages.
Secondly, the Random Call application has to search the database to compare the
profiles. The program first reads the Personal Profile, including the user's wishes. Then,
the program goes through the database to retrieve all users that fit these wishes. If the
created list is not empty, it is randomised to prevent the same person from being called all
the time. Then, in sequence, the greeting messages are played until the user selects one
and until the selected person accepts the user's greeting message. If the end of the list is
reached before a conversation takes place, the user is informed and advised to change
his settings or to try again later.
Special care has to be taken to prevent empty or short lists from being created. That is,
the chance of the same person being called multiple times by the same initiator is larger
when the size of the list is shorter, no matter what the quality of randomisation is . To
prevent short lists from occurring, the correlation between the user's selection criteria and
the chosen persons' profiles can be decreased. This, however, might reduce the user
satisfaction of the service. Another way to ensure larger lists is to make sure there is a
large database of persons to choose from, i.e. to make sure there is a large customer
base. One way to ensure a large user group is to start the dating service well after the
introduction of the first parts of 1MORE, e.g. Group Call and Group SMS. Another option
is to disable Random Call and Random SMS during the first month or months of
operation, whereas users are still invited to enter their profiles in that period .
Random SMS needs the same randomisation functionality. Hence, to be able to reuse it
with the SMS server, the randomisation function is best separated from the application
server. Since it is going to be an independent application it might as well run on a
different PC to distribute load over the resources. This allows for better scalability. Figure
4-3 shows the design, compared to Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-3 1MORE Random Call architecture

4.2.4 Random SMS
To send an SMS message to an unknown person, a user simply enters the keyword
'BLINDDATE' at the beginning of the message and sends it to 1MORE. On reception it is
scanned for telephone-numbers. If the message does not include any phone numbers,
the random server searches for a fitting profile (as with Random Call) and sends the
message to this person. The BLiNDDATE keyword is removed and replaced with
'BLINDDATE ##' where ## is a two digit number, the random-number. This number is
also sent to the originator in a confirmation message.
To reply to the message the receiver can send a message to 1MORE starting with
'REPLY' followed by the random-number. Using the random-number and the person's
telephone number, the other user's telephone number can be retrieved and the message
can be forwarded to the initiator of the Random SMS. This user can reply in turn, using a
REPLY ## message, etc.
To ensure privacy and to protect consumers, all messages are checked for telephone
numbers. The random-number that is used in the replies can be invalidated and reused if
neither of the two persons involved use it for a period of, say, 5 days. Furthermore, a user
can never send two consecutive messages with the same number, i.e. a person can only
reply once to a certain message, again to protect consumer interests.
To be able to implement the Random SMS function, the Group SMS design (Figure 4-2)
has to be extended. The 1MORE database should include a table that contains the
random-numbers and the corresponding telephone numbers. It should also record which
of the users is allowed to send the next message. The SMS receiving application must be
adapted to read the BLiNDDATE and REPLY keywords. In case either of these words is
found, it forwards the message to the Random SMS application .
This application contains three functions. First of all, the application has to filter all
messages for telephone numbers. If any number is found, the message is discarded.
Secondly, on reception of a BLiNDDATE messages, it generates a new random-number,
creates a new entry in the table and searches for a fitting profile using the Random server
that is also used by the Random Call feature. Finally, on reception of a REPLY message
it has to make sure the sender is allowed to send. If this is the case it forwards the
message and updates the table, making sure that the next person that is allowed to reply
is the recipient of the current message. Figure 4-4 shows the architecture for Random
SMS. Compare this figure to Figures 4-2 and 4-3 for differences and similarities.
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Figure 4-4 1MORE Random SMS architecture

4.2.5 Localisation
The localisation aspects of the 1MORE service are twofold. First of all, there is the feature
wherein a user is informed if he is in the neighbourhood of one of his friends (ICU
service). Secondly the subscriber's current location is needed to adjust the information
services' data. Once the current location of all 1 MORE subscribers is known, the
implementation of the ICU service is described in the corresponding reports [4,5] and
therefore will not be discussed here. For the 1MORE-architecture it only implies the
addition of an ICU server that searches for adjacent friends and a communication path
from the SMS server to and from this ICU server.
However, location information of subscribers is not yet distributed by any of the Dutch
mobile operators. KPN Mobile is, like many others, considering the introduction of such a
system, but any certainty about introduction or time of introduction is not available at this
point. It is very probable though, that the system will not be available anytime before the
fourth quarter of next year (2001). Furthermore, it is likely that the system, once
introduced, will only be available using the KPN Mobile WAP-platform (m-info) because of
its extensive billing purposes.
For the 1MORE service it is imperative that all operators publish the same or similar
location information. If some operators would issue differing information from others (e.g.
different in size or using differently allocated location areas) 1 MORE must perform some
sort of translation of this data. But if at least one of the operators does not issue any
information at all, the foundation underneath the group idea of the service is removed.
The additional value of a service that is aimed at group dynamics and group feeling but
that does not support all group members equally is limited. For one, KPN Mobile does not
issue location information until the end of 2001 and then probably even only for WAPusers, making it useless for 1 MORE purposes, at least in its introductory phase.
Therefore, the localisation feature as well as the location optimised information service
cannot be introduced with the 1 MORE service.

4.2.6 Information services
To include existing information services in 1MORE, the corresponding telephone-number
can simply be pre-programmed in the Friend list of each user. Examples of these services
include traffic information, weather prediction and news channels. However, the location
feature of 1MORE, would it be available, cannot be utilised this way. Therefore, if these
services do not use location information themselves, the information the user receives is
not adjusted to his current location. This option requires no additional hardware and just a
minor addition to the Group Call software. Simply creating a list of phone numbers that is
available to all subscribers suffices.
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The alternative is to create new 1MORE-specific information services that do use the
available location data. From the 1MORE call menu the service can either be treated as
one or multiple regular phone numbers, or it might be a separate option in the main
menu, depending on the variety of the information. For the SMS interface the addition of
a few simple keywords (e.g. TRAFFIC, CINEMA, FOOD and DRINK) should suffice.
Possibly, information might be given both on a one-call or pull basis and on an on/off or
push basis. For instance, if a user is moving around and wants to eat at any of the
restaurants he passes, he might send a 'FOOD ON' message to 1MORE. The 1MORE
service then keeps track of the user and sends a message for each restaurant he nears
(push-service) . If he has found a restaurant that suits him he sends a 'FOOD OFF'
message to stop the service. On the other hand, if he is not moving around and just
wants to know all restaurants in the neighbourhood at that particular instant he can just
send a ' FOO~' message and wait for the one-time reply (pull-service).
This second option does require several modifications to the 1MORE-technology. First of
all, the database should be extended to include the information that should be available
to the users. Secondly, this information has to be gathered . One way of collecting
information is the use of a web crawler that searches the Internet for information and
stores it in the database in a consistent manner. Another method is to let third parties fill
the database with their information . For instance, Macdonald's might very well be willing
to keep the 1MORE database up-to-date by entering the locations of their new
restaurants and their latest prizes. The most expensive option is to employ a 1MORE
redaction that looks for the latest news, prizes, traffic information etc.
Thirdly, the dialog has to be adapted to accommodate the information menu.
Correspondingly, the SMS server has to be adjusted to understand the new keywords
and to forward messages containing these words to an SMS information application.
Finally, this application has to find the appropriate information in the database and create
an SMS message from it. Furthermore, in the push-version, the application should keep
track of a specific user and find changed information to be sent. This functionality might
be combined with the ICU service, as this keeps track of users already. In this case,
individual restaurants, cinemas, etc. can be treated as a 'friend' of the requesting user.
However, location information of 1MORE users is not available at the time of introduction
of the service, as can be seen in the previous section . Hence, the first option, including
existing information numbers in everyone's Favo Friends list, is the only solution
available. Of course, if and when location data does become available, the second option
can still be introduced.

4.2.7 Online indication
At present, it is not possible to obtain information about the state (on or off) of a certain
user's terminal. Although this information is stored in the Home Location Register of a
mobile network (HLR), it is not publicly available for many reasons, including technical
possibilities and privacy of the user. Unfortunately, there are no indications that this type
of information might be available in future.
However, location information might be used to find the On/off State of a terminal. That is,
if a user cannot be located he is either out of the country or his terminal is switched off.
Now, considering the fact that online indication is only interesting for friends because of
the mutual permission of such information to be available, and the fact that most friends
are well informed about each other's travelling, the lack of a user-location might be
interpreted as an offline terminal.
As location information is not available at the time of introduction of the 1MORE package,
indication of the Online/offline State of a Friend's terminal is consequently ruled out.
Without location information , there is also no need for additional states like 'invisible' or
'do_not_disturb'. In this case 'invisible' means that the phone is on but the user does not
wish to be located by his friends , and 'do_not_disturb' means that the phone is on but the
user does not wish to receive any calls . Furthermore, without a WAP interface it is too
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much effort to change states from online to 'invisible' or 'do_not_disturb' anyway. Online
indication can therefore not be introduced with 1MORE.
4.2.8 Favo Friends
The Favo Friends functionality is nothing more than the combination of tables of friends
and folders for a particular user in the database. In the pilot prototype, the number of
folders per user was limited to five. In the real-life implementation, this number should be
increased. Although the folders do not add much convenience to the Group Call function,
they are the only way to give access to the Group SMS function. It is of course possible to
limit the number of folders to any other number, e.g. 15 or 30, but any number would be a
wild guess that might be too large for some, but too small for others. As one of the
1MORE goals is to provide a service that is personalised and adapted optimally to and by
the subscribers, it is best not to limit the number of folders at all.
Likewise, there seems to be no reason to limit the number of friends, as was the case
with the prototype. The only disadvantage of large numbers of friends and folders is the
decreased speech recognition , caused by the fact that the recogniser has more options to
choose from . This, however, can be explained to the customer, who can then choose the
number of friends and folders himself.
Additional to the telephone numbers of friends, the database can also store information
like addresses, memos, etc for each entry. For now, this information is only available
through the web-interface, using 1MORE as an online address book. This information
could be made available via the Call-menu or SMS messages as well, but this would
require a rather complex user interface, which is not yet studied. To be able to implement
a user-friendly solution more research on the subject is needed. Of course, if the 1MORE
homepage were available in WML (Wireless Mark-up Language) as well, making it
accessible via WAP, the user could access the additional fields with his terminal without
many problems.
4.2.9 Personal Profile
The Personal Profile is, like the Favo Friends function, a database and homepage only
design. First of all it should store all personal properties, like first and last name, address,
mobile telephone number, bank account number and password. These fields are crucial
for the service: the telephone number is needed for identification of the user, the name,
address and bank account for billing purposes. To prevent abuse of the service, none of
the above should be alterable via the homepage. If a user needs to change any of these,
he should contact the 1MORE helpdesk.
It should also store whether or not the user wishes to initiate and accept Random Calls
and SMS messages. Further, the profile should contain all user characteristics that are
needed for the Random Call and SMS functions . Examples are date of birth, colour of
hair and eyes, education, employment, sex, sexual interest, other fields of interest,
hobbies, etc. Additionally the profile should hold the characteristics of the person he
wishes to contact, again consisting of age, colour of hair and eyes, education, etc.

4.3 Design
This section describes a possible design of the service based on the functions that,
according to the previous section, should be implemented at the time of introduction of
1MORE, namely Group Call and SMS, Random Call and SMS, Favo Friends and
Personal Profile. It also includes Information Services, but then only the existing, non1MORE, services . First of all, the overall scheme is created from the consideration in the
previous section. Then, this design is discussed, first approached from the centre of the
service, the database, and then from the three sides of user interaction, namely Internet
access, telephony access and SMS access.
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4.3.1 Overall scheme
Figure 4-5 shows the overall scheme of the 1MORE-architecture and its connections to
the outside world. A 100Mbit/s Intranet that is directly connected to the 1MORE-database
forms the backbone of the service. The web server creates a connection from the Internet
to the database. The PBX connects the application controller to the mobile network and
the SMS Server is connected to all five SMSCs (shown as only one SMSC in the figure).
Note that blue connections indicate that they are part of the IP-domain and that red
connections indicate the telephony domain.
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Figure 4-5 1MORE service architecture

Besides of the database, the web server, the SMS server, the random profile server, the
speech server and the application controller, which are all described in the next sections,
the scheme also shows possible future extensions to the service, namely a web-crawler,
an ICU-server and an information server. The web-crawler should search the Internet and
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fill the database with the information it retrieves. The information server is intended to
interpret this data and to make it available to both the application controller and the SMS
server. Finally, the ICU server, with connections to the location servers of the operators
(not shown in the figure), keeps track of the users' locations and sends notifications to the
SMS server if necessary.
These services can be added to the service without any alterations to the overall
architecture of the service and with only minor modifications of the existing hard- and
software.
4.3.2 Database Design
The database is the core of the 1MORE service. It stores both user information (e.g. Favo
Friends) and system information (e.g. random-numbers and billing information). The
database has to be accessed from all sides of user interaction . Using the Internet the
user can alter the Favo Friends and Personal Profile. When a user dials the 1MORE
number, his data is collected as well, to identify the user and to find his settings . The
database is also used when the user sends an SMS to the 1MORE SMS number.
The information in the database can be divided in three parts: the Favo Friends
information, the Personal Profile and system information. The Favo Friends information
consists of a user's list of Friends and a list of his Folders, i.e. the information that is
needed for Group Call and SMS . The Personal Profile information consists of all
information that is needed for Random Call and SMS , i.e. the user's characteristics,
settings and wishes.
The Subscriber table, see table 4-1, contains all the information that is needed by
1MORE to identify and authenticate the user. It stores his telephone number to identify
the user when he dials or sends an SMS message to 1MORE, his password for validation
on the Internet and his address and bank account for the administration of invoices. It
also stores a Userlevel that is used to register the level of experience the user has with
the service.
The Friend table, 4-2, stores the user's Friends, including their names, addresses, date of
birth and a short memo field . Note that it does not store the folders each friend is linked
to, in contrary to the prototype table (3-2). This functionality has been moved to tables 4-3
and 4-4 . Table 4-3 stores the Folders a user has created. 1MORE assigns a number,
Fldrld, to each folder . As the number is unique for a particular user and its size is four
digits, each user can have up to 10000 folders, which is considered to be virtually
unlimited . Table 4-4, the Folder_To_Friends table, is a conversion table. The telephone
number of the user's friends in a specific folder can be retrieved by searching this table
for all entries that comply both to the user's telephone number and to the number of the
folder involved . The reason for using two additional table for this conversion in respect to
the prototype database (table 3-1 and 3-2), is to be able to use an unlimited number of
folders without creating extremely large matrix-type tables. As the number of columns is
to a large extent responsible for the performance of a database, large matrix-type tables
are correspondingly slow.
Tables 4-5 and 4-6 contain the user information for the Random services . The user ·
characteristics table (4-5) holds the user's preferences and his characteristics. Currently,
his preferences consist only of the AcceptRND boolean and his greeting message.
AcceptRND , which indicates the user's acceptance of Random Calls or SMSs is a 4-digit
integer value, because SQl Server does not support boolean values. The user's greeting
message audio clip is not actually stored in the database, but on a dedicated harddisc.
The database only contains a link to this file , again to improve database performance .
The Personal_Desires table (4-6) contains the characteristics of a person the user wishes
to contact with his Random Call or SMS.
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Table 4-5 Personal_Chars table

Table 4-1 Subscriber table

Fieldname
TelNumber (Id)
FirstName
MiddleNames
LastName
Password
Userlevel
Street Number
ZipCode
Cit:i
BankAccount

Field type
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
Int
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
Int

Size
10
20
20
20
10
4
30
7
20
15

Fieldname
TelNumber (ld)
FrNumber
FrName
FrStreet Number
FrZipCode
FrCity
FrDateOfBirth
FrMemo

Field type
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar
VarChar

Size
10
10
25
30
7
20
10
100

Table 4-3 Folder table

Fieldname
TelNumber (ld)
Fldrld
FldrName

Size
10
4
40
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Fieldname
TelNumber (Id)
DColorHair
DColorEyes
DEducation
DEmployment
DSex
DSexual Interest
DAge

Field type
VarChar
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int

Size
10
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Table 4-7 Random_Number table

Field type
VarChar
Int
VarChar

Size
10
4
25

Table 4-4 Folder_To_Friends table

Fieldname
TelNumber (ld)
Fldrld
FrNumber

Field type
VarChar
Int
VarChar
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int
Int

Table 4-6 Personal_Desires table

Table 4-2 Friend table

:1

Fieldname
TelNumber (ld)
AcceptRND
GreetinqFileName
ColorHair
ColorEyes
Education
EmQioyment
Sex
Sexual Interest
Age

Field type
VarChar
Int
VarChar

Size
10
4
10

Fieldname
TeiNumber1
Random Num ber
TeiNumber2
LastChange

Field type
VarChar
l int
VarChar
VarChar

Size
10
4
10
15

Table 4-8 Global_Numbers table

Fieldname
Number
ServiceName

Field type
VarChar
VarChar

Size
10
20

Please note that the grey background indicates the primary key of the tables.

Note that tables 4-1,4-5 and 4-6 all have the same primary key (the subscriber's
telephone number), which indicates that they could be combined in one table. However,
as this table would consist of 26 fields, with a combined length of over 250 bytes, it would
show rather poor performance. The table is cut into three pieces based on functionality:
the first table contains all parameters that are needed to identify a user. When he dials in
for a Group Call or if he sends a Group SMS, table 4-5 and 4-6 need not be used. If he
dials in for a Random Call or if sends a Random SMS, first table 4-6 is searched for the
user's desires. This profile is then used to search for matching parties in table 4-5. Figure
4-6 shows the connections between the tables. Note that in this figure, the primary keys
are displayed with a bold font.
Table 4-7 is the conversion table for the random-numbers and user telephone numbers.
TeiNumber1 contains the telephone number of the user who is allowed to send the next
reply and TeiNumber2 contains the number this message has to be forwarded to. Note
that on reception of a valid reply message both the date/time combination in LastChange
is set and the values of the TeiNumber1 and TeiNumber2 fields are exchanged. If a user
sends a new Random request (with the RANDOM keyword), the random application has
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to create a new random-number that is unique for both users. To check the validity of this
number, table 4-7 has to be searched for this number with both users' telephone numbers
in the TeiNumber1 and TeiNumber2 fields.
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Figure 4-6 1MORE database lay-out

Finally, table 4-8 contains a list of global numbers. These are numbers of the information
services that are included in each user's Favo Friend list when he contacts 1MORE. The
reason for using an additional table instead of simply adding the numbers as normal
entries to each user's Friends table (table 4-2), is to limit the size of the database.
However, with this approach users cannot delete any of these entries from their personal
phone book, somewhat limiting the personalisation possibilities .
The tables that store the billing information are not shown in the list of tables above,
because the type of billing and the information needed for this billing is not yet decided
upon at this point of time. However, it will almost certainly contain a table with at least
fields for the user telephone number, a unique billing id (together forming the primary
key), the time and date of billing, the type of billing (e.g. Group SMS, Random Call, etc.),
the duration of the call and the amount of money concerned.
4.3.3 Internet Access

To provide Internet access, an http-server (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) and a firewall
are needed . The firewall and the web server can be combined physically on one PC. As
this is off-the-shelf Internet technology, provided by numerous companies, its design is
not covered by this report. The functionality of the server should be the same as that of
the Venuslab-server that was used in the prototype, i.e. it should have an http-server that
supports scripting and it should have access to the 1MORE database .
Although 1MORE is not going to be introduced in the market as a WAP service, it is
definitely a good idea to implement the web-interface as a WAP-interface as well, even at
the time of introduction . This involves almost no effort, except porting the HTML pages
(Hyper Text Mark-up Language) to WML desks (Wireless Mark-up Language). Enabling
the subscribers that do have a WAP phone to change their settings with their telephone
has four advantages.
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First of all, it allows users that have a WAP-phone to add people to their Favo Friends list
or to find the address of one of their Friends while they are moving about, without the
need of accessing a PC. This functionality will probably not be used too often, as the
current WAP-phones aren 't exactly user-friendly with their small keys and displays, but it
may prove to offer additional value to the service in selected cases. Secondly, it may
encourage users that do not have a WAP-enabled phone yet to buy one. Thirdly, it allows
the 1MORE-operators to keep track of the number of users that have and actually use
WAP-enabled terminals, making it possible to choose the right timing for the migration to
the WAP-platform. Finally, it is a way for the subscribers to identify 1MORE with WAP
even in the early stages, allowing a more easily accepted migration of the complete
service to the WAP-platform.

4.3.4 Telephony Access
When a user dials the 1MORE phone number, he is connected to the 1MORE PCBX.
This PCBX immediately transfers the user to the application controller if there are enough
resources available. The application controller checks the validity of the user based on his
telephone number. It then starts the dialog, using the speech recognition and synthesis
services of the speech server. Depending on the type of service the user requests, a
conference is started or the user is connected to another, randomly chosen subscriber.
To be able to attend to the calling users with an acceptable availability rate, satisfying
numbers of resources in the PCBX, the application controller and the speech server have
to be calculated. For this calculation, the results of the pilot study are used, see section
3.5. Although the behaviour of the pilot members might not be completely representative
for the behaviour of actual customers, it is the best information that is available at this
point. Once the service is introduced in real life, the number of resources can be revised
to adapt the system to the actual situation and to actual user behaviour.
The expected number of users at the end of the first year is 30 .000 (see [10]). From the
pilot results it is concluded that each user uses the service once a week, for about five
minutes, resulting in 30.000 calls to 1MORE per week. Since the calls are distributed
evenly over the weekdays, 30 .000/7 = 4286 calls are made every day. 31% of these calls
will take place during the peak hours, between 3 and 6 p.m.; i.e. in a period of 3 hours, or
180 minutes, 1329 calls are made. As the calls last for five minutes, this means that on
average (1329*5) / 180 = 37 concurrent calls are going on at any time during these peak
hours.
To calculate the number of resources that is needed, the distribution function of these
calls has to be found. For this purpose, the three-hour period is divided into 36 fiveminute periods, To to T35 , thus creating a discrete problem. Furthermore, it is assumed
that during the peak hours, calls are distributed evenly, i.e. the probability of a call taking
place at To is equal to the probability of that taking place at T1 or T35 . Now, the probability
that at a certain time Ti, where 0 < i < 35, no users make use of the service is:

P(O) = (--.L)O . (li)\329
36

.

36

1329!
(1329-0)!xO!

= (--.L)O . (li)\329 .(1329J
36

36

0

(4.1 )

Or, in general, the probability that k users use the service:

P(k) = (P)' (1- Py-'

(;].

n = 1329, P = ,\

(4 .2)

Equation (4.2) is of course the binomial probability distribution . The binomial distribution
approaches the Poisson distribution for large values of n*p. As n*p = 36,9 » 1, the
Poisson function can be used to find the distribution:

n
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= 1329 , p = --.L
36 ' r = n . p = 36 , 9
1/

(4.3)
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This function is shown in Figure 4-7 as the yellow chart. It can be seen that the probability
of more than 60 users in period T; is almost zero. As Tj is no different than h1 or TH , it
can be concluded that if 61 users can be served by the system simultaneously, the
availability of the system is better than 99,99%!
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Figure 4-7 Probability distribution of number of callers per period Ti

Of course, these results are based on an average use of 1MORE, similar to that during
the pilot period. Therefore, this number only corresponds to the number of Group Call
users. In the real life implementation of 1MORE, Group SMS will probably reduce the
numbers of Group Call conversations, decreasing the expected number of n. However,
Random Call and Information services will enlarge the number of calling users. To get a
view of the dependence of the number of resources on n the calculation was also
performed for several other values of n. To achieve a similar degree of availability
(99,99%), the numbers of needed resources for each value of n is shown in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8 Resources needed to achieve 99,99% availability

To account for all the unknown factors in user behaviour and for estimations in the
assumptions that were made, a value of about 2500 for n seems to be a fitting choice. To
achieve 99,99% availability, the number of concurrently served users should be equal to
100, see Figure 4-8. Obviously, this number is based on the expected number of
subscriber at the end of the first year of operation. As the subscriber-base, hopefully,
gradually grows over time, there should be more than enough opportunity to adapt the
system to the actual number of users and their behaviour.
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To be able to serve 100 users, the Application controller should run 100 interfaces
simultaneously. The number of needed speech engines and synthesis objects in the
speech server, is more difficult to determine. To be certain of correct performance it could
be chosen to set this to 100 as well, but as users connected to the 1MORE service are
mostly interacting with their friends, instead of with the system, thus requiring no speech
recognition or synthesis, this is probably much too large. As users can be expected to be
interacting with the system for no more than 10-20% of the total connection time, 20
engines should do in principle. However, as users cannot be expected to interact with the
system consecutively and to prevent or shorten delays in this interaction, a number of 40
or 50 is a lot safer.
To calculate the number of ISDN lines to the network, first the percentage Group Calls on
the total number of calls has to be defined. It is probably in the vicinity of 50%, but to be
on the safe side it is chosen to be 75%, resulting in 75 simultaneous Group Calls. The
maximum number of conferees is expected to be five, including the initiator, in
accordance with the pilot results. This results in 5*75 is 375 lines to the network. The
other 25% of the calls are random calls or information service calls, both accounting for 2
network connections each, or 25*2 = 50 connections in total. Hence, the necessary
number of connections to the network is 425. If the Dialogic DMN100-4E1 cards are
used, which support 4 ISDN-30 lines or 120 voice-channels each, 4 of these cards have
to be inserted in the PCBX, allowing for a total of 480 connections.
If the Dialogic DCB/960SC cards, which support 19 five-party conferences
simultaneously, are used for the conferences, 4 of these cards are needed, allowing for a
total of 76 conferences. If the number of parties is four (or three), 4 cards can
accommodate up to 96 (or 128) conferences. The connection between the PCBX and the
Application controller can be implemented by 4 ISDN-30 lines with a Dialogic DMN1004E1 card on each side. The total number of cards in the PCBX is now: 5 Dialogic
DMN100-4E1 cards and 4 Dialogic DCB/960SC cards. The network traffic between the
application controller and the speech server will maximally consist of about 50 times
64kbitls, or 3,1 Mbitls. Thus, a simple 1OMbitis network card should suffice, but for future
scalability a 1OOMbitis card is the preferable option. All these numbers are also shown in
Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9 1MORE resources for telephony access

Exact numbers of simultaneously used Random Calls cannot be determined from the pilot
study results, simply because Random Call was not part of the study. However, it is
assumed that maximally 50% of the 100 simultaneous calls to 1MORE will be of the
Random Call type. Assuming an average interaction time of the user with the 1MORE
system of about 20% of the total connecting time, a maximum of about 50% of these calls
need a randomise function simultaneously, i.e. 25 randomise engines. As the random
profile server is also used by the Random SMS function, a number of 50 randomise
threads should be sufficient for the complete service. Of course, the number of actual
threads can be made dependent on the number of requests on the random server.
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Furthermore if the server might encounter a period of overload, it can prioritise Random
Call request before Random SMS requests, as calls are more sensitive to delays than
SMS messages.

4.3.5 SMS Access
For SMS services, the availability is not much of a concern, as the SMSCs can queue
messages if this is necessary. However, delays should be kept as short as possible for
user comfort. This requires fast connections to and from the SMSCs and fast message
handling in the 1MORE servers. The connections to the SMSCs can transport an almost
unlimited number of messages, dependent on the capacity of the SMSC itself and on the
type of the connection. If this connection uses the X.25 protocol over an ISDN D-channel
like the KPN Mobile SMSC, the line speed is 16kbitls. As the maximum message length
is around 200 bytes including overhead, at least 10 messages can be sent every second.
Other SMSCs might use ISDN B-channel or TCP/IP connections, allowing even higher
speeds.
Message handling in the 1MORE servers consists of three elements. First of all, the
messages have to be parsed, i.e. checked for keywords. Dependent on the type of
message, Random SMS or Group SMS, it has to be forwarded to one user or to a group
of people. Finding this user or these friends is the second stage of handling. If it's a new
random SMS, i.e. with keyword RANDOM, a new party has to be found, which requires a
rather extensive database search and a complex comparison of profiles. If the random
message is of the reply-type a simple database search suffices: only table 4-7 needs to
be read and updated. A group SMS always requires quite some database lookup actions
as table 4-1 through 4-4 all have to be opened. Finally, the message has to be forwarded
to the appropriate user.
Hence, to minimise delays, database access and performance have to be optimal and
different types of messages must be unbundled to prevent a message that requires an
extensive amount of work from delaying 'simple' messages. Figure 4-10 shows the layout
of the 1MORE SMS Server together with its interactions. It shows connections to multiple
SMSCs for both reception and transmission of messages, but as explained in section
4.2.2 the transmission is dependent on the financial agreements that are made with the
operators. The greyed blocks in front of the application blocks are queues and the
external sink and source blocks are added to enable future extensions, e.g. for
Information Services.
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Figure 4-10 1MORE SMS Server design

The SMS Receive application has multiple queues, one for each SMSC. Each queue
should be attended by a separate thread to optimise message handling. Each of these
threads parses the message and sends it to the correct destination. Group messages are
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sent to the queue of the Group SMS application. This application always performs the
same tasks, namely finding the appropriate people from the folder and forwarding the
message with the correct destination addresses to the Send application queue. To
achieve optimal performance, the Group SMS application should consist of multiple
threads which all read from the same queue and have full functionality. For optimal
performance, the number of threads can be chosen to be dependent on and equal to the
number of messages in the Group SMS queue.
The Random SMS application handles two types of messages, specifically the reply and
the initiating random messages. Both are first filtered for telephone numbers. As Dutch
mobile numbers consist of 10 digits, all starting with '06', 8 or more consecutive digits,
optionally intermingled with spaces or hyphens, must be considered telephone numbers.
Then, for a reply message the application accesses the database Random_Number table
using the user's telephone number and the random number from the message, searching
for the destination telephone number. If the user in question is found, the message is
forwarded to the Send application and the database is updated.
In contrast, if a new random message is received, the random request is transferred to
the Randomise application on the Random server. This application searches for a new
destination user and creates an entry in the Random_Number table. It returns both the
destination user and the number to the SMS application, which then forwards the original
message to the destination user and sends a confirmation message to the originating
user, both using the Send application. Again, the Random application should have as
many threads as it has messages in its queue.
Finally, the SMS send application should send the messages to the appropriate SMSC.
Probably this wi!1 always be the KPN Mobile SMSC. If the SMSCs support multicasting, a
group message can be sent by using just one message, otherwise the application has to
multiply the message and send them separately. As most SMSCs support multiple
sessions to be opened simultaneously, the SMS send application can exist of multiple
threads, all handling exactly one message from its queue. As Figure 4-10 shows, the
SMS send application is also responsible for storing the billing information for all SMS
traffic that is generated by 1MORE.

4.4 Summary
This chapter showed that:
•

To introduce 1MORE in Q1 of 2001 , it is designed as a stand-alone solution, not
relying on WAP, GPRS or other new technologies.

•

The service will be available to callers of ali Dutch mobile operators.

•

The service uses speech recognition and speech synthesis for user-friendliness,
similar to the prototype.

•

The 1MORE system uses a PCBX as the switching centre for its flexibility and
controllability.

•

The service includes Group Call, Group SMS, Random Cali, Random SMS, Favo
Friends and Personal Profile features. Existing information services are also made
available. Location based features and online indication cannot be added yet.

•

Future location and information based additions to the service can be added to the
system, without alteration of the overall architecture.

•

The introductory 1MORE system can serve up to 100 calling users simultaneously.

•

The SMS server is completely multi-threaded to optimise SMS handling and to
shorten delays.
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5 WAP-based architecture

This chapter describes both WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) and WTA (Wireless
Telephony Application) and discusses the possibilities of their implementation for
1MORE. It is based on the WAP Forum's June 2000 conformance release of the WAP
specification (version 1.3), the latest version available at the time of writing of this report.

5.1 Introduction
When WAP, Wireless Application Protocol, was introduced about a year ago, a big hype
was created around the idea of mobile access to the Internet. However, after this initial
enthusiasm it has gotten quite a lot of bad press lately. The added value of WAP has
been criticised and the protocol has been called 'dead' by various specialists. This is
partly due to the expectations that were raised by the hype and partly due to invalid or
faulty comparisons to other techniques.
For instance, WAP has been compared to the Japanese I-mode system. But the
comparison does not really hold ground, as the I-mode system is a packet switched
browsing extension, whereas WAP is currently mostly used on a circuit switched network.
However, WAP is an upper layer protocol (-stack) designed to run on a variety of bearers,
both circuit and packet switched. Hence WAP can also be used on top of General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) which is a packet switched upgrade of the existing GSM networks,
see Appendix D for more information. This would hand it the functionality that makes 1mode superior right now, such as always on.
On top of this, WAP has several telephony enhancements called WAE (Wireless
Application Environment) and WTA (Wireless Telephony Application) that offer the
browser in the terminal control over the terminal's telephony functions. They also enable
the terminal to download and run 'applications', thus creating the possibility to develop
web-based telephony services, functionality that is not included in I-mode.
The next section explains the added value of WAP and it discusses its design. Section
5.3 explains the architecture and functioning of WTA and section 4 describes the benefits
that arise when implementing 1MORE as a WAP/WTA service.

5.2 WAP - Wireless Application Protocol
This section discusses the background of the WAP development. It starts with an
overview of the reasons for introduction of the protocol, followed by some typical
problems it solves. Finally a short overview of the WAP specification is given.

5.2.1 Reasons for development
The Wireless Application Protocol is a world standard for the presentation and delivery of
wireless information and telephony services on mobile phones and other wireless
terminals. Wireless data networks present a more constrained communication
environment compared to wired networks. Because of limitations of power, available
spectrum and mobility, wireless data networks tend to have less bandwidth, more latency,
less connection stability and less predictable availability.
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Furthermore, as bandwidth increases, the handset's power consumption also increases
which further burdens the already limited battery life of a mobile device. Therefore, even
as wireless networks gain higher bandwidth, battery capacity and size will always limit the
power of a handset, thus challenging the amount of data throughput. WAP has to
overcome these network limitations and still deliver a satisfactory user experience.
Handheld wireless devices present a more constrained computing environment than
desktop computers. Because of limitations of battery life and size, handheld devices tend
to have restricted power consumption, less powerful CPUs, less memory, both ROM and
RAM, smaller displays and different input devices (e,g. phone keypad, voice input).
Therefore, handheld devices require a completely different user interface than the
traditional desktop GUI. These conditions are not likely to change much in the near future.
Most important of all, wireless subscribers have a different set of desires and needs than
desktop or even laptop Internet users. WAP-enabled devices are companion products
that have to deliver timely information and accept transactions and inquiries when the
user is moving around. WAP services provide information access and delivery when the
full screen environment is either not available or not necessary.

5.2.2 Considerations
The WAP specification addresses these issues by using existing industry standards as
the basis for its architecture and design where possible, and adding new extensions
where needed. For example, a WAP Gateway is required to communicate with other
Internet nodes using the standard HTTP 1.1 protocol. Furthermore, the specification calls
for wireless handsets to use the standard URL addressing scheme to request services.
The WAP standards are developed in such a way that they complement existing
standards. For example, the WAP specification does not specify how data should be
transmitted over the air interface. Instead, WAP is intended to sit on top of existing bearer
channel standards so that any bearer standard can be used with the WAP protocols. By
making minimal demands on the air interface itself, the WAP specification can operate on
a large number of air interfaces. It defines a protocol stack that can even operate on high
latency, low bandwidth networks such as Short Message Service (SMS), or GSM
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) channel. Being air interface
independent also makes the speCification easy to extend to new networks as they
develop. As air interfaces become more sophisticated, the services they provide can be
designed to comply with the WAP specification.
In addition to being air interface independent, the WAP specification is also independent
of any particular device. It specifies the bare minimum functionality a device must have,
and has been designed to accommodate any functionality above that minimum. Device
independence offers benefits similar to bearer independence: applications developed for
a standard can operate on a wide variety of devices that implement the speCification.
Network operators and service providers can choose any standard compliant device that
meets their requirements and provide their customers with a consistent user interface for
their services across multiple vendors' handsets. Application developers do not have to
write separate versions of their code for different devices. WAP not only enables air
interface independent, device independent and interoperable solutions. It also ensures
that these solutions are fast, reliable and secure.

5.2.3 Specification
One of the key elements of WAP is the definition of the WAP Programming Model, seen
in Figure 5-1, which is based on the existing WWW Programming Model. This provides
several benefits to the application developer community, including a familiar programming
model, a proven architecture and the ability to leverage existing tools (e.g. Web servers,
XML tools). Optimisations and extensions have been made in order to match the
characteristics of the wireless environment. Wherever possible, existing standards have
been adopted or have been used as the starting point for WAP technology.
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Figure 5-1 The WAP Programming Model

The mark-up language, which adheres to XML standards, is designed to enable powerful
applications within the constraints of handheld devices. The Wireless Mark-up Language
(WML) and WMLScript do not assume that a QWERTY-keyboard or a mouse are
available for user input, and are designed for small screen displays. Unlike the flat
structure of HTML documents, WML documents are divided into a set of well-defined
units of user interactions. One such unit is called a card, and services are created by
letting the user navigate back and forth between cards from one or several WML
documents. WML provides a small, telephony aware, set of mark-up tags that is more
efficient and appropriate than HTML within handheld devices.
From the WAP Gateway, all WML content is accessed over the Internet using standard
HTTP 1.1 requests, so traditional Web servers, tools and techniques can be used. The
WAP Gateway encodes and decodes all requests and responses from efficient bytecode
on the mobile side into standard text-based packets on the Internet side.
The micro-browser in the wireless terminal controls the user interface, analogous to a
standard web browser. Its specification defines how WML and WMLScript should be
interpreted in the handset and presented to the user. The micro-browser specification has
been designed for wireless handsets so that the resulting code will be compact and
efficient, yet still provides a flexible and powerful user interface.
The protocol stack is lightweight to minimise bandwidth requirements, guaranteeing that a
variety of wireless networks can run WAP applications. For instance, a typical handset
session, consisting of three requests and three responses, requires only seven packets to
be exchanged with a total of 14% overhead . In comparison, the same Internet session
would require the exchange of 17 packets with a total of 65% overhead. The protocol
stack is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2 The WAP Protocol Stack

From the protocol stack it is clear that WAP is a flexible system, designed to grow with
user demand and network technology. For instance, the transport layer security protocol
(WTLS) is designed to be replaced by its internet-peer, TLS, as bandwidth increases.
TLS is the successor of SSL, see Appendix A.
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The WAE architecture includes all elements of the WAP architecture related to application
specification and execution. WAE specifies a micro-browser environment, which is the
WAP variety of a web browser and which contains four elements. First of all it consists of
the Wireless Mark-up Language (WML), which is a mark-up language similar to HTML,
but optimised for use in hand-held mobile terminals. Secondly it contains WMLScript, a
lightweight scripting language similar to JavaScript™. It also includes a set of well-defined
data formats, including images, phone book records and calendar information, together
called Content Formats. Finally it incorporates the Wireless Telephony Application (WTA)
framework.
The WTA framework provides WMLScript applets with access to telephony functionality
such as call control, phone book access and messages. This allows operators to develop
secure telephony applications integrated into WMLIWMLScript services. For example,
services such as Call Forwarding may provide a user interface that prompts the user to
make a choice between accepting a call, forwarding it to another person or to a voicemail
box.
Standard HTTP has no support for 'push' technology which means that it does not allow a
WVVW server to push information to a client, i.e. a web browser, without the client's
request for this information. For mobile applications a push feature can be very valuable,
as it allows services to alert terminals of time-sensitive information changes. WAP
enables this service with a newly developed protocol called Push Access Protocol (PAP).
More information on the architecture of WAP can be found in Appendix E. This appendix
also contains descriptions of WAE (Wireless Application Environment), WTA (Wireless
Telephony Application) and the WAP Push Architecture. The next section gives an
overview of the WT A functionality.

5.3 WTA - Wireless Telephony Application
As mentioned in the previous section, WTA is part of WAE, the Wireless Application
Environment. WT A is designed primarily for network operators or carriers and equipment
vendors. It hands network operators the opportunity to offer device independent services
and it enables equipment vendors to create multi-functional devices, without having to
bother about specific functions and user interfaces. This section first describes the WTA
deSign, followed by its interfaces and it ends with an example of a possible WTA service.
5.3.1 WTA specification
The WTA architecture consists of three elements, particularly the WTA user-agent, the
WAP Gateway, and the WTA server. The WTA user-agent is the client side WTA
application, i.e. the client in the user's mobile terminal. The WAP Gateway is the standard
Gateway as shown in Figure 5-1, but with the added functionality of forwarding WTA
requests from the WTA user-agent to the WTA server and vice versa. The communication
path for WT A services is thus separated from the other WAE browsing services, as
shown in Figure 5-3.
This separation provides the network operators with a way of limiting possible security
risks of the WTA services. Network security and reliability are of course a major concern
since WT A gives its service provider access to telephony functions in the mobile terminal.
An elaborate security scheme is mandatory for WTA implementations.
The WTA server can be thought of as a web server delivering content to the client. The
user-agent can reference the WTA server by use of URLs, just like a standard web
server. By referencing applications on a WTA server, e.g. CGI or ASP scripts, it is
possible to create complex services, that interact with both the mobile network and
external sources (e .g. databases, voice mail systems, 1MORE servers).
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In contrast to normal web operation, the WT A user-agent can both execute content that is
stored persistently in the mobile client's repository and content that is retrieved from the
WTA server. It can also react to incoming events from the mobile network (e.g. an
incoming call). It supports push technology, where the WTA server is the only server that
is allowed to push information to the user-agent.
The repository is a storage module within the mobile telephone that eliminates the need
for network access when executing frequently used WTA services. It also addresses the
issues that arise when trying to handle time-critical events during operation. More
information on the WTA architecture, the repository and the WT A security requirements
can be found in Appendix E.
The WTA framework allows real-time processing of network events . Within the
framework, the client, i.e. the user-agent, and the server co-ordinate the set of rules that
govern event handling via an event table. WT A servers can adjust the client's rules by
pushing or updating a client's event table. For communication between the user-agent
and the server, WTA utilises one or more Wireless Session Protocol (WSP) sessions over
a dedicated WTA port. The WTA user-agent is completely event-driven.
Actual control over the WT A invoked network functions does not lie with the WT A server
but inside the mobile network, the mobile switching system (e.g. in case of a mUltiparty
conference), and in the mobile terminal itself (e.g. phonebook access). The WTA server is
a content delivery system and it can be an event generator for systems that are outside
the mobile network. E.g. a voicemail system may rely on the WT A server to send an
event to a terminal to notify its owner that a message is available.

5.3.2 WT AI specification
WT A exposes its services to content providers as a set of libraries and interfaces. The
Wireless Telephony Application Interface (WTAI) features are partitioned into a collection
of WT AI function libraries. The type of function and its availability determines where the
different functions are specified. The WT AI function libraries are accessible from
WMLScript using the scripting function libraries. Some WT AI functions are also
accessible from WML using URIs.
These functions may initiate an interaction between the mobile and the network. The
function then typically terminates independently from the started network procedure. So
any result delivered by the function call will not reflect the outcome of this procedure,
which itself may result in events. For example a 'user busy' condition is not reported by
the return value of the 'set-up call' function but is delivered by the 'call cleared' event.
WT A functionality is divided across several libraries according to its sensitivity and
applicability. WTA defines three classes of WTA services: network common, network
specific and public WTAI. Network Common WTAI contains the most common features
that are available in all networks. They are only accessible from the WT A user-agent.
Examples of functions are call set-up and 'answer incoming call'. Network Specific WTAI
are features that are only available in certain types of networks. Operator-specific
features may also reside in this set. Public WT AI consists of simple features that are
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available to third party applications that are executed using the standard less restricted
WAE user-agent. A complete overview of public and network common libraries can be
found in Appendix E.

5.3.3 Example of a WT A service
The following example is taken from WAP 169, Wireless Application Protocol - Wireless
Telephony Application Specification, a publication of the WAP Forum (July 2000). It
shows a possible implementation of an extended user interface for the handling of
incoming calls based on WT A functionality. It is included here to clarify the WT A
framework and its application .
The service is automatically started when an incoming call is detected in the client. The
needed application, which is called a channel in WT A terminology, is stored permanently
in the terminal's repository. A menu with five options is presented to the user. For
instance, he can accept the call immediately and talk to the other party, or he can put the
other party on hold for some time and accept the call later. He can also reject the call
completely in which case the other party gets a busy signal. The user can also choose to
forward or redirect the call to his voicemail box or to another telephone, in this case his
office.
Figure 5-4 shows what happens when an incoming call occurs:
1 The mobile network receives an incoming call and sends a "Call indication" to the
mobile subscriber.
2 In the client, the incoming call WTA event (wtaev-cc/ic) is generated. The repository
is consulted in order to find a dedicated channel. The channel provides the URL to
the "Incoming Call Selection" service stored in the repository.
3 The user-agent requests the content from the repository.
4 The repository returns the requested content.
5 The content is loaded into a clean context and starts executing. The service presents
a list of options to the user, from which he/she can choose how to proceed with the
call in progress. In this example he/she elects to answer the call. The WTAI function
'WT AVoiceCall.accept' is invoked.
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A 'Connect' request is sent to the mobile network (the invoked WT AI function
communicates with the mobile network).
A 'Connect Acknowledgement' is generated in the mobile network. A result code
indicating the outcome of the call is generated internally in the phone.
A speech path between the mobile network and the client is established.

Note that neither the WAP Gateway nor the WTA server is used during any of the steps
above, as the application is stored in the terminal's repository . This application was
loaded from the WTA server to the repository during a previous event and has been
available ever since.

5.4 WAPfWTA for 1MORE
WAP and especially WTA can enhance the functionality of 1MORE considerably. First of
all a WAP (WML) interface was already suggested for the 1MORE homepage in the
previous chapter (section 4.3 .3). This allows the user to change his settings through the
1MORE homepage with his telephone. Hence, the WAP web server should have a
connection to one or more WAP Gateways, such as the KPN Mobile M-Info gateway.
Secondly, the actual services of 1MORE (e.g. Group Call, Random Call) can be given a
WAPIWML based interface instead of the speech based interface that was suggested in
Chapter 4. In this case, the 1MORE server that is responsible for the user interface flow,
i.e. the application controller in Figure 4-5, must be connected to the WAP Gateway,
either directly or indirectly. If it is connected directly, it must be able to create and
understand WML decks, i.e. it should include web server functionality. In the latter case
the web serving functionality is performed by a separate web server, which mayor may
not be the same as the server that runs the homepage. In this case the speech server of
Figure 4-5 is replaced by a WML server, leaving the application controller almost
unchanged.
Implementing a WAP based user interface may provide the user with more control over
e.g. the conference call. A display-based menu might be more accurately controllable
than the speech recognition system in a noisy environment. Furthermore, it may simplify
the billing of the service, as the KPN Mobile M-Info gateway has sophisticated billing
possibilities.
If WAP is chosen for the user interface, 1MORE needs two channels to the mobile
terminal simultaneously, where the speech-based system needs only one. A voice
channel is needed to connect the user to the PBX and a separate data channel is needed
to transmit and receive WAP data. One possible option to create two connections on one
terminal is by using WAP over SMS, but this variety of WAP is not likely to be introduced
in The Netherlands. The only other possibility of having concurrent data and voice
channels on the initiator's terminal is GPRS . This means that 1MORE and similar
services that need both a data and a voice channel simultaneously can only operate
using GPRS. Figure 5-5 shows the architecture that consequently arises with separated
voice and data connections. For reasons of clarity additional servers like the random
profile and SMS servers have been left out of the picture.
The architecture in Figure 5-5 only uses WAE's WML functionality and does not need to
make use of any of the WTA functions. This means that both the WAP terminals and the
WAP Gateway only have to support WAP versions 1.1 or 1.2. At the time of writing of this
report terminals are introduced that support WAP version 1.2, so as soon as GPRS is
introduced and terminals that support both WAP and GPRS are available, this is a
feasible solution.
However, WAP version 1.3 has an elaborated WTA scheme that can supply several very
interesting features to the 1MORE services. These features include call control, networkevent-based call handling, phonebook access and even multiparty conferencing. It should
be noted that most of these functions are introduced in version 1.2 as well, though less
clearly defined. Terminals that support version 1.3 of WAP are expected to be available in
quantity in 03 or 04 of 2001 .
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Figure 5-51MORE architecture with WAPIWML interface

As can be seen in Appendix E, Table 7, WAP 1.3 compliant GSM networks, Gateways,
servers and terminals have to support multiparty conference WTA functions. This means
that for a GSM operator to be able to offer a WAP 1.3 compliant infrastructure, his
network must support mUltiparty conference calls. Since some of the mobile operators
(Ben, Telfort) already offer mUltiparty conferencing and most operators firmly back the
WAP initiative it is very likely that operators that have not done so yet, will upgrade their
networks to support conferencing in the near future. In other words, when all Dutch
operators support WAP 1.3, the 1MORE Group Call can be implemented as a network
solution (Figure 3-1), in contrast to the stand-alone PBX solution (Figure 3-2) .
Hence, in about a year's time Group Call and Random Call can be implemented without
the need for a PBX or any other 1MORE-proprietary switching solution. The 1MORE
service can utilise local solutions in the terminals and networks of its clients. 1MORE
merely provides an interface that is the same or similar for subscribers of the various
operators. 1MORE can compete with the operators' own solutions by making sure it
provides the user friendl iest interface and by offering a comprehensive and financially
attractive package. Especially the integration of the various features can be very
advantageous.
Group SMS and Random SMS can be implemented with a matching user-friendly WAP
interface. In the case of Group SMS a well-designed interface attenuates the need for
remembering a dozen or so group names. For instance, WAP makes it possible to simply
compose a group by marking people in the Favo Friends list when writing a message.
The Favo Friend list in the 1MORE database can be synchronised with the phonebook in
the user's telephone by use of WTA functions (see Appendix E table 6) in order to
enhance user comfort. In the case of Random SMS the need for the user's knowledge of
the random-numbers can be removed by using the random-number as an internal
variable only, thus increasing the user-friendliness.
None of the services mentioned so far require the 1MORE application to be available in
the user's terminal at all times (Le. to be resident in the repository) as it can be
downloaded from the WT A server when needed. However, letting the application or part
of the application reside in the terminal decreases start-up delays.
Furthermore, the combination of an always-available application and the GPRS alwayson feature creates the possibility to maintain an accurate database of connected users,
because the user-agent application can be designed to contact the 1MORE servers at
appropriate times, e.g. on start-up and shut-down. Similarly the 1MORE server can query
the user's terminals periodically using the push function. The database can in turn be
used for the implementation of the Online indication functionality of 1MORE. Note that
this implementation is a client-server technology that needs no network adaptations, apart
from the standard GPRS always-on connectivity.
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Finally, as already mentioned in Chapter 4, KPN Mobile is considering the introduction of
a location service that makes use of the M-Info WAP Gateway. If 1MORE is a WAP
service as well, this information can be used to introduce both the Localisation feature
and location improved Information services. A requirement is of course that other
operators support a similar function.
Figure 5-6 shows the architecture of 1MORE in the case it is designed as a WAPIWT A
service. As shown, all functions that were described in Chapter 2 section 2.3 are
available. The connections to and from the web-crawler are dotted to indicate that a webcrawler is possibly not the best way to gather information for the information services, see
section 4.2.6. The 1MORE WTA server is shown as a diagram-block to illustrate the
resemblance with Figure 5-3.
.
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Figure 5-61MORE achitecture with WAPIWTA interface

WTA content is separated from other WAP content in the operator's gateway and does
not traverse the public Internet. Consequently, to offer WT A services on a mobile
network, a direct link is needed to this WAP Gateway. This means that for 1MORE to
offer services to users of all five mobile networks, the 1MORE WT A server has to be
connected to the corresponding operators' WAP Gateways. It also means that all five
operators have to allow 1MORE to make such a connection, i.e. all operators must 'trust'
1MORE to offer WT A services. Note that in Figure 5-6 the 1MORE WT A server is only
connected to one Gateway for reasons of clarity.
It should be noted that mobile terminals that support both GPRS and WAP version 1.3 will
not be available until 03 or 04 of 2001. As 1MORE is a group service, it cannot be
introduced successfully until the penetration rate of these terminals in the target group
reaches an acceptable number. In other words, 1MORE is very dependent on the
availability of these terminals. It can be expected that they will not be available in large
quantities anywhere before 04 of 2001.
The WT A architecture allows for easy yet sophisticated forms of billing. First of all, WT A
functions are translated into normal network events inside the mobile terminal, which
means that calls that are set up using WT A functions are billed by the operator's billing
facilities, just like an ordinary call. As the number of calls that are made via 1MORE and
their duration can be logged, 1MORE can negotiate deals with the operators in which it
gets paid for increasing the operator's network usage. Furthermore, the WAP Gateways
provide extensive methods for billing data throughput, thus allowing the non-call-related
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services, e.g. Information services and Localisation, to be billed. This means that the
consumer billing can be provided completely by the operators, while 1MORE is paid
through wholesale deals with these operators .

5.5 Summary
This chapter showed that:
•

This report is based upon the June 2000 conformance release of WAP version 1.3.

•

WAP is based on existing Internet technology but is optimised for and adapted to
typical mobile environment constraints , i.e. limitations in bandwidth of the mobile
networks and limited power of the terminals .

•

WAP is very powerful technology that combines web-browsing technology with:
WTA: call control , phonebook access and event-based applications .
Pushing : information can be pushed to a terminal without its explicit request.
Repository: event-handling applications can be stored locally in the terminals.

•

GPRS is an important enabler for WAP :
It enables higher speed information (Internet) access.
It enables multiple simUltaneous connections , wh ich is crucial for services like
1MORE that need a voice channel and a data channel at the same time.

•

Implementing 1MORE as a GPRSIWAPIWTA service has some advantages:
It is possible to create very user-friendly GUI-like interfaces.
All 1MORE features from Chapter 2 can be implemented.
The need for 1MORE proprietary switching solutions (i.e. PBX) is eliminated and
basic network solutions can be used instead .
Billing can easily be outsourced to the network operators; revenues come from
wholesale deals with these operators .

•

Drawbacks of the GPRSIWAPIWTA system are :
The service cannot be introduced before 04 of 2001 because of availability of the
necessary equ ipment.
1MORE is dependent on the co-operation of five mobile operators .
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6 PINT-based architecture

This chapter describes the PINT (PSTN / Internet Inter-Networking) Service protocol and
its applicability for 1MORE. The application of GPRS and PINT may enable the
introduction of the 1MORE-package in 02 or 03 of 2001, compared to an optimistic 04 of
2001 for the GPRSIWAPIWTA-system of the previous chapter. This report is based on
version 1.0 of the PINT Service protocol, specified in June 2000.

6.1 Introduction
From the previous chapter it is clear that a GPRS, WAP and WTA-based system can be
created that extends to the full range of 1MORE-package's services. If all five operators
co-operate and if WAP 1.3 compliant terminals and networks are timely available, this
system can be introduced on the Dutch market at best in 04 of 2001 .
From a business point of view it is obviously desirable to be less dependent on all these
external and uncontrollable factors . Therefore, a solution may be preferred that depends
less on the used networks and their operators. PINT may be able to achieve the same
functionality as the WTA system without the need for specially adapted networks and
terminals, thus allowing more of the service functionality to be introduced sooner.
The next section introduces PINT, explains the reasons for its development and
describes its specification. After that, section 6.3 gives a general comparison of WTA and
PINT for usage in a mobile environment. Finally, section 6.4 describes several the
possibilities that PINT offers for the 1MORE service.

6.2 PINT - PSTNllnternet Inter-Networking
Within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN)lInternet Inter-Networking (PINT) Working Group is responsible for the
development of inter-networking interfaces between the PSTN and the Internet. The PINT
services form a combination of the Internet and PSTN services in such a way that the
Internet is used for signalling, while the voice and/or fax are carried entirely over the
PSTN. Possible services include placing basic calls, sending and receiving faxes, and
receiving content over the telephone.
The normal PINT scenario consists of three steps. First of all, an IP-host sends a request
to a server, which is also on the IP-network. Th is server then relays the request into a
telephone network and finally the telephone network performs the requested call service.
For example, consider some company that has a call-back button on its support
homepage. If a customer is browsing the page and wishes to be called back by an
employee of the support desk, he can simply click on the button and a call is placed to
his/her telephone.
PINT always involves two separate networks: an IP network to request the placement of a
call, and the PSTN to execute the actual call. The term 'PSTNllnternet Inter-Networking
Service' is used to denote the complete transaction, starting with the request of an IPclient and including the telephone call itself. Intelligent Network systems, private PBXs,
cellular phone networks, and ISDN can all be used to deliver PINT services. Also, the
request for service might come from within a private IP network that is disconnected from
the international Internet. Therefore, an important prerequisite for using this service is that
the user has simultaneous access to both the PSTN and Internet.
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The PINT protocol is specified as a set of enhancements of and additions to two existing
IETF protocols called SIP 2.0, Session Initiation Protocol, and SOP, Session Description
Protocol, respectively. This section starts with an explanation of the development of PINT,
followed by its architectural description. After that a short introduction in SIP and SOP is
given. Finally, the development of a conference service for PINT is reviewed.
6.2.1 Reasons for development
Many different groups of people have expressed the desire to invoke certain telephone
call services from the Internet. The need for this integration of the PSTN and the Internet
has been identified by, amongst others, users of both networks, network operators, callcentre service providers and equipment vendors. Unfortunately, the implementations that
were being developed independently do not inter-operate. Hence, one of the most
important requirements for PINT is to create an interoperable solution.
The PINT protocol is built on the experiences with proprietary solutions from AT&T, Nortel
Networks and Siemens, and others. Protocols that were used in these solutions include
Nortel's SCTP (Simple Computer Telephony ProtOCOl), NexPath's NexPath Telephony
Server Interface and Lucent's SSTP (Service Support Transfer Protocol).
The four 'milestone' services that PINT originally focused on are click-to-dial-back, clickto-fax, click-to-fax-back and voice-access-to-content. Currently also an extension for
multiparty conferencing is under development, see also section 6.2.5. Note that the word
click is not to be taken literally here. It is used to point out that initiation of the related
services takes place on the Internet. A service request could originate from any type of
IP-based platform.
Some of the benefits of using the PSTN are the high quality of the voice, its outstanding
security and reliability degree, and the access to flexible, low cost, and secure billing and
charging systems. The benefits of using the Internet are the uniform, well defined, and
widely used device independent interfaces.
6.2.2 PINT specification
Within the Internet conference architecture, SIP and SOP are used to establish media
calls. SIP is used to associate the participants within the call; this association is called a
session. SOP is used to describe the media to be exchanged within this session. The
PINT protocol uses these two protocols together in a slightly adapted form. For instance.
PINT provides some extensions and enhancements to enable SIP clients and servers to
become PINT clients and servers. SIP is used to securely and reliably carry a servicerequest over the IP-network to the correct PINT server. SOP describes the telephone
network session that is to be invoked or whose status is to be returned.
A PINT system uses SIP proxy servers and redirect servers for their usual purpose, see
also section 6.2.3. However, at some point there is a PINT server with the means to relay
received requests into a telephone system and to receive acknowledgement of these
relayed requests. This PINT server, also called a PINT gateway, appears to a SIP system
as a User Agent Server. Figure 6-1 shows the functional architecture of PINT.
In the figure, the system of PINT and SIP servers is represented as a cloud . This is done
to emphasise the fact that a single PINT request might pass through a series of location
servers, proxy servers, and redirect servers, before finally reaching the correct PINT
gateway. This gateway processes the request by passing it to the Telephone Network
Cloud . The gateway may have a true telephone network interface, or it may be connected
to some sort of switch module via another protocol or API. The switch, e.g. a PBX, is
capable of invoking services within the telephone cloud.
For example, within an Intelligent Network system the PINT gateway might appear to
realise the Service Control Gateway Function. In an office environment, it might be a
server adjunct to the office PBX, connected to both the office LAN and the office PBX.
The executive system that lies beyond the PINT gateway is outside the scope of PINT.
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Figure 6-1 PINT architecture

A PINT user who wishes to invoke a service within the telephone network uses SIP to
invite a remote PINT server into a session. The invitation contains an SOP description of
the media session that the user would like to take place. For example, this might be a
'telephone call session' or a 'sending a fax session'. In a PINT session the service is set
up using the phone system, while in a SIP session the service takes place in the Internet.
When invoking a PINT service, SIP establishes an association between a requesting
PINT client and the PINT server that is responsible for invoking the service in the
telephone network. One or more SIP proxy and/or redirect servers may be in between the
originating PINT Client and the PINT Server. Note that these two entities are not the
same entities as the entities involved in the actual telephone network service. The SIP
messages carry an SOP payload that describes the telephone network media session.
The fact that a PINT server accepts an invitation and the fact that a session is established
are both no guarantees that the PSTN service will successfully be accomplished.
The particular requirements of PINT lead to some new SIP messages. When a PINT
server agrees to send a fax to a certain telephone, it may be that the fax transmission
fails after part of the fax is sent. Therefore, the PINT client may be interested in receiving
information about the status of the actual telephone call session that was invoked as a
result of the successful PINT session. Three new requests, NOTIFY, SUBSCRIBE and
UNSUBSCRIBE, are added to SIP to allow this. More information on PINT can be found
in the corresponding RFC2848 [11].

6.2.3 SIP - Session Initiation Protocol
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signalling protocol for Internet conferencing and
telephony that is being developed within the IETF MMUSIC (Multiparty Multimedia
Session Control) Working Group. SIP provides mechanisms to support services like call
forwarding, calling and called party authentication, call transfer, and invitation to multicast
conferences.
Extensions of SIP to allow third party signalling have been specified, e.g. for click-to-dialback services. SIP addresses (URLs) can be embedded in Web pages. SIP has a flexible
addressing scheme, with addresses expressed as URLs of various types. For example, a
SIP URL might be sip: +31624663567@foo.bar.com, where foo. bar. corn is the
host serving as a gateway into the PSTN . Other possible addressing URLs include H.323
and the ITU's public network numbering plan (E.164) .
SIP is independent of the packet layer bearer and only requires an unreliable datagram
service, as it provides its own reliability mechanism. While SIP typically is used over UOP
or TCP, it could, without technical changes, be run on top of ATM AAL5 or X.25.
SIP can set up calls out-of-band. For example, while the SIP protocol messages are
transferred over IP and UOP or TCP, the actual data transport can take place via the
PSTN. This feature makes it possible to use SIP to control a PBX or to send requests to a
Service Control Point. The PINT service makes use of this flexibility.
SIP is a textual client-server protocol, similar in syntax to for instance HTTP. Requests
consist of a method (INVITE, BYE, ACK, or REGISTER) , a list of parameter-value pairs
describing the request and an optional request body. Parameters include the origin and
destination of the call and a unique call identifier. They may also indicate the call's subject
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and priority. The body contains a description of the call to be established or the
conference to be joined. The description format is not prescribed by SIP itself; SOP , used
in the case of PINT, is one possibility that is being standardised by the IETF.
Responses can indicate whether a request was successful, is still being processed or
failed , or if it can be satisfied by another node. When a call is redirected, the response
indicates the name of the node to be tried . Unsuccessful calls may also return a better
time to try again.
In a typical SIP call set-up, the caller sends an INVITE request to the called party. The
called party accepts the call by returning a response code to the caller, who then confirms
the receipt of that acceptance with an ACK request. Either side can terminate the call by
sending a BYE request. Requests can be authenticated using standard HTTP password
and challenge-response mechanisms . Requests and responses may also be signed and
encrypted .
SIP distinguishes three kinds of entities : User Agents receive and initiate calls and may
forward a call. A Proxy Server is an intermediary program that acts as both a server and a
client for the purpose of making requests on behalf of other clients. Requests are
serviced internally or passed on, possibly after translation, to other servers. A proxy must
interpret, and, if necessary, rewrite a request message before forwarding it. A Proxy
Server may, for example, locate a user and then attempt one or more possible network
addresses . A Redirect Server accepts a SIP request, maps the address into zero or more
new addresses and returns these addresses to the client. Unlike a Proxy Server, it does
not initiate its own SIP request. Unlike a user agent server, it does not accept calls . Proxy
and Redirect Servers may make use of location servers that determine the current likely
location of the called party.
The SIP for PINT specification provides details on how to use SIP to initiate phone calls
between two PSTN end points. SIP can also initiate calls between Internet end-points
and between an Internet and PSTN end point, but this is beyond the scope of PINT. It
should be noted that the SIP client for initiating such phone calls can either be at the
user's location, i.e. at his/her workstation, or it can be a Web server that calls up a SIP
client via a CGI program. There is no difference in operation or functionality, except that
the owner of the Web server may be legally responsible for the calls made.
More information on SIP can be found in RFC2543 [12] and in [13]; information on the
extensions to SIP for PINT can be found in RFC2848 [11] .
6.2.4 SDP - Session Description Protocol
The SOP payload contains a description of the particular telephone network session that
the initiator wishes to occur in the PSTN. This information includes things like the
telephone network address , i.e. the telephone number, of the terminals involved in the
call. It also contains an indication of the media type to be transported , for example audio,
text, image or application data. Furthermore, it defines whether the information is to be
transported over the telephone network via voice, fax, or pager transport. An indication of
the content to be sent to the remote telephone terminal is also included, if there is any.
SOP conveys these parameters completely independently. For example, a request to
send some text via voice transport will be fulfilled by invoking some text-to-speech-overthe-phone service, and a request to send text via fax will be fulfilled by invoking some
text-to-fax service.
PINT 1.0 adds to SOP the possibility to describe audio, fax, and pager telephone
sessions . It is deliberately designed to hide the underlying technical details and
complexity of the telephone network. The only network type defined for PINT is the
generic 'TN' for Telephone Network. More precise tags such as 'ISON', 'GSM', are not
defined.
Similarly, the transport protocols are designated simply as 'fax', 'voice', and 'pager' . There
are no specific identifiers for the various types of telephone network protocols . Likewise,
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the data to be transported are identified only by a MIME content type, such as 'text' data,
'image' data, or some more general 'application' data. An important example of
transporting 'application' data is the milestone service 'Voice Access to Web Content'. In
this case the data to be transported are pointed to by a URI, the data content type is
application/URI, and the transport protocol is 'voice' . Some sort of speech-synthesis
facility will have to be invoked to perform this service.
More information on SOP can be found in RFC2327 [14] and in [13]; information on its
extensions for PINT can be found in RFC2848 [11].

6.2.5 Conference Calling with PINT
This section contains a description of the draft [15] for a Conference Call Service for PINT
(CCSP). The draft describes the extensions to the current PINT architecture and a list of
PINT requests (PINT Conference Building Blocks) to support CCSP. It should be noted
that this is still work in progress.
Current PINT services, such as Request to Call, use the Internet only to deliver service
requests from an IP host to the PSTN to be executed there. However, the proposed PINT
Conference Service is not limited to just delivering the request to allocate the conference
bridge to the PSTN. It also allows for manual or automated negotiation of conference
parameters, such as date, agenda, etc., before the PSTN resources are committed.
It is also capable of requesting the PSTN to start the conference automatically by calling
each participant at the specified time. Additionally it allows for monitoring of real-time
conference events by keeping track of the current speaker as well as of participants
leaving or joining the conference bridge. Unlike the current PINT services, which require
exactly one request per service, CCSP with the above functionality needs to be mapped
into a number of PINT requests.
A PINT Conference is a set of participants invited by the same host, although not
necessarily at the same time. It is identified by a unique conference-id. The conference-id
is returned in response to the initial conference request issued by the conference host
and is broadcast to all current participants.
At the time of the initial request the conference enters a dormant state. While in this state,
the conference remains invisible to the PSTN: no PSTN resources have yet been
allocated. Participants may negotiate conference parameters, such as a list of
participants, data, agenda, etc. The Internet may be used to automate the process of
negotiations among participants.
At a certain point the host commits the negotiated conference parameters: the conference
enters the committed state. The notification is sent to the PSTN, who allocates the
network resources.
Finally, at the agreed time and date, the PSTN allocates the voice-bridge, calls
participants: the conference enters the active state. The Internet may be used to control
and monitor a conference in progress, e.g. who is speaking, who has left the bridge.
The Conference Call Service for PINT incorporates the addition of a PINT Conference
Server in the PINT Server cloud, see Figure 6-2. This server stores the original
Conference request and allows the participants to negotiate its parameters, until the host
issues a commitment request. When this request is received, it forwards the modified
conference request to the PINT gateway, which dispatches it into the PSTN. Obviously,
the executive system that the gateway is connected to must be able to host conferences.
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Figure 6-2 PINT Conference architecture

6.3 Comparison of WT A and PINT
In the previous section it is shown that PINT, like WTA, is capable of controlling telephony
functions using a separate data channel. However, there are several distinct differences
between the two standards. PINT for one was developed by the IETF, which is
responsible for standardisation of Internet related developments. As a consequence PINT
assumes the availability of an IP-based network with 'normal' latency and bandwidth
characteristics. The IETF has adapted to the fast rate of evolution of the Internet by using
an effective and efficient decision making process, especially when compared to the
rather bureaucratic regulating offices of the telecommunications world, e.g. ITU .
The initiative for the development of WT A comes from the telecommunications sector and
in particular from the mobile equipment vendors. Consequently, WT A is developed with
high latency and small bandwidth n~tworks in mind. One of the most important results of
these limitations is the introduction of a repository in the terminals. It allows content that is
downloaded from the WTA server to be locally executed either immediately or after period
of (local) storage. To encourage fast development of WAP and WTA, the WAP Forum
has adopted a decision making process similar to that of the IETF, with 6-montly
adaptations of its specifications.
Another consequence of its origin is that WTA provides a full integration of the WAPf\NTA
environment with the existing mobile network signalling. Standard network events are
converted into WT A events locally, i.e. within the mobile terminal. Similarly, WT A
functions are translated by the terminal into network actions for e.g. call set-up. For PINT,
these conversions are made in the PINT gateway, which is mostly both functionally and
physically located in a separated place. The WTA server is only used for downloading
new content; it is not actively involved in the execution of this content. This is in complete
contrast with PINT, where the client holds the content and the gateway is used to execute
this content.
Although PINT is not specifically designed for mobile networks and for that reason less
efficient than the WAP protocols, it can certainly be incorporated in the mobile data
protocol stack. SIP can be used on top of UDP/IP or its mobile equivalent WDP, which
are both included in the WAP protocol stack, see Figure 5-2. As SIP can also be used on
top of TCP, it can also be used with WTP, with WTLS providing the secure connection .
The operators' WAP Gateways should be capable of SIP proxy functionality in order to
forward the PINT requests to the 1MORE PINT server.
PINT relies on basic Internet mechanisms for authentication, authorisation and end-toend security. WT A uses the comparably secure WAP equivalents, but can also rely on
the separation of WT A from other WAP traffic. Thus, WT A traffic can be routed over
leased lines or other private networks, thus limiting the security risks. PINT traffic will
have to travel through the Internet, making it more susceptible to attacks from the outside.
However, if the WAP Gateway and PINT Server are connected through a Virtual Private
Network (VPN), security is on a comparable level. This is of course a feature that the
operators mayor may not provide.
Billing provides some difficulties in the case of PINT. For instance, when WTA sets up a
call, it is set up by the user's terminal with basic network signalling, thus using the regular
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billing structure. When the web-server-based PINT solution is used, the call is set up by a
PBX on behalf of the PINT gateway and on request from the web-server. As it is the
service provider's goal that the user pays for the call in the end, he must keep record of
his own billing information, which mayor may not be linked to the operators' billing
systems.
However, the chances of PINT being incorporated in mobile terminals instead of or in
addition to WTA are rather small. First of all, in contrast to PINT, WTA provides some key
functionality on top of the basic call control. The integration of WTA's push functionality,
phonebook access and the even more crucial repository allows for the development of
such divers and powerful services that they will almost certainly prevent PINT from being
implemented in mobile terminals.
Furthermore, WTA is much more efficient and well suited for mobile networks and mobile
clients than PINT. Finally, the fact that most if not all vendors of mobile equipment take
part in the WAP Forum and are thus involved in its development makes it very unlikely
that any of them will turn their back on WTA.
Nevertheless, as seen in the previous section a SIP client and consequently a PINT client
can also be implemented in a web server, where it is called upon from a CGI-program.
Obviously, this scenario is very well applicable in the mobile environment, as WAP
servers are standard web servers. It enables WAP-terminals that do not support the full
WTA functionality, e.g. WAP 1.1 compliant devices, to have some control over telephony
functions. It also enables WAp-terminals to have this control in a network that does not
(fully) support WTA, e.g. a network with a WAP Gateway that blocks WTA functionality.
Similarly, it can provide a solution for service providers who are not 'trusted' by the
network operator and therefore cannot get access to the WTA functionality.
It should be noted that during operation PINT needs a constant connection between the
client and the server for signalling . This can of course be a source of error, that leads to
lower availability and reliability of the system. It should also be noted that it is not very
likely that an operator that does not support WTA functionality does provide a PINT
gateway. Therefore this solution will almost certainly have to rely on a stand-alone PBXtype solution instead of internal network functionality, as is the case with WTA.

6.4 PINT for 1 MORE
As shown in the previous chapter, the combination of WAP and WTA has promising
features for the 1MORE service. However, a problem with especially the WTA-part is that
terminals and gateways that support the necessary functionality will not be available until
mid 2001. Since 1MORE needs a high penetration rate of capable terminals, the service
can not be rolled out successfully until the end of 2001. Furthermore, it is not certain
whether or not all five operators will give 1MORE the 'trusted' status and thus allow it to
make use of the full WT A functionality.
In this chapter it is shown that PINT is capable of some of the WTA functionality in a
PSTN environment. PINT is not limited to mobile networks like WAPflNTA, but it can be
used in a mobile environment. The PINT functionality is already specified (with the
conference functionality under development) and will almost certainly be available in
products somewhere in the beginning of 2001. Therefore, it should be reviewed for
implementation in the 1MORE system, as an alternative to WTA.
PINT could be utilised in the 1MORE system in two ways. First of all, the mobile terminals
can be employed with a PINT client and a PINT proxy can be implemented in the 1MORE
WML-interface server, see Figure 6-3. The PINT gateway can either be located in the
application controller or within the operators' mobile networks. In the first case the
executive system would be the 1MORE PBX, in the second case the executive system
would be a Service Control Gateway in the mobile network. The latter implementation is
obviously only available if the operators choose to support such functionality. However,
as mobile terminals that support PINT client functionality are not likely to be produced,
both scenarios are rather unlikely, as seen in the previous section.
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Figure 6-3 PINT used in 1MORE system, terminal based solution

The second option is to supply the 1MORE WML-interface server with a PINT client
instead of a PINT proxy, see Figure 6-4. The terminals and WAP gateways can therefore
be left unchanged and need only support standard WAP 1.1 functionality. The WML
server can call upon the PINT client functionality by means of CGI-scripts in the WMLpages. The PINT gateway functionality can either be located in the 1MORE application
controller or in the operators' networks. Again, the latter implementation is only available
if the operators choose to support this functionality.

Figure 6-4 PINT used in 1MORE system, server based solution

The most important reason for using PINT in the 1MORE system is the fast marketintroduction of the 1MORE service. Therefore, its best not to rely on the improbable
implementation of PINT services in the operators' network, i.e. availability of a PINT
gateway and a SIP proxy, and in the terminal vendors' equipment, i.e. a PINT client.
Consequently, the only available solution incorporates the PINT client in the 1MORE
WML-interface server and the PINT gateway in the application controller. Furthermore, it
uses a PBX to switch voice channels for e.g. the Group Call.
Thus, the PINT protocol is only used internally, i.e. within the 1MORE domain, and could
therefore be replaced with some proprietary 1MORE protocol. However, incorporation of
such a protocol would require additional development time and money, where the PINT
protocol will be readily available in products. Furthermore, a general-purpose and open
standard protocol such as PINT might offer interesting new features in the future, which
might not be possible with a compact proprietary protocol that is solution-based and
therefore less flexible. For instance, if the 1MORE PBX has more resources than needed
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for 1MORE itself, part of the capacity might be hired out. Other parties can make use of
this capacity by simply installing their own PINT client.
In contrary to the WAPNVTA system the PINT system does use a PBX. This creates a
peculiarity for the initiator of a Group Call. That is, the initiator of the Group Call is called
by 1MORE when he chooses to start the conference via his WAP interface, just like the
other conferees. Depending on its type, the user's terminal might stop the browsing
session and only proceed the voice call. Thus, the initiator might lose control and
overview of his conference. In a WAPNVT A system this can be solved by temporarily
binding the conference control application to an incoming call event. In the PINT system
this temporarily change of event-handling in the terminal is not available. Hence, for PINT
to be used in 1MORE, it must be certain that terminals do not drop data channels on
incoming calls.
As it is impossible to run a program from the terminal's repository with PINT and as no
push functionality is available, Online indication is difficult to implement. A status update
can be acquired every time the user logs on to the 1MORE WML-interface server. With
GPRS' always-on functionality and high refresh rates of the WML pages it may even be
possible to do this periodically. But obviously, as users will not browse the 1MORE WML
interface page at all times, this update will only take place at selected times. Therefore,
status data are unreliable, making the added value of such an online-indication highly
questionable.
All the other 1MORE services can be implemented without many problems. Group Call
and SMS, Random Call and SMS, Information services and Localisation can be
implemented similar to the WAPNVTA system. Of course, Group Call and Random Call
will use the 1MORE PBX instead of WTA-network functionality. Random SMS has to be
implemented in the 'old-fashion' (Chapter 4) style, with the random-numbers visible to the
user, as no event binding can start a random SMS application from the repository. For the
localisation and information services nothing changes as they only use WAPNVML
functionality. It should be clear that a PINT-based system will not be superior to a WTAbased system.
However, from this section it can be concluded that a PINT-based 1MORE system could
provide an intermediate step between the rollout version of 1MORE, which is described in
Chapter 4, and the fully functional WAPNVTA based version of Chapter 5. Investigation of
the various business models needs to be performed to determine whether or not this is a
beneficial approach. Important factors in this calculation are the life expectancy of the
intermediate system and the possibilities to share, lend or borrow resources from other
parties . Also, the cost of the billing system that needs to be implemented for the first two
steps is decisive, as it becomes obsolete with the WTA system.
If it is a favourable scenario after all, the 1MORE service will start as a speechrecognition and PBX-based system with only Group Call, Group SMS, Random Call and
Random SMS. It may also include limited Information services, i.e. information that is not
location dependent. After that, when the penetration rate of GPRSNVAP terminals is large
enough, the PINT based system can be rolled out, adding Localisation and location
improved Information services to the available functions and introducing the WML based
control of e.g. Group Call. Finally 1MORE can evolve into the fully functional WAPNVTA
based system when the necessary WT A functionality is generally available.

6.5 Summary
From this chapter it is clear that:
•

This report is based on version 1.0 of the PINT Service Protocol from June 2000.

•

The PINT service forms a combination of the Internet and the PSTN, where the
Internet is used for signalling (by SIP and SDP) and the PSTN for the actual voice or
data transmission.
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•

Although PINT accomplishes the basic call control functionality of WTA, it does not
provide phonebook access, network-event handling or repository-like functionality. A
PINT client always needs to communicate with a PINT server to perform any actions,
whereas the WTA client works independently.

•

PINT can be used in a mobile environment by implementing the PINT client in a web
server, i.e. in a WML server.
A PBX is needed to perform switching, as network functions aren't ava ilable.
The operators' billing system cannot be used, as calls are set-up from this PBX.

•

PINT may be a solution when WT A functionality is not available:
The terminals don't support WTA
The network doesn't support WTA
The service provider is not 'trusted' by the network operator.

•

If 1MORE is built with PINT, all services can be implemented, except Online
indication. PINT may be used as an evolutionary step for the transition from the
speech-based system to the fully functional WTA-based system , but it cannot be
considered a replacement for the WTA-based system.
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7 Conclusions & Recommendations

Conclusions:

The project "The Garage" has shown that it is very well possible to develop a new
telecommunications service with a small multidisciplinary team in a short period of time.
In the project a team of only five , relatively young and inexperienced , people has
managed to chart user needs, specify a service , build a prototype and perform usability
tests . Team-results also include an overview of possible technical implementations of the
service and a business case report.
The MAR.C. process can be a valuable source of information for KPN Research 's
current transition into a number of small autonomous development teams, called minicompanies . The multidisciplinary team approach and the fact that the teammembers all
worked full-time in one room both proved very important for the co-operation of the
teammembers and the quality of the result. The team members together designed the
service around the needs of consumers, as they were all involved in the interactions with
consumers, e.g. need studies, pilot study.
The goal of the service, 1MORE, is to support and stimulate interactions between people,
with a focus on communication within (self-defined) groups . It is a combination of
communication , information, location and dating functions . Without the use of new
technologies (e.g. GPRS, WAP) not all aspects of the service can be implemented. Only
the communication and dating functions can be realised with current technology. A
system that makes use of GPRS, WAP and WTA is capable of offering all functions but
will not be available until the end of 2001 .
PINT may be used to build an intermediate step, but PINT is not recommendable for
application in mobile telephony. It does provide some of the basic features of WTA, but it
is not nearly as powerful. For instance, a mobile terminal with a built-in PINT client cannot
react to network events . Furthermore, during operation it needs a constant connection
with a server, which has a bad reflection on availability and reliability.
The WAP-support of the KPN mobile network should be upgraded to include WTA
functionality. WTA is a very powerful technology as it makes it possible to reprogram a
telephone's call control and event handling . As shown in this report, it can be crucial for
the development of complex new services that the mobile network supports WTA.
Although the technology is still in the process of development, it is recommendable for
KPN Mobile to support and utilise WTA technology as soon as it becomes available. In
essence this implies upgrading the WAP Gateway to WAP version 1.3 (or higher) and
introducing one or more WT A servers.
The team has developed a solution that would never have been suggested if it had been
developing a service for KPN Mobile. The Garage operated like a start-up company,
independent of KPN, which was not only a source of freedom during the creative process
but also formed an essential advantage for the 1MORE service . As 1MORE is a group
service, customers benefit from the fact that 1MORE is available to all mobile users
because it is designed to be independent of any of the operators.
Thus , it can be in the interest of consumers to develop a service independent of KPN;
that is, not considering specific issues related to KPN subscribers and KPN networks. For
KPN Research this third party thinking is a relatively new development that fits neatly in
the mini-company strategy. When actually introducing such a service in the market, there
will be some 'political' issues that have to be dealt with . KPN 's competitors cannot be
expected to co-operate when KPN is introducing a service on their networks. Possibilities
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to smooth this process should be investigated. Options include actually starting a
separate company to implement the service and even negotiating mutual deals with other
operators to open their networks for each other's services.

Recommendations:

The MAR.C . process should be adjusted to the experiences from The Garage before it
is used in the mini-companies . In the first few months it proved difficult for the engineers
to develop technical prototypes and follow the iterative process . A prototyping
environment, i.e. a powerful yet easy to use development tool, would solve this problem.
The economist also had difficulties following the iterative path, as relevant information
was not easily available. A better dialogue with a corresponding party, in this case KPN
Mobile, would be the solution of this problem.
The 1MORE package should, for now, be implemented with current technology, i.e. with a
speech-based interface, despite the fact that this means that not all functions can be
used. The service is certainly capable of fulfilling user needs and should be given a
chance in the market. PINT does not allow for a workable solution and although
WAPNVTA does, it cannot be used in the near future. The exact user interfaces for the
various functions and the corresponding business cases must be further investigated to
provide a financially attractive solution.
Finally, the possibilities of introducing this and other services as an independent service
provider should be considered carefully. This approach may enable scenarios and tap
into new markets that are unavailable under the KPN brand names . In the turbulent
telecommunications sector, these are options that cannot be ignored.
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Appendix A SSL - Secure Socket Layer

Source: http://developer.netscape.com/docs/manuals/security/sslinlindex.htrn
Introduction:
This document introduces the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. Originally developed by
Netscape, SSL has been universally accepted on the World Wide Web for authenticated and
encrypted communication between clients and servers. The new Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) standard called Transport Layer Security (TLS) is based on SSL. This was recently
published as an IETF Internet-Draft, The TLS Protocol Version 1.0.
The Transmission Control ProtocollInternet Protocol (TCP/IP) governs the transport and routing of
data over the Internet. Other protocols, such as the HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP),
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), or Internet Messaging Access Protocol (IMAP),
run on top ofTCP/IP in the sense that they all use TCPIIP to support typical application tasks such
as displaying web pages or running email servers.
The SSL protocol runs above TCP /IP and below higher-level protocols such as HTTP or IMAP. It
uses TCP/IP on behalf of the higher-level protocols, and in the process allows an SSL-enabled
server to authenticate itself to an SSL-enabled client, allows the client to authenticate itself to the
server, and allows both machines to establish an encrypted connection.

686···

Applicatio~ ~Of.er.

Networ l( lOfer

Figure 1 SSL runs above TCP/IP and below high-level application protocols
These capabilities address fundamental concerns about communication over the Internet and other
TCP/IP networks:
•
SSL server authentication allows a user to confirm a server's identity. SSL-enabled client
software can use standard techniques of public-key cryptography to check that a server's
certificate and public ID are valid and have been issued by a certificate authority (CA) listed
in the client's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation might be important if the user, for
example, is sending a credit card number over the network and wants to check the receiving
server's identity.
•
SSL client authentication allows a server to confirm a user's identity. Using the same
techniques as those used for server authentication, SSL-enabled server software can check that
a client's certificate and public ID are valid and have been issued by a certificate authority
(CA) listed in the server's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation might be important if the
server, for example, is a bank sending confidential financial information to a customer and
wants to check the recipient's identity.
•
An encrypted SSL connection requires all information sent between a client and a server to be
encrypted by the sending software and decrypted by the receiving software, thus providing a
high degree of confidentiality. Confidentiality is important for both parties to any private
transaction. In addition, all data sent over an encrypted SSL connection is protected with a
mechanism for detecting tampering--that is, for automatically determining whether the data
has been altered in transit.
The SSL protocol includes two sub-protocols: the SSL record protocol and the SSL handshake
protocol. The SSL record protocol defines the format used to transmit data. The SSL handshake
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protocol involves using the SSL record protocol to exchange a series of messages between an SSLenabled server and an SSL-enabled client when they first establish an SSL cormection. This
exchange of messages is designed to facilitate the following actions:
•
Authenticate the server to the client.
•
Allow the client and server to select the cryptographic algorithms, or ciphers, that they both
support.
•
Optionally authenticate the client to the server.
•
Use public-key encryption teclmiques to generate shared secrets.
•
Establish an encrypted SSL cormection.
For more information about the handshake process, see The SSL Handshake.
Ciphers Used with SSL:
The SSL protocol supports the use of a variety of different cryptographic algorithms, or ciphers,
for use in operations such as authenticating the server and client to each other, transmitting
certificates, and establishing session keys . Clients and servers may support different cipher suites,
or sets of ciphers, depending on factors such as the version of SSL they support, company policies
regarding acceptable encryption strength, and government restrictions on export of SSL-enabled
software. Among its other functions, the SSL handshake protocol determines how the server and
client negotiate which cipher suites they will use to authenticate each other, to transmit certificates,
and to establish session keys.
The cipher suite descriptions that follow refer to these algorithms:
•
DES. Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm used by the U.S. Government.
•
DSA. Digital Signature Algorithm, part of the digital authentication standard used by the U.S.
Government.
•
KEA. Key Exchange Algoritlun, an algoritlun used for key exchange by the U.S . Government.
•
MD5. Message Digest algorithm developed by Rivest.
•
RC2 and RC4. Rivest encryption ciphers developed for RSA Data Security.
•
RSA. A public-key algoritlun for both encryption and authentication. Developed by Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman.
•
RSA key exchange. A key-exchange algoritlun for SSL based on the RSA algorithm.
•
SHA-l. Secure Hash Algoritlun, a hash function used by the U.S. Government.
•
SKIPJACK. A classified symmetric-key algorithm implemented in FORTEZZA-compliant
hardware used by the U.S. Government.
•
Triple-DES. DES applied three times.
Key-exchange algorithms like KEA and RSA key exchange govern the way in which the server
and client determine the symmetric keys they will both use during an SSL session. The most
commonly used SSL cipher suites use RSA key exchange.
The SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0 protocols support overlapping sets of cipher suites. Administrators can
enable or disable any of the supported cipher suites for both clients and servers. When a particular
client and server exchange information during the SSL handshake, they identify the strongest
enabled cipher suites they have in common and use those for the SSL session.
Decisions about which cipher suites a particular organisation decides to enable depend on tradeoffs among the sensitivity of the data involved, the speed of the cipher, and the applicability of
export mles .
Some organisations may want to disable the weaker ciphers to prevent SSL cormections with
weaker encryption. However, due to U.S. government restrictions on products that support
anything stronger than 40-bit encryption, disabling support for all 40-bit ciphers effectively
restricts access to network browsers that are available only in the United States (unless the server
involved has a special Global Server ID that permits the international client to "step up" to
stronger encryption).
To serve the largest possible range of users, it's administrators may wish to enable as broad a range
of SSL cipher suites as possible. That way, when a domestic client or server is dealing with
another domestic server or client, respectively, it will negotiate the use of the strongest ciphers
available. And when a domestic client or server is dealing with an international server or client, it
will negotiate the use of those ciphers that are permitted under U.S. export regulations.
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However, since 40-bit ciphers can be broken relatively quickly, administrators who are concerned
about eavesdropping and whose user communities can legally use stronger ciphers should disable
the 40-bit ciphers.
The SSL Handshake
The SSL protocol uses a combination of public-key and symmetric key encryption. Symmetric key
encryption is much faster than public-key encryption, but public-key encryption provides better
authentication teclmiques. An SSL session always begins with an exchange of messages called the
SSL handshake. The handshake allows the server to authenticate itself to the client using publickey teclmiques, then allows the client and the server to co-operate in the creation of symmetric
keys used for rapid encryption, decryption, and tamper detection during the session that follows.
Optionally, the handshake also allows the client to authenticate itself to the server.
The exact programmatic details of the messages exchanged during the SSL handshake are beyond
the scope of this document. However, the steps involved can be summarised as:
1. The client sends the server the client's SSL version number, cipher settings, randomly
generated data, and other information the server needs to communicate with the client using
SSL.
2. The server sends the client the server's SSL version number, cipher settings, randomly
generated data, and other information the client needs to communicate with the server over
SSL. The server also sends its own certificate and, if the client is requesting a server resource
that requires client authentication, requests the client's certificate.
3. The client uses some of the information sent by the server to authenticate the server. If the
server cannot be authenticated, the user is warned of the problem and informed that an
encrypted and authenticated connection cannot be established. If the server can be
successfully authenticated, the client goes on to Step 4.
4. Using all data generated in the handshake so far, the client (with the co-operation of the
server, depending on the cipher being used) creates the premaster secret for the session,
encrypts it with the server's public key (obtained from the server's certificate, sent in Step 2),
and sends the encrypted premaster secret to the server.
5. If the server has requested client authentication (an optional step in the handshake) , the client
also signs another piece of data that is unique to this handshake and known by both the client
and server. In this case the client sends both the signed data and the client's own certificate to
the server along with the encrypted premaster secret.
6. If the server has requested client authentication, the server attempts to authenticate the client.
If the client cannot be authenticated, the session is terminated. If the client can be successfully
authenticated, the server uses its private key to decrypt the premaster secret, then performs a
series of steps (which the client also performs, starting from the same premaster secret) to
generate the master secret.
7. Both the client and the server use the master secret to generate the session keys, which are
symmetric keys used to encrypt and decrypt information exchanged during the SSL session
and to verify its integrity--that is, to detect any changes in the data between the time it was
sent and the time it is received over the SSL connection.
8. The client sends a message to the server informing it that future messages from the client will
be encrypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted) message indicating that
the client portion of the handshake is finished .
9. The server sends a message to the client informing it that future messages from the server will
be encrypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted) message indicating that
the server portion of the handshake is finished .
10. The SSL handshake is now complete, and the SSL session has begun. The client and the
server use the session keys to encrypt and decrypt the data they send to each other and to
validate its integrity.
It's important to note that both client and server authentication involve encrypting some piece of
data with one key ofa public-private key pair and decrypting it with the other key :
In the case of server authentication, the client encrypts the premaster secret with the server's public
key. Only the corresponding private key can correctly decrypt the secret, so the client has some
assurance that the identity associated with the public key is in fact the server with which the client
is connected. Otherwise, the server cannot decrypt the premaster secret and cannot generate the
symmetric keys required for the session, and the session will be terminated.
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In the case of client authentication, the client encrypts some random data with the client's private
key--that is, it creates a digital signature. The public key in the client's certificate can correctly
validate the digital signature only if the corresponding private key was used. Otherwise, the server
cannot validate the digital signature and the session is terminated.

Server Authentication
SSL-enabled client software always requires server authentication, or cryptographic validation by
a client of the server's identity. As explained in Step 2 of The SSL Handshake, the server sends the
client a certificate to authenticate itself. The client uses the certificate in Step 3 to authenticate the
identity the certificate claims to represent.
To authenticate the binding between a public key and the server identified by the certificate that
contains the public key, an SSL-enabled client must receive a "yes" answer to the four questions
shown in Figure 2. Although the fourth question is not technically part of the SSL protocol, it is
the client's responsibility to support this requirement, which provides some assurance of the
server's identity and thus helps protect against a form of security attack known as "man in the
middle."
Client's list of
trusted CAs
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Server's public key or=(!
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Figure 2 How a server authenticates a client certificate
An SSL-enabled client goes through these steps to authenticate a server's identity:
I. Is today's date within the validity period? The client checks the server certificate's validity
period. If the current date and time are outside of that range, the authentication process won't
go any further. If the current date and time are within the certificate's validity period, the client
goes on to Step 2.
2. Is the issuing CA a trusted CA? Each SSL-enabled client maintains a list of trusted CA
certificates, represented by the shaded area on the right side of Figure 2, This list determines
which server certificates the client will accept. If the distinguished name (DN) of the issuing
CA matches the DN ofa CA on the client's list of trusted CAs, the answer to this question is
yes, and the client goes on to Step 3. If the issuing CA is not on the list, the server will not be
authenticated unless the client can verify a certificate chain ending in a CA that is on the list
(see CA Hierarchies for details).
3. Does the issuing CA's public key validate the issuer's digital signature? The client uses the
public key from the CA's certificate (which it found in its list of trusted CAs in step 2) to
validate the CA's digital signature on the server certificate being presented. If the information
in the server certificate has changed since it was signed by the CA or if the CA certificate's
public key doesn't correspond to the private key used by the CA to sign the server certificate,
the client won't authenticate the server's identity. If the CA's digital signature can be validated,
the server treats the user's certificate as a valid "letter of introduction" from that CA and
proceeds. At this point, the client has determined that the server certificate is valid. It is the
client's responsibility to take Step 4 before Step 5.
4. Does the domain name in the server's certificate match the domain name of the server itself?
This step confirms that the server is actually located at the same network address specified by
the domain name in the server certificate, Although step 4 is not technically part of the SSL
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protocol, it provides the only protection against a fonn of security attack known as a Man-inthe-Middle Attack. Clients must perfonn this step and must refuse to authenticate the server or
establish a connection if the domain names don't match. If the server's actual domain name
matches the domain name in the server certificate, the client goes on to Step 5.
The server is authenticated. The client proceeds with the SSL handshake. If the client doesn't
get to step 5 for any reason, the server identified by the certificate cannot be authenticated,
and the user will be warned of the problem and infonned that an encrypted and authenticated
connection cannot be established. If the server requires client authentication, the server
perfonns th,e steps described in Client Authentication.

After the steps described here, the server must successfully use its private key to decrypt the
premaster secret the client sends in Step 4 of The SSL Handshake. Otherwise, the SSL session will
be terminated. This provides additional assurance that the identity associated with the public key in
the server's certificate is in fact the server with which the client is connected.

Man-in-the-Middle Attack
As suggested in Step 4 above, the client application must check the server domain name specified
in the server certificate against the actual domain name of the server with which the client is
attempting to communicate. This step is necessary to protect against a man-in the middle attack,
which works as follows .
The "man in the middle" is a rogue program that intercepts all communication between the client
and a server with which the client is attempting to communicate via SSL. The rogue program
intercepts the legitimate keys that are passed back and forth during the SSL handshake, substitutes
its own, and makes it appear to the client that it is the server, and to the server that it is the client.
The encrypted infonnation exchanged at the beginning of the SSL handshake is actually encrypted
with the rogue program's public key or private key, rather than the client's or server's real keys.
The rogue program ends up establishing one set of session keys for use with the real server, and a
different set of session keys for use with the client. This allows the rogue program not only to read
all the data that flows between the client and the real server, but also to change the data without
being detected. Therefore, it is extremely important for the client to check that the domain name in
the server certificate corresponds to the domain name of the server with which a client is
attempting to communicate--in addition to checking the validity of the certificate by performing
the other steps described in Server Authentication.

Client Authentication
SSL-enabled servers can be configured to require client authentication, or cryptographic validation
by the server of the client's identity. When a server configured this way requests client
authentication (see Step 6 of The SSL Handshake), the client sends the server both a certificate and
a separate piece of digitally signed data to authenticate itself. The server uses the digitally signed
data to validate the public key in the certificate and to authenticate the identity the certificate
claims to represent.
The SSL protocol requires the client to create a digital signature by creating a one-way hash from
data generated randomly during the handshake and known only to the client and server. The hash
of the data is then encrypted with the private key that corresponds to the public key in the
certificate being presented to the server.
To authenticate the binding between the public key and the person or other entity identified by the
certificate that contains the public key, an SSL-enabled server must receive a "yes" answer to the
first four questions shown in Figure 3. Although the fifth question is not part of the SSL protocol,
servers can be configured to support this requirement to take advantage of the user's entry in an
LDAP directory as part of the authentication process.
An SSL-enabled server goes through these steps to authenticate a user's identity:
1. Does the user's public key validate the user's digital signature? The server checks that the
user's digital signature can be validated with the public key in the certificate. If so, the server
has established that the public key asserted to belong to John Doe matches the private key
used to create the signature and that the data has not been tampered with since it was signed.
At this point, however, the binding between the public key and the DN specified in the
certificate has not yet been established. The certificate might have been created by
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someone attempting to impersonate the user. To validate the binding between the public
key and the DN, the server must also complete Step 3 and Step 4.
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Figure 3 How a server authenticates a client certificate
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Is today's date within the validity period? The server checks the certificate's validity period. If
the current date and time are outside of that range, the authentication process won't go any
further. If the current date and time are within the certificate's validity period, the server goes
on to Step 3.
Is the issuing CA a trusted CA? Each SSL-enabled server maintains a list of trusted CA
certificates, represented by the shaded area on the right side of Figure 3. This list determines
which certificates the server will accept. If the DN of the issuing CA matches the DN of a CA
on the server's list of trusted CAs, the answer to this question is yes, and the server goes on to
Step 4. If the issuing CA is not on the list, the client will not be authenticated unless the server
can verify a certificate chain ending in a CA that is on the list (see CA Hierarchies for details).
Administrators can control which certificates are trusted or not trusted within their
organisations by controlling the lists of CA certificates maintained by clients and servers.
Does the issuing CA's public key validate the issuer's digital signature? The server uses the
public key from the CA's certificate (which it found in its list of trusted CAs in Step 3) to
validate the CA's digital signature on the certificate being presented. If the information in the
certificate has changed since it was signed by the CA or if the public key in the CA certificate
doesn't correspond to the private key used by the CA to sign the certificate, the server won't
authenticate the user's identity. If the CA's digital signature can be validated, the server treats
the user's certificate as a valid "letter of introduction" from that CA and proceeds, At this
point, the SSL protocol allows the server to consider the client authenticated and proceed with
the connection as described in Step 6. Servers may optionally be configured to take Step 5
before Step 6.
Is the user's certificate listed in the LDAP entry for the user? This optional step provides one
way for a system administrator to revoke a user's certificate even if it passes the tests in all the
other steps. The Certificate Server can automatically remove a revoked certificate from the
user's entry in the LDAP directory. All servers that are set up to perform this step will then
refuse to authenticate that certificate or establish a connection. If the user's certificate in the
directory is identical to the user's certificate presented in the SSL handshake, the server goes
on to step 6.
Is the authenticated client authorised to access the requested resources? The server checks
what resources the client is permitted to access according to the server's access control lists
(ACLs) and establishes a connection with appropriate access. If the server doesn't get to step 6
for any reason, the user identified by the certificate cannot be authenticated, and the user is not
allowed to access any server resources that require authentication.
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Appendix B CAPI - Common ISDN API

Source: www.capi.org, CAPI-Association, 1996-1998 and Manual COMMON-ISDN-API Version
2.0, Part 1,3,,1 edition, CAPI Association, June 1999
Introduction
COMMON-ISDN-API (CAPI) is an application programming interface standard used to access
ISDN equipment connected to basic rate interfaces (BRI) and primary rate interfaces (PRI). By
adhering to the standard, applications can make use of well-defined mechanism for
communications over ISDN lines, without being forced to adjust to the idiosyncrasies of hardware
vendor implementations. ISDN equipment vendors in turn will benefit from a wealth of
applications, ready to run with their equipment.
COMMON-ISDN-API is a well-established standard. Potential cost savings were the driving force
for COMMON-ISDN-API controller and application development. Commercial users are rapidly
migrating to ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) as the principal vehicle for data
exchange of a wide range of formats.

History
In 1989 manufacturers started to define an application interface which would be accepted in the
growing ISDN market. To get an acceptable result, the focus of this standard was the possibility of
running the national ISDN protocol (Germany), for an ETSI ISDN protocol standard was not
available at this time. Work on this application interface was finished in 1990 by a CAPI working
group consisting of application providers, ISDN equipment manufacturers, large customers / user
groups and DBP Telekom. COMMON-ISDN-API Version 1.1 was a great step towards opening
the national ISDN market in Germany. Meanwhile almost every German ISDN solution as well as
an increasing count of international ones is based on COMMON-ISDN-API; there exists a wellaccepted conformance test laboratory at DBP Telekom.
Current Situation
Since then, the international protocol specification has been completed, and almost every
telecommunications provider now offers BRI / PRIlines with protocols based on Q.931 / ETS 300
102. Experience in ISDN application interface design, knowledge of the market requirements and
a large base of installed COMMON-ISDN-API 1.1 solutions (hardware controllers and
applications on a variety of operating systems) made it clear that a new application interface was
needed for use in international ISDNs.
COMMON-ISDN-API Version 2.0 reflects more than five years ofISDN business implementation
experience in an exploding market. It incorporates all the benefits of CAP I Version 1.1 as well as
new aspects of ISDN (such as Group 3 fax connectivity or video-telephony). It is based on Q.931 /
ETS 300 102, but not limited to these protocols. It simplifies the development ofISDN
applications through many default values that do not need to be programmed. It keeps applications
free of ISDN protocol knowledge, thus making a great variety of applications possible.
By using COMMON-ISDN-API Version 2.0 the international market can take advantage of
available know-how and thus accelerate growth.

Overall
COMMON-ISDN-API can be evaluated as an invaluable tool to implement powerful
communications applications. It is designed to be the base of a whole range of new protocol-stacks
for networking, telephony, file-transfer, application- sharing or any other application you can think
of - and even things you cannot imagine yet. The vast amount of CAPI-compliant hardware
available right at this moment is probably the most persuading argument for any softwaredeveloper to base his applications on this specification. And the broad range of applications
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available for COMMON-ISDN-API is a key factor for every ISDN controller-manufacturer to join
in and participate with his own products. One additional argument is of cause the fact, that your
products will be based on an international agreed standard, set by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). COMMON-ISDN-API was released as 'profil B'
in prETS 300 325 Ed. 2.
For formal reasons ETSI reorganised this document, so COMMON-ISDN-API is now embodied in
European standard ETS 300 838 "Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN); Harmonised
Programmable Communication Interface (HPCI) for ISDN". COMMON-ISDN-API is also
embodied in ITD's recommendation T.200 "Programmable communication interface for terminal
equipment connected to ISDN".
Technical Aspects
COMMON-ISDN-API can be used for implementing applications for a wide variety of platforms,
including MS-DOS, MS Windows 3.x, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows 2000,
Netware, Linux, UNIX (streams), BeOS and OS/2.

COMMON-ISDN-API includes the following functionality:
•
Basic call control
•
Supplementary Service control
• cn support
•
DTMF detection / generation
•
Support for multiple B channels, for data and/or voice connections
•
Support for several logical data link connections within a physical connection
•
Support for multiple applications
•
Support for multiple ISDN-controllers
•
Support for one or more Basic Rate Interfaces as well as Primary Rate Interfaces on one or
more ISDN adapters
•
Selection of specific services and protocols during connection set-up and on answering
incoming calls
• Transparent interface for protocols above Layer 3
•
Operating system-independent messages
• Operating system-dependent exchange mechanism for optimum operating system integration
• Asynchronous, event-driven mechanism for high throughput
•
Well-defined mechanism for manufacturer-specific extensions
COMMON-ISDN-API supports the following protocols:
•
HDLC, HDLC inverted, SDLC
•
•
•

X.7S, X.2S
LAPD, X.31
V.IIO,V.120

•
•
•
•

T.30 (fax group 3)
analog modem protocols
PCM (speech)
56 kbit

COMMON-ISDN-API is independent of the (national) signalling protocols like:
•
Euro-ISDN (ETS 300 102)
•
DSS-l (Q.93l)
• National ISDN 1 (NI-l)
•
Northern Telekom ISDN (DMS-100)
• AT&T ISDN (5ESS)
• French ISDN (VN3)
•
German ISDN (lTR6)
•
DSS-2 (Q.293l)
• GSM
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Overview
COMMON-ISDN-API provides a standardized interface that allows any number of application
programs to use any number oflSDN drivers and ISDN controllers . Applications can be freely
assigned to specific drivers and controllers: One application can use one controller, one application
can use more than one controller, several applications can share a single controller or several
applications can share more than one controller
Applications can use different protocols at different protocol levels; COMMON-ISDN-API
provides a selection mechanism to support this. COMMON-ISDN-API also performs an
abstraction from different protocol variants, creating a standardized network access. All
connection-related data such as connection state, display messages etc. is available to applications
at any time.
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Figure I : Position of COMMON-ISDN-API
COMMON-ISDN-API covers the entire signaling protocol as well as protocol layers I to 3
(physical and framing layer, data link layer and network layer) of the data channels. The interface
of COMMON-ISDN-API is located between Layer 3 and Layer 4, and provides a point of
reference for applications and higher level protocols.
COMMON-ISDN-API offers many commonly used protocols to applications without low-level
protocol knowledge . The default protocol is ISO 7776 (X.75 SLP), i.e. framing protocol HDLC,
data link protocol ISO 7776 (X.75 SLP), and a transparent network layer.
Other supported framing layer variants are HDLC inverted, PCM (bit-transparent with byte
framing) 64/56 kbit, and v.II 0 sync 1 async. COMMON-ISDN-API integrates the following data
link and network layer protocols: LAPD in accordance with Q.921 for X.25 D-channel
implementation, PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), ISO 8208 (X.25 DTE-DTE), X.25 DCE, T.90NL
(with T.70NL compatibility) and T.30 (Group 3 fax).
Even ifnot all protocols can be fit completely into the OSI scheme, COMMON-ISDN-API always
supports three layers. Applications can configure each layer. In case of illegal or meaningless
protocol stack combinations (e.g. bit-transparent 56 kbitls and X.25 DCE), COMMON-ISDN-API
reports an error. The following chapter presents the basic mechanism used by COMMON-ISDNAPI, based on message queues for the exchange of commands and data. The operations on these
message queues and the structure of the messages exchanged are described. Afterward, other
functions for identification and the mechanism for manufacturer-specific extensions are described.

Message Overview
The term message is a fundamental one in the definition of COMMON-ISDN-API. Messages are
information defined by COMMON-ISDN-API, exchanged between the application and
COMMON-ISDN-API by an asynchronous mechanism. This technique achieves operating system
independence.
Communication between the application and COMMON-ISDN-API always uses the following
general protocol: A message is always followed by an appropriate reply. Messages going from an
application to COMMON-ISDN-API are called Requests; the corresponding answer from
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COMMON-ISDN-API is called a Confirmation. Messages initiated by COMMON-ISDN-API are
called Indications; the corresponding answer from an application is called a Response. This is also
reflected in the naming convention for messages: every message name ends with the appropriate
suffix L REQ, _ CONF, _ IND and _ RESP).
Each message contains a message number. COMMON-ISDN-API always returns the number used
in the REQUEST message in the corresponding CONFIRMATION. Applications may choose
unique message numbers to identify message correlation before interpreting incoming messages.
INDICATIONS from COMMON-ISDN-API are numbered so that an application is guaranteed to
get a different message number in every incoming INDICATION.
An application is not allowed to send RESPONSE messages without having received an
INDICATION. COMMON-ISDN-API ignores such illegal messages.
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Appendix 0 GPRS - General Packet Radio Service

Source: 4th IEEE International Conference on Universal Personal Communications (95TH8128),
Helsinki, 6-10 nov. 1995, Akesson, p. 640-643, IEEE New York, NY, USA, 1995
By adding GPRS to the GSM network, operators can offer efficient wireless access to external IPbased networks, such as the Internet and corporate Intranets. What is more, operators can profit
from the rapid pace of service development in the Internet world, offering their own IP-based
services using the GPRS IP bearer, thereby moving up the Internet value chain and increasing
profitability. End-users can remain connected indefmitely to the external network and enjoy
instantaneous transfer rates of up to 115 kbitls. Users who are not actually sending or receiving
packets occupy only a negligible amount of the network's critical resources. Thus, new charging
schemes are expected to reflect network usage instead of connection time.

Introduction
General packet radio service (GPRS) is a standard from the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) on packet data in GSM systems. GPRS has also been accepted by the
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) as the packet-data standard for TDMAl136
systems. By adding GPRS functionality to the public land mobile network (PLMN), operators can
give their subscribers resource-efficient access to external Internet protocol-based (IP) networks.
GPRS offers air-interface transfer rates up to 115 kbitls - subject to mobile terminal capabilities
and carrier interference. Moreover, GPRS allows several users to share the same air-interface
resources and enables operators to base charging on the amount of transferred data instead of on
connection time. In the initial release, GPRS uses the same modulation as GSM (GMSK).
Packet-switched transmission over the air interface
In the GPRS standard, three new types of mobile terminal have been defined:
•
Class A terminal, which supports simultaneous circuit-switched and packet-switched traffic;
•
Class B terminal, which supports either circuit-switched or packet-switched traffic
(simultaneous network attachment) but does not support both kinds of traffic simultaneously;
and
•
Class C tenninal, which is attached either as a packet-switched or circuit-switched terminal.
The terminal types are further differentiated by their ability to handle multi-slot operation. Since
class A and class B terminals support both circuit-switched and packet-switched traffic, the
network may combine mobility management. For instance, location updates can include
information relating to both services. To support efficient multiplexing of packet traffic to and
from mobile terminals, a new packet data channel (PDCH) has been defined for the air interface.
One PDCH is mapped onto a single time slot, thereby utilizing the same physical channel structure
as ordinary circuit-switched GSM channels. Four different channel-coding schemes have been
defined for GPRS to make optimum use of varying radio conditions. AlI radio resources are
managed from the Base Station Controller (BSC), where the pool of physical channels for a given
cell can be used as either circuit-switched GSM channels or packet data channels. By means of
packet multiplexing, the allocated PDCHs can be shared by every GPRS user in the cell. The
number ofPDCHs in a cell can be fixed or dynamically allocated to meet fluctuating traffic
demands. Static PDCHs are always available, whereas dynamic PDCHs are provided on a case-bycase basis. Thus, physical channels not currently in use by the circuit-switched service can be
made available to GPRS traffic. More than one time slot can be allocated to a user during packet
transfer. Uplink and downlink resources to connections are allocated separately on a case-by-case
basis, which reflects the asymmetric behavior of packet data communication.
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User data packets are segmented, coded and transformed into radio blocks. Each radio block is
further interleaved over four standard GSM normal bursts - that is, over the same basic vehicle
that carries coded, circuit-switched speech across the air interface. When errors occur, data packets
can be retransmitted at the radio block level. The set of bursts that results from a single user data
packet is marked with a temporary flow identifier (TFI), which is used on the receiving side to
reassemble the user data packet. A new set of logical channels has been defmed for GPRS traffic.
This set includes control channels and packet data traffic channels. A physical channel allocated
for GPRS traffic is called a packet data channel. The PDCH consists of a multi frame pattern that
runs on time slots assigned to GPRS. This is basically a predefined pattern of GPRS control
channels and data traffic channels that keeps repeating itself. In cells defined as having only
dynamic GPRS resources and which only run circuit-switched channels, the GPRS terminals use
the circuit-switched control channels until one or more PDCH are assigned. Certain circuitswitched mobility-management procedures may also use GPRS control channels (for example, for
location update). Several mobile terminals can dynamically share the pool of packet data channels
in a cell, and several PDCHs can be used simultaneously for a single connection. The network side
controls the allocation of resources. To start packet transmission on the uplink, the mobile terminal
requests resources. The network tells the terminal which PDCHs to use. The network also sends a
flag value which, when it occurs on the corresponding downlink, tells the mobile terminal to begin
transmitting. To start packet transmission on the downlink, the network sends an assignment
message to the mobile terminal, indicating which PDCHs will be used and the value of the TFI
assigned to the transfer. The mobile terminal monitors the downlink PDCHs and identifies its
packets via the TFI.

Cell plan
GPRS does not use location areas (LA). Instead, a routing-area (RA) concept has been introduced.
In the first GPRS release, and in cases where GPRS traffic does not constitute a significant part of
network traffic, operators are advised to use the same cell parameters and borders as for their
circuit-switched systems. Later, as GPRS traffic grows, the GPRS service and the circuit-switched
service might need different cell parameters and borders. GPRS can be introduced by defming
either shared or dedicated resources on existing transceivers. New transceivers and frequencies can
also be set aside specifically for GPRS.
Billing and customer administration systems
With the introduction ofGPRS, current customers' subscriptions will be enhanced and new
customer categories will appear - possibly including those with GPRS-only subscriptions. These
and other changes will have an impact on the operator billing and customer administration (BCA)
systems. The call detail records (CDR) generated by the GPRS network indicate to which external
packet network the connection was set up, the volume of data that was transferred, the quality of
service offered, the date and time of connection, and the duration of the session. This information,
which differs from what CDRs of circuit-switched services currently provide, will affect existing
billing systems. In all likelihood, operators will not base charges for GPRS services on the
duration of a session, as is the case with circuit-switched services. Instead, charges will be based
on a flat fee or on volumes of data transferred. Operators may also want to offer subscribers of
both circuit-switched and packet-switched services a single, consolidated invoice with itemized
charges for each service.
GPRS efficiency
This section describes an idealized comparison ofGPRS and circuit-switched data services for
typical Internet browsing. In this context, throughput is the average throughput that a user
experiences as he or she downloads information from the Internet. In the case of GPRS, fewer
active users implies that each user has access to more bandwidth. As the number of active users
grows, the bandwidth allocated to each user decreases. Compare this to circuit-switched service,
where fixed bandwidth is allocated to a limited number of users . Compared with circuit-switched
connections, GPRS offers superior performance to applications like Internet browsing. Due to
bursty user behavior (users suddenly require lots of bandwidth, then nothing, then lots of
bandwidth, and so forth), GPRS can serve more users than ordinary circuit-switched services. On
the other hand, GPRS offers non-bursty applications the same level of service - in terms of
throughput - as circuit-switched data . Obviously, in evaluating efficiency, the user traffic model
plays a central role.
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WAP Architecture Overview
Source: WAP 100, Wireless Application Protocol Architecture Specification, The WAP Forum,
Mountain View, CA, USA , April 1998
The World-Wide Web Model
The Internet World Wide Web (WWW) architecture provides a very flexible and powerful
progranuning model (Figure I) . Applications and content are presented in standard data formats ,
and are browsed by applications known as web browsers. The web browser is a networked
application, i.e. it sends requests for named data objects to a network server and the network server
responds with the data encoded using the standard formats .

I

Web Sen'er

Figure 1. World-Wide Web Programming Model
The WWW standards specify many of the mechanisms necessary to build a general-purpose
application envirorunent, including:
•
Standard naming model- All servers and content on the WWW are named with an Internetstandard Uniform Resource Locator, URL (RFCI738, RFCI808).
•
Content typin g - All content on the WWW is given a specific type thereby allowing web
browsers to correctly process the content based on its type (RFC2045, RFC2048).
•
Standard content formats - All web browsers support a set of standard content formats. These
include the HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML), the JavaScript scripting language, and a
large number of other formats.
•
Standard Protocols - Standard networking protocols allow any web browser to communicate
with any web server. The most commonly used protocol on the WWW is the HyperText
Transport Protocol (HTTP, RFC2068) .
This infrastructure allows users to easily reach a large number of third-party applications and
content services. It also allows application developers to easily create applications and content
services for a large community of clients. The WWW protocols define three classes of servers:
•
Origin server - The server on which a given resource (content) resides or is to be created.
•
Proxy - An intermediary program that acts as both a server and a client for the purpose of
making requests on behalf of other clients. The proxy typically resides between clients and
servers that have no means of direct communication, e.g. across a firewall. Requests are either
serviced by the proxy program or passed on, with possible translation, to other servers. A
proxy must implement both the client and server requirements of the WWW specifications.
•
Gateway - A server which acts as an intermediary for some other server. Unlike a proxy, a
gateway receives requests as ifit were the origin server for the requested resource . The
requesting client may not be aware that it is communicating with a gateway.
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The WAP Model
The W AP programming model (Figure 2) is similar to the WWW programming model. This
provides several benefits to the application developer community, including a familiar
programming model, a proven architecture, and the ability to leverage existing tools (e.g. Web
servers, XML tools, etc.). Optimisations and extensions have been made in order to match the
characteristics of the wireless envirorunent. Wherever possible, existing standards have been
adopted or have been used as the starting point for the W AP technology.

m
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Figure 2. WAP Programming Model

W AP content and applications are specified in a set of well-known content formats based on the
familiar WWW content formats. Content is transported using a set of standard communication
protocols based on the WWW communication protocols. A micro browser in the wireless terminal
co-ordinates the user interface and is analogous to a standard web browser.
W AP defines a set of standard components that enable communication between mobile terminals
and network servers, including:
•
Standard naming model- WWW-standard URLs are used to identify W AP content on origin
servers. WWW-standard URls are used to identify local resources in a device, e.g. call control
functions.
•
Content typing - All WAP content is given a specific type consistent with WWW typing. This
allows W AP user agents to correctly process the content based on its type.
•
Standard content formats - W AP content formats are based on WWW technology and include
display mark-up, calendar information, electronic business card objects, images and scripting
language.
•
Standard communication protocols - WAP communication protocols enable the
communication of browser requests from the mobile terminal to the network web server.
The W AP content types and protocols have been optimised for mass market, hand-held wireless
devices. WAP utilises proxy technology to connect between the wireless domain and the WWW.
The W AP proxy typically is comprised of the following functionality:
•
Protocol Gateway - The protocol gateway translates requests from the WAP protocol stack
(WSP, WTP, WTLS, and WDP) to the WWW protocol stack (HTTP and TCPlIP).
•
Content Encoders and Decoders - The content encoders translate WAP content into compact
encoded formats to reduce the size of data over the network.
This infrastructure ensures that mobile terminal users can browse a wide variety of W AP content
and applications, and that the application author is able to build content services and applications
that run on a large base of mobile terminals. The WAP proxy allows content and applications to be
hosted on standard WWW servers and to be developed using proven WWW technologies such as
CGI scripting. While the nominal use of W AP will include a web server, W AP proxy and W AP
client, the W AP architecture can quite easily support other configurations. It is possible to create
an origin server that includes the W AP proxy functionality. Such a server might be used to
facilitate end-to-end security solutions, or applications that require better access control or a
guarantee of responsiveness, e.g. WT A.
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Example WAP Network
The following is for illustrative purposes only. An example W AP network is shown in Figure 3.

Web
Server

WML

WAP

HTML
Filter

Server
Figure 3. Example WAP Network
In the example, the W AP client communicates with two servers in the wireless network. The W AP
proxy translates W AP requests to WWW requests thereby allowing the W AP client to submit
requests to the web server. The proxy also encodes the responses from the web server into the
compact binary format understood by the client.
If the web server provides W AP content (e.g., WML), the W AP proxy retrieves it directly from the
web server. However, if the web server provides WWW content (such as HTML), a filter is used
to translate the WWW content into W AP content. For example, the HTML filter would translate
HTML into WML.
The Wireless Telephony Application (WTA) server is an example origin or gateway server that
responds to requests from the W AP client directly. The WT A server is used to provide W AP
access to features of the wireless network provider's telecommunications infrastructure.

Security Model
W AP enables a flexible security infrastructure that focuses on providing connection security
between a W AP client and server. W AP can provide end-to-end security between W AP protocol
endpoints. If a browser and origin server desire end-to-end security, they must communicate
directly using the W AP protocols. End-to-end security may also be achieved if the W AP proxy is
trusted or, for example, located at the same physically secure place as the origin server. End-to-end
security based on a private and public key infrastructure is currently under development.
Components a/the WAP Architecture
The W AP architecture provides a scaleable and extensible environment for application
development for mobile communication devices. This is achieved through a layered design of the
entire protocol stack (Figure 4). Each of the layers of the architecture is accessible by the layers
above, as well as by other services and applications.
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Other Services and
Applications
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Session Layer (WSP)

Transaction Layer (WTP)
Security Layer (WTLS)
Transport Layer (WDP)
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Figure 4. W AP Architecture

The W AP layered architecture enables other services and applications to utilise the features of the
W AP stack through a set of well-defined interfaces. External applications may access the session,
transaction, security and transport layers directly. The following sections provide a description of
the various elements of the protocol stack architecture.

Wireless Application Environment (W AE)
The Wireless Application Environment (WAE) is a general-purpose application environment
based on a combination of World Wide Web (WWW) and Mobile Telephony technologies. The
primary objective of the W AE effort is to establish an interoperable environment that will allow
operators and service providers to build applications and services that can reach a wide variety of
different wireless platforms in an efficient and useful manner. W AE includes a micro-browser
environment containing the following functionality :
•
Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) - a lightweight mark-up language, similar to HTML, but
optimised for use in hand-held mobile terminals;
•
WMLScript - a lightweight scripting language, similar to JavaScriptTM;
•
Wireless Telephony Application (WTA, WTAI) - telephony services and programming
interfaces; and
•
Content Formats - a set of well-defined data formats, including images, phone book records
and calendar information.
A much more detailed description of the W AE architecture is provided in the next article (W AE
overview).
Wireless Session Protocol (WSP)
The Wireless Session Protocol (WSP) provides the application layer of W AP with a consistent
interface for two session services. The first is a connection-oriented service that operates above the
transaction layer protocol WTP. The second is a connection less service that operates above a
secure or non-secure datagram service (WDP). The Wireless Session Protocols currently consist of
services suited for browsing applications (WSP/B). WSP/B provides the following functionality:
•
HTTPIl.I functionality and semantics in a compact over-the-air encoding,
•
Long-lived session state,
•
Session suspend and resume with session migration,
•
A common facility for reliable and unreliable data push, and
•
Protocol feature negotiation.
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The protocols in the WSP family are optimised for low-bandwidth bearer networks with relatively
long latency. WSPIB is designed to allow a W AP proxy to connect a WSPIB client to a standard
HTTP server.
Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP)
The Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP) runs on top of a datagram service and provides as a
light-weight transaction-oriented protocol that is suitable for implementation in "thin" clients
(mobile stations). WTP operates efficiently over secure or non-secure wireless datagram networks
and provides the. following features :
•
Three classes of transaction service:
•
Umeliable one-way requests,
•
Reliable one-way requests, and
•
Reliable two-way request-reply transactions;
•
Optional user-to-user reliability - WTP user triggers the confirmation of each received
message;
•
Optional out-of-band data on acknowledgements;
•
PDU concatenation and delayed acknowledgement to reduce the number of messages sent;
and
•
Asynchronous transactions .
Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS)
WTLS is a security protocol based upon the industry-standard Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol, formerly known as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) . WTLS is intended for use with the
W AP transport protocols and has been optimised for use over narrow-band communication
channels. WTLS provides the following features:
•
Data integrity - WTLS contains facilities to ensure that data sent between the terminal and an
application server is unchanged and uncorrupted.
•
Privacy - WTLS contains facilities to ensures that data transmitted between the terminal and
an application server is private and cannot be understood by any intermediate parties that may
have intercepted the data stream.
•
Authentication - WTLS contains facilities to establish the authenticity of the terminal and
application server.
•
Denial-of-service protection - WTLS contains facilities for detecting and rejecting data that is
replayed or not successfully verified. WTLS makes many typical denial-of-service attacks
harder to accomplish and protects the upper protocol layers.
WTLS may also be used for secure communication between terminals, e.g. for authentication of
electronic business card exchange. Applications are able to selectively enable or disable WTLS
features depending on their security requirements and the characteristics of the underlying network
(e.g. privacy may be disabled on networks already providing this service at a lower layer).
Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP)
The Transport layer protocol in the WAP architecture is referred to as the Wireless Datagram
Protocol (WDP). The WDP layer operates above the data capable bearer services supported by the
various network types. As a general transport service, WDP offers a consistent service to the upper
layer protocols ofWAP and communicate transparently over one of the available bearer services.
Since the WDP protocols provide a common interface to the upper layer protocols the Security,
Session and Application layers are able to function independently of the underlying wireless
network. This is accomplished by adapting the transport layer to specific features of the underlying
bearer. By keeping the transport layer interface and the basic features consistent, global
interoperability can be achieved using mediating gateways.
Bearers
The W AP protocols are designed to operate over a variety of different bearer services, including
short message, circuit-switched data, and packet data. The bearers offer differing levels of quality
of service with respect to throughput, error rate, and delays. The W AP protocols are designed to
compensate for or tolerate these varying levels of service.
Since the WDP layer provides the convergence between the bearer service and the rest of the W AP
stack, the WDP specification lists the bearers that are supported and the techniques used to allow
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W AP protocols to run over each bearer. The list of supported bearers will change over time with
new bearers being added as the wireless market evolves.

Other Services and Applications
The W AP layered architecture enables other services and applications to utilise the features of the
W AP stack through a set of well-defined interfaces. External applications may access the session,
transaction, security and transport layers directly. This allows the W AP stack to be used for
applications and services not currently specified by WAP, but deemed to be valuable for the
wireless market. For example, applications, such as electronic mail, calendar, phone book,
notepad, and electronic commerce, or services, such as white and yellow pages, may be developed
to use the W AP protocols.
Sample Configurations of WAP Technology
W AP technology is expected to be useful for applications and services beyond those specified by
the WAP Forum. Figure 5 depicts several possible protocol stacks using W AP technology. These
are for illustrative purposes only and do not constitute a statement of conformance or
interoperability.
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Figure 5. Sample W AP Stacks
The leftmost stack represents a typical example of a W AP application, i.e. WAE user agent,
running over the complete portfolio of W AP technology. The middle stack is intended for
applications and services that require transaction services with or without security. The rightmost
stack is intended for applications and services that only require datagram transport with or without
security.
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WAE Architecture Overview
Source: WAP 195, Wireless Application Protocol- Wireless Application Environment Overview,
The WAP Forum, Mountain View, CA, USA, March 2000
The W AE architecture includes all elements of the W AP architecture related to application
specification and execution. At this point, the W AE architecture is predominately focused on the
client-side aspects of WAP's system architecture, namely items relating to user agents.
Specifically, the WAE architecture is defined primarily in terms of networking schemes, content
forn1ats, progranuning languages and shared services. Interfaces are not standardised and are
specific to a particular implementation. This approach allows W AE to be implemented in a variety
of ways without compromising interoperability or portability. This approach has worked
particularly well with a browser (a class of user agents) model such as that used in the WorldWide-Web (WWW). The Internet and the WWW are the inspiration and motivation behind
significant parts of the W AE specification, and consequently, a similar approach is used within
WAE.

The WWW Model
The Internet's World Wide Web (WWW) provides a very flexible and powerful logical model.
Applications present content to a client in a set of standard data formats that are browsed by clientside user agents known as Web browsers (or simply browsers). Typically, a user agent sends
requests for one or more named data objects (or content) to an origin server. An origin server
responds with the requested data expressed in one of the standard fOm13ts known to the user agent
(e.g., HTML)

Figure 1: WWW Logical Model
The WWW standards include all of the mechanisms necessary to build a general-purpose
environment:
•
All resources on the WWW are named with Internet-standard Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs).
•
All classes of data on the WWW are given a specific type allowing the user agent to correctly
distinguish and present them appropriately. Furthermore, the WWW defines a variety of
standard content formats supported by most browser user agents. These include the Hypertext
Mark-up Language (HTML), the lavaScript scripting language and a large number of other
fOm13ts (e.g., bitmap image formats) .
•
The WWW also defines a set of standard networking protocols allowing any browser to
communicate with any origin server. One of the most commonly used protocols on the WWW
today is the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP).
The WWW infrastructure and model has allowed users to easily reach a large number of third
party content and applications. It has allowed authors to easily deliver content and services to a
large community of clients using various user agents (e.g., Netscape Navigator ™ and Microsoft
Internet Explorer TM.)
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The WAE Model
W AE adopts a model that closely follows the WWW model. All content is specified in formats
that are similar to the standard Internet formats. Content is transported using standard protocols in
the WWW domain and an optimised HTTP-like protocol in the wireless domain. W AE has
borrowed from WWW standards including authoring and publishing methods wherever possible.
The WAE architecture allows all content and services to be hosted on standard Web origin servers
that can be incorporate proven technologies (e.g., CGI). All content is located using WWW
standard URLs.
W AE enhances some of the WWW standards in ways that reflect the device and network
characteristics. W AE extensions are added to support Mobile Network Services such as Call
Control and Messaging. Careful attention is paid to the memory and CPU processing constraints
that are found in mobile terminals. Support for low bandwidth and high latency networks is
included in the architecture as well.
W AE assumes the existence of gateway functionality responsible for encoding and decoding data
transferred from and to the mobile client. The purpose of encoding content delivered to the client
is to minimise the size of data sent to the client over-the-air as well as to minimise the
computational energy required by the client to process that data. The gateway functionality can be
added to origin servers or placed in dedicated gateways as illustrated in Figure 2.

Gateway

Figure 2: W AE Logical Model
The major elements of the WAE model include:
•
WAE User Agents:
Client-side in-device software that provides specific functionality (e.g., display content) to the
end-user. User agents (such as browsers) are integrated into the WAP architecture. They
interpret network content referenced by a URL. W AE includes user agents for the two
primary standard contents: encoded Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) and compiled
Wireless Mark-up Language Script (WMLScript.)
•
Content Generators:
Applications (or services) on origin servers (e.g., CGI scripts) that produce standard content
formats in response to requests from user agents in the mobile terminal. W AE does not
specify any standard content generators but expects that there will be a great variety available
running on typical HTTP origin servers commonly used in WWW today.
•
Standard Content Encoding:
A set of well-defined content encoding, allowing a WAE user agent (e.g., a browser) to
conveniently navigate web content. Standard content encoding includes compressed encoding
for WML, bytecode encoding for WMLScript, standard image formats, a multi-part container
format and adopted business and calendar data formats .
•
Wireless Telephony Applications (WTA):
A collection of telephony specific extensions for call and feature control mechanisms that
provide authors (and ultimately end-users) advanced Mobile Network Services.
The resulting W AE architecture fits within a model:
•
That leverages the Internet (i .e. , the model takes advantage of standards, technology and
infrastructure developed for the Internet),
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•

That leverages thin-client architecture advantages (e.g., service deployment has significantly
lower cost per device due to the device independent nature of W AE and the centralised
management of the services at the origin servers),
•
That provides end user advanced Mobile Network Services through Network Operator
controlled telephony value-added services,
•
That provides the means for vendors to build differentiating user-friendly services that can
take advantage ofWWW and Mobile Network Services and
•
That provides an open extensible framework for building wireless services.
Typically, a user agent on the tenninal initiates a request for content. However, not all content
delivered to the tenninal will result from a tenninal-side request. For example, WT A includes
mechanisms that allow origin servers to deliver generated content to the tenninal without a
terminal's request as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: W AE Push-based Model
There is also a set of specifications that defines push mechanism. In some cases, what the origin
server delivers to the device may depend on the characteristics of the device. The user agent
characteristics are communicated to the server via standard capability negotiation mechanisms that
allows applications on the origin server to detennine characteristics of the mobile tenninal device.
WAE defines a set of user agent capabilities that will be exchanged using WSP mechanisms.
These capabilities include such global device characteristics as WML version supported,
WMLScript version supported, floating-point support, image formats supported and so on.

Components of WAE
As illustrated in Figure 4, W AE is divided into two logical layers:
•
User agents, which includes such items as browsers, phonebooks, message editors, etc; and
•
Services and Formats, which include common elements and formats accessible to user agents
such as WML, WMLScript, image formats, vCard and vCalendar formats, etc.
W AE separates services from user agents and assumes an environment with multiple user agents.
This logical view, however, does not imply or suggest an implementation. For example, WAE
implementations may choose to combine all the services into a single user agent. Others, on the
other hand, may choose to distribute the services among several user agents. The resulting
structure of a WAE implementation is detennined by the design decisions of its implementers and
should be guided by the specific constraints and objectives of the target environment.
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Figure 4: W AE Client Components
W AE User Agents
The WML user agent is a fundamental user agent of the W AE. However, WAE is not limited to a
WML user agent. W AE allows the integration of domain-specific user agents with varying
architectures and environments. In particular, a Wireless Telephony Application (WT A) user agent
has been specified as an extension to the W AE specification for the mobile telephony
environments. The WT A extensions allow authors to access and interact with mobile telephone
features (e.g., call control) as well as other applications assumed on the telephones, such as
phonebooks and calendar applications. An overview of the WTA architecture is presented in the
next article.
W AE does not formally specify any user agent. Features and capabilities of a user agent are left to
the implementers. Instead, WAE only defines fundamental services and formats that are needed to
ensure interoperability among implementations. An overview of those services and formats is
included in subsequent sections.
W AE Services and Formats
The WAE Services and Formats layer includes the bulk of technical contribution of the WAE
effort. The following section provides an overview of the major components of W AE including the
Wireless Mark-up Language (WML), the Wireless Mark-up Scripting language (WMLScript),
W AE applications and W AE supported content formats.
WML
WML is a tag-based document language. In particular, it is an application of a generalised mark-up
language. WML shares a heritage with the WWW's HTML and Handheld Device Mark-up
Language. WML is specified as an XML document type. It is optimised for specifying
presentation and user interaction on limited capability devices such as telephones and other
wireless mobile terminals.
WML and its supporting environment were designed with certain small narrow-band device
constraints in mind including small displays, limited user-input facilities, narrow band network
connections, limited memory resources and limited computational resources. Given the wide and
varying range of terminals targeted by W AP, considerable effort was put into the proper
distribution of presentation responsibility between the author and the browser implementation.
WML is based on a subset ofHDML version 2.0. WML changes some elements adopted from
HDML and introduces new elements, some of which have been modelled on similar elements in
HTML. The resulting WML implements a card and deck metaphor. It contains constructs allowing
the application to specify documents made up of mUltiple cards. An interaction with the user is
described in a set of cards, which can be grouped together into a document (commonly referred to
as a deck). Logically, a user navigates through a set of WML cards. The user navigates to a card,
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reviews its contents, may enter requested information, may make choices, and then moves on to
another card. Instructions imbedded within cards may invoke services on origin servers as needed
by the particular interaction. Decks are fetched from origin servers as needed. WML decks can be
stored in 'static' files on an origin server, or they can be dynamically generated by a content
generator running on an origin server. Each card, in a deck, contains a specification for a particular
user interaction.
WML is specified in a way that allows presentation on a wide variety of devices yet allows for
vendors to incorporate their own MMIs. For example, WML does not specify how
implementations request input from a user. Instead, WML specifies the intent in an abstract
manner. This allows WML to be implemented on a wide variety of input devices and mechanisms.
Implementations may, for example, choose to solicit user input visually like many WWW user
agents, or it may choose to use a voice-based interface. The user agent must decide how to best
present all elements within a card depending on the device capabilities. For example, certain user
agents on devices with larger displays may choose to present all the information in a single card at
once. Others, on the other hand, with smaller displays may break the content up across several
units of displays.
WML has a wide variety of features, including:
•
Support for Text and Images
WML provides the authors with means to specify text and images to be presented to the user.
This may include layout and presentation hints. As with other mark-up languages, WML
requires the author to specify the presentation in very general terms and gives the user agent a
great deal of freedom to determine exactly how the information is presented to the end user.
WML provides a set of text mark-up elements including various emphasis elements (e.g.,
bold, italic, big, etc.); various line breaks models (e.g., line wrapping, line wrapping
suppression, etc.); and tab columns that supports simple tabbing alignment.
•
Support for User Input
WML supports several elements to solicit user input. The elements can be combined into one
or more cards. All requests for user input are made in abstract terms, allowing the user agent
the freedom to optimise features for the particular device. WML includes a small set of input
controls. For example, WML includes a text enfly control that supports text and password
entry. Text entry fields can be masked preventing the end user from entering incorrect
character types. WML also supports client-side validation by allowing the author to invoke
scripts at appropriate times to check the user's input. WML includes an option selection
control that allows the author to present the user with a list of options that can set data,
navigate among cards, or invoke scripts. WML supports both single and multiple option
selections. WML also includes task invocation controls. When activated, these controls
initiate navigation or a history management task such as traversing a link to another card (or
script) or popping the current card off of the history stack. The user agent is free to choose
how to present these controls. It may for example, bind them to physical keys on the device,
render bunon controls in a particular region of the screen (or inline within the text), bind them
to voice commands, etc.
•
Navigation and HistolY Stack
WML allows several navigation mechanisms using URLs. It also exposes a first-class history
mechanism. Navigation includes HTML-style hyperlinks, inter-card navigation elements, as
well as history navigation elements.
•
International Support
The document character set for WML is the Universal Character Set of ISO/IEC-l 0646.
Currently, this character set is identical to Unicode 2.0. There is no requirement that WML
decks be encoded using the full Unicode encoding (e.g., UCS-4). Any character encoding
("charset") that contains a proper subset of the logical characters in Unicode may be used
(e.g., US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, Shift_lIS, etc.)
•
MMllndependence
WML's abstract specification of layout and presentation enables terminal and device vendors
to control the MMI design for their particular products.
•
Narrow-band Optimisation
WML includes a variety of technologies to optimise communication on a narrow-band device.
This includes the ability to specify multiple user interactions (cards) in one network transfer (a
deck). It also includes a variety of state management facilities that minimise the need for
origin server requests. WML includes other mechanisms to help improve response time and
minimise the amount of data exchanged over-the-air. For example, WML allows the author to
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parameterise (or pass variables to) a subsequent context. It supports variable substitution and
provides out-of-band mechanisms for client-side variable passing without having to alter
URLs. The out-of-band passing of variables without changing the way URLs appear attempts
to improve client-side cache hits.
State and Context Management
WML exposes a flat context (i.e., a linear non-nested context) to the author. Each WML input
control can introduce variables. The state of the variables can be used to modify the contents
of a parameterised card without having to communicate with the server. Furthermore, the
lifetime of a variable state can last longer than a single deck and can be shared across multiple
decks without having to use a server to save intermediate state between deck invocations.

WMLScript
WMLScript is a lightweight procedural scripting language. It enhances the standard browsing and
presentation facilities of WML with behavioural capabilities, supports more advanced UI
behaviour, adds intelligence to the client, provides a convenient mechanism to access the device
and its peripherals, and reduces the need for round-trips to the origin server.
WMLScript is loosely based on a subset of the JavaScript™ WWW scripting language. It is an
extended subset of J avaScript™ and forms a standard means for adding procedural logic to WML
decks. WMLScript refines JavaScript™ for the narrow-band device, integrates it with WML, and
provides hooks for integrating future services and in-device applications.
WMLScript provides the application programmer with a variety of interesting capabilities:
•
The ability to check the validity of user input before it is sent to the content server.
•
The ability to access device facilities and peripherals.
•
The ability to interact with the user without introducing round-trips to the origin server (e.g.,
display an error message).
Key WMLScript features include:
•
JavaScriptTM-based scripting language:
WMLScript starts with an industry standard solution and adapts it to the narrow-band
environment. This makes WMLScript very easy for a developer to learn and use.
•
Procedural LogiC:
WMLScript adds the power of procedural logic to W AE.
•
Event-based:
WMLScript may be invoked in response to certain user or environmental events.
•
Compiled implementation:
WMLScript can be compiled down to a more space efficient bytecode that is transported to
the client.
•
Integrated into WAE:
WMLScript is fully integrated with the WML browser. This allows the author to construct
their services using both technologies, using the most appropriate solution for the task at hand.
WMLScript has access to the WML state model and can set and get WML variables. This
enables a variety of functionality (e.g. , validation of user input collected by a WML card).
•
Illternationa! Support
WMLScript source text is represented as a sequence of characters representable using the
Universal Character set of ISO/IEC-I 0646. Currently, this character set is identical to Unicode
2.0. There is no requirement that WMLScript documents be encoded using the full Unicode
encoding (e.g. UCS-4) . Any character encoding ("charset") that contains an inclusive subset of
the characters in Unicode may be used (e.g. US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1 , Shift_lIS, etc.).
•
Efficient extensible librmy support:
WMLScript can be used to expose and extend device functionality without changes to the
device software.
One objective in designing the WMLScript language was to be close to core JavaScriptTM. In
particular, WMLScript was based on the ECMA-262 Standard "ECMAScript Language
Specification". The originating technologies for the ECMA Standard include many technologies
most notably JavaScriptTM and JScriptTM. WMLScript is not fully compliant with ECMAScript.
The standard has been used only as the basis for defining WMLScript language. The resulting
WMLScript is a weakly typed language. Variables in the language are not formally typed in that a
variable's type may change throughout the lifecycle of the variable depending on the data it
contains. The following basic data types are supported: boolean, integer, floating-point , string and
invalid. WMLScript attempts to automatically convert between the different types as needed. In
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additions, support for floating-point data types may vary depending on the capabilities of the target
device.
WMLScript supports several categories of operations such as assignment operations, arithmetic
operations, logical operations and comparison opeFations. WMLScript supports several categories
offunctions including Local script functions (i.e., script functions defined inside the same script
that the calling expression is in), External script functions (i.e., script functions defined in another
script not containing the calling expression) and Standard library functions (i.e., functions defined
in a library that is part of the W AE specification.) WMLScript defines several standard libraries
including a language library, a string library, a browser library, a floating point library and a dialog
library.
WMLScript also defines following optional libraries: Cryptographic Library Function.
URLs
WAE assumes a rich set ofURL services that user agents can use. In particular, WAE relies
heavily on HTTP and HTML URL semantics. In some cases, W AE components extend the URL
semantics, such as in WML, where URL fragments has been extended to allow linking to
particular WMLScript functions.
W AE Content Formats
W AE includes a set of agreed upon content formats that facilitate interoperable data exchange. The
method of exchange depends on the data and the targeted W AE user agents. The two most
important formats defined in WAE are the encoded WML and the WMLScript bytecode formats.
WAE defines WML and WMLScript encoding formats that make transmission ofWML and
WMLScript more efficient as well as minimises the computational efforts needed on the client.
In addition, W AE defines and adopts other formats for data types including:
•
Images:
W AE assumes visual environments that support images will support several image formats.
The selection of formats was an attempt to meet several competing requirements including:
support of multiple choices of pixel depth, support of colourspace tables, small encoding, very
low CPU and RAM decoding and presentation demands and availability of common tools and
other developer support.
•
Multipart Messages:
WAE leverages a multipart-encoding scheme optimised for exchanging multiple typed content
over WSP.
•
User Agent-Specific Formats:
W AE adopts two additional content formats specific to exchanging data among user agents
suitable for both client-server corrnnunication and peer-to-peer communication: electronic
business cards (vCard.2.1) and electronic calendaring and scheduling exchange format
(vCalendar 1.0) specified by the IMC.
W AE also defines WTA-specific formats that are previewed in subsequent sections.

WML and WMLScript Exchanges
The following figure, Figure 5, presents the different parts of the logical architecture assumed by a
WML user agent:
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Figure 5: WML User Agent Logical Architecture
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Origin servers provide application services to the end user. The service interaction between the end
user and the origin server is packaged as standard WML decks and scripts. Services may rely on
decks and scripts that are statically stored on the origin server, or they may rely on content
produced dynamically by an application on the origin servers.
Several stages are involved when origin servers and WML user agents exchange WML and
WMLScript. In particular, a user, wishing to access a particular service from an origin server,
submits a request to the origin server using a WML user agent. The user agent requests the service
from the origin server on behalf of the user using some URL scheme operation (e.g., HTIP GET
request method.)
The origin server honouring the user's request replies by sending back a single deck. Presumably
this deck is initially in a textual format. On their way back to the client, textual decks are expected
to pass through a gateway where they are converted into formats better suited for over-the-air
transmission and limited device processing. In principle, once the gateway receives the deck from
the origin server, the gateway does all the necessary conversions between the textual and binary
formats. A WML encoder (or tokeniser) in the gateway converts each WML deck into its binary
format. Encoded content is then sent to the client to be displayed and interpreted. Some
optimisation may be done at the gateway based on any negotiated features with the client.
The user agent may submit one or more additional requests (using some URL scheme) for
WMLScript as the user agent encounters references to them in a WML deck. On its way back, a
WMLScript compiler takes the script as input and compiles it into bytecode that is designed for
low bandwidth and thin mobile clients. The compiled byte code is then sent to the client for
interpretation and execution.
The existence of a gateway is not mandatory as illustrated in Figure 6. In particular, the location
where the actual encoding and compilation is done is not of particular concern to WAE. It is
conceivable that some origin servers will have built-in WML encoders and WMLScript compilers.
It may also be possible, in certain cases, to statically store (or cache) particular services in
tokenised WML and WMLScript bytecode formats eliminating the need to perform any on-the-fly
conversion of the deck.

Origill Server
WM L ED~odt.!r
WMLScripl
C IUJlJ.ill'r

Figure 6: WML User Agent Logical Architecture (without a Gateway)
In ternafionalisa tion
The W AE architecture is designed to support mobile terminals and network applications using a
variety of languages and character sets. This work is collectively described as intemationalisation
(referred to as I 18N). It is a design goal of W AE to be fully global in its nature in that it supports
any language.
W AE models a significant amount of its I I8N architecture based on WWW and, in particular, on
SGML and HTTP technologies. For example, it is assumed that HTIP headers are used to specify
the current character encoding and language of any content delivered to the user agent.
The W AE architecture makes the following assumptions regarding I I8N:
•
W AE user agents will have a current language and will accept content in a set of well-known
character encoding sets.
•
Origin server-side applications can emit content in one or more encoding set and can accept
input from the user agent in one or more encoding set.
The lANA registry of character sets and languages is used to define the encoding and language
characteristics (see http://www.iana.org/ianai for more information.) Content fetched by a WAE
user agent via WSP will be described by two attributes : the Character set (i.e., the character
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encoding used in the content) and the Language (i.e., the default language for the document.)
These attributes are encapsulated in the WSPIHTTP Content-Type and Content-Language headers.
W AE has adopted the Unicode 2.0 standard as the basis for all character data. Unicode contains
the majority of the characters and symbols present in human languages and are widely supported
in the Internet conununity. W AE does not mandate which character encoding a user agent must
support.
Most components of W AE contain Il8N-specific support.

Security and Access Control
W AE leverages WTLS where services require authenticated and/or secure exchanges. The
Cryptographic Library Function defines the library interface for WMLScript that provides
cryptographic functionality to W AE user agents . In addition, both WML and WMLScript include
access control constructs that conununicate to the client URL-based access restrictions. In
particular, the constructs allow the authors of WML decks and WMLScript to grant public access
to the content (i.e., the deck or script can be referenced from other content) or restrict access to the
content to set of "trusted" decks or scripts. W AE also supports HTTP 1.1 basic authentication
where a server can authenticate the client based on a username and password.
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WTA Architectural Overview
Source: WAP 169, Wireless Application Protocol- Wireless Telephony Application Specification,
The WAP Forum, Mountain View, CA, USA, July 2000
WT A is an application framework for telephony services. The WTA user-agent is an extension to
the standard WML user-agent with the addition of capabilities for interfacing with mobile network
services available to a mobile telephony device, e.g. setting up and receiving phone calls. The
figure below (Figure 1) describes one possible configuration of the WTA framework. However,
this specification solely defines the components contained in the client.
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Figure 1, Overview of the WT A architecture
It is recognised that the ability to support simple telephony functions from within a W AE useragent is also very important. With this in mind a special WTA Library, the WT AI Public Library
has been defined. This library contains functions, which can be called from any W AE application
(Figure 2) and provides access to simple telephony functionality as an aide to the user experience.
For instance it allows WML authors to include "click to phone" functionality within their content,
to save users from typing a number using the default Man Machine Interface.
As mentioned above, the WTA framework relies on a dedicated WTA user-agent in the client,
briefly described in the following sections. The WT A server is not specified by W AP, but a brief
overview is given hereafter.

The WTA and WAE User-Agents
Figure 1 above illustrates how the WTA user-agent, the repository (persistent storage) and WTAI
(telephony application interface) interact with each other and other entities in a WTA-capable
mobile client device. The WTA user-agent is able to retrieve content from the repository and
WTAI ensures that the WT A user-agent can interact with mobile network functions (e.g. setting up
calls) and device specific features (e.g. manipulating the phonebook). The WTA user-agent
receives "network events" that can be bound to content, thus enabling dynamic telephony
applications.
Network events that will be available to the WT A user-agent are those that are the result of actions
taken by services running in the WTA user-agent itself. Telephony events initiated from outside
the device are also passed to the WTA user-agent, as are network text message events that are not
explicitly directed towards another user-agent (e.g. events intended for a SIM). This means, for
instance, that network events caused by the WML user-agent will not affect the WTA user-agent.
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Figure 2, The W AE User Agent and WT A Public Library
Figure 2 above illustrates how the WAE user-agent and WTAI (Telephony Application Interface)
Public Library interact with each other and other entities in a WT A-capable mobile client. The
W AE user-agent only retrieves its content via the W AP gateway and only has access to the WT AI
Public Library functions. These functions expose simple functionality such as the ability to place a
call, but do not allow fully featured telephony control. Only a WT A user-agent is able to fully
control the telephony features of the device . In particular, the W AE user-agent is not able to
receive and react to telephony and network text events.
Note that Figure 1 and Figure 2 show logical separations of the two user-agents. They could coexist on the same device and are likely to be implemented with conunon code elements.
WTA Server
The WT A server can be thought of as a web server delivering content requested by a client. Like
an Internet web browser, a WT A user-agent uses URLs to reference content on the WTA server.
A URL can also be used to reference an application on a web server (e.g. a CGI script) that is
executed when it is referenced. Such applications can be progranuned to perform a wide range of
tasks, for example generate dynamic content and interact with external entities.
A WT A server may also make use of this concept. By referencing applications on a WT A server it
is possible to create services that use URLs to interact with the mobile network (e.g. an IN-node)
and other entities (e.g. a voice mail system). Thus, the concept of referencing applications on a
WTA server provides a simple but yet powerful model for how to seamlessly integrate services in
e.g. the mobile network with services executing locally in the W AP client.
WTA Services
WTA services are what the end-user ultimately experiences from using the WTA framework. A
WT A service appears to the client in the form of various content formats , e.g. WT A-WML,
WMLScript etc. The WTA user-agent executes content that is persistently stored in the client's
repository or content retrieved from a WT A server. The framework also allows the WTA useragent to act on events from the mobile network (e.g. an incoming call).

Initiation of WT A Services
The WT A user-agent essentially executes content within the boundary of a well-known context.
The term service is used to define the extent of a context and its associated content. Initiation of a
new context is a definite start of a service. Termination of a context marks the definite end of a
service.
The figure below shows the possible ways of initiating a WT A service in the WT A user-agent.
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Figure 3, Initiation of WT A services
Access to Repository
The repository is a persistent storage module within the mobile terminal that may be used to
eliminate the need for network access when loading and executing frequently used WTA services_
The repository also addresses the issue of how a WT A service developer ensures that time-critical
WT A events (see section 10.1) are handled in a timely manner. The repository addresses two
specific issues:
•
How does the WT A service developer pre-program the device with content?
•
How does the WT A service developer improve the response time for a WT A service?
How to Access the Repository
The repository can be accessed by a service using one of the following methods:
•
A WT A event may be associated with a channel. When a WT A event is detected, the useragent will invoke a URL as specified by the associated channel.
•
The end-user may access services stored in the repository through an implementation
dependent representation (e.g. a menu containing the labels of the channels) of the allowed
services (channels explicitly specified as "user accessible" by the channel definition) in the
repository.
•
A URL may be given to the user-agent (provided in content or delivered by a Service
Indication) _The content for this URL may be retrieved from the repository_
Only WTA applications (that is, content loaded or otherwise received from the WTA server) may
access the repository.

WTA security requirements
A WTA service can invoke WT AI-functions that enable access to local functions in the mobile
client Since such functions make it possible to e.g. set up calls and access the users local
phonebook, it must be ensured that only authorised WTA services are allowed to execute.

Security delegation
It is within every trusted mobile telephony service provider's interest to provide an acceptable level
of security in the network_ The trusted mobile telephony service provider can choose
•
to run all WTA services itself (allow no other providers),
•
or to delegate the administration of its WT A services to a third party.
Access Control
The Wireless Datagram Protocol provides a means for the implementation to separate a WTA
service from a common W AE service by using predefined port numbers. The figure below
illustrates the mandatory configuration.
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Figure 4, WDP Port Numbers and Access Control
A WT A session, established by the WT A user-agent, MUST utilise one of the dedicated, secure
WTA ports on the gateway. The WTA user-agent MUST NOT retrieve WT A content outside the
WTA session. WTA content received outside the WTA session, and Service Indications
addressing the WT A user-agent but delivered outside a WT A session, SHALL be discarded.

User permissions
User pennission shall be given for all WTAI (public and non-pUblic) function calls perfonned by
executables. An executable is any entity, which calls WTAI functions.
If a WT AI function is invoked and the user does not grant permission, the invocation must return
immediately without any side effects from the invocation and without any change within the
device as a result of the attempted execution, as if the WTAI function had not been invoked. In
this case, the WMLScript of the WT AI function must return invalid and the URI version of the
WTAI function must return an empty string.
The user gives pennission for a specific WT AI function call by an executable. Support for blanket
pennission and single action pennission is mandatory, but support for context pennission is
optional (see Table 1).
In general only single action pennission will be supported by public WT AI functions. Each public
WT AI function definition will specify which pennission types it will support.
WT A Security Model
In the WT A security model, any entity may become a WTA Service Provider by being approved
for access to a trusted gateway. Access control of the trusted gateway by the WT A servers should
be enforced using existing secure solutions.
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Figure 5, WT A Security Model
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Lser Permissions
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In order to provide security to WT A, a W AP gateway may control the access between the WTA
user-agent and the WTA server. The W AP gateway should verify that the providers ofWTA
pulUpush content are authorised.
Available security framework
A security mechanism is mandatory for WT A. Until a signed content model is available, the
security between the client and the WTLS connection end point is ensured using WTLS class 2
with mandatory use of server certificate authentication. The use of a WTLS session is mandatory
for WTA services (non-public).
Using WTLS , any WT A service can be delivered by the trusted telephony service provider (or an
entity delegated by the trusted telephony service provider) through a secure pipe from the gateway
to the client. W AP gateway to WT A server security is left up to the implementation. For
connections over the Internet, SSLlTLS may be used.
The client MUST only allow connections for WTA services to specified (trusted) gateways. This is
achieved by using Telephony Service Provider Root certificates.
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WTA Interface Functions
Source: WAP 170, Wireless Application Protocol- Wireless Telephony Application Interface
Specification, The WAP Forum, Mountain View, CA , USA , Jul2000 and WAP 171, Wireless
Application Protocol- Wireless Telephony Application Interface Specification - GSM Specific
Addendum , The WAP Fon/m , Mountain View, CA , USA, Jul2000
This article contains tables with the WML URLs and WMLScript functions that are contained in
the various WT AI libraries. The public and network common libraries are the same for all types of
networks. The network specific library is adapted to the network in question and optionally to the
corresponding operator. In this article the network specific library for a GSM network is given.
Any network, tenninal or WT A server that needs to be W AP 1.3 compliant should support all
functions and URLs in the public and network common libraries, i.e. they are mandatory. A GSM
network, GSM tenninal or WT A server used in a GSM network should also support network
specific functions that are mentioned in table 7.

Public WTAI
Table 1: Public
Lib/Func ID
512.0
512 . 1
512 .2

WT AI functions
URI
wtai :l/wp/mc

wtai:l/wp/sd
wtai:llwp/ap

WMLScript call
WT APublic .makeCall
WT APublic.sendDTMF
WT APublic .addPBEntry

Description
Make a call
Send DTMF tones
Add a new phone book entry

Network Common WTAI
Table 2: Voice
Lib/Func ID
513.0
513.1
513 .2
513.3
513.4
513.5

Call control functions
URI
WMLScript call
WT A VoiceCall.setup
WT A VoiceCall.accept
WT A VoiceCall.release
WT A VoiceCall.sendDTMF
WT A VoiceCall.callStatus
WT AVoiceCall.list

T a bl e 3 : N e t wor kM essage f unctIons
Lib/Func ID
URI
WMLScript call
514.0
WT ANetText.send
514.1
WT ANetText.list
514.2
WTANetText.remove
514.3
WTANetText.getFieldValue
514.4
WT ANetText.markAsRead

Table 4: Phonebook functions
Lib/Func ID
URI
WMLScript call
515.0
WT APhoneBook. write
515.1
WT APhoneBook.search
515.2
WT APhoneBook.remove
515.3
WT APhoneBook.getFieldValue
515.4
WT APhoneBook.change
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Description
Setup a new call
Accept an incoming call
Release a call
Send DTMF sequence
Retrieve parameters for a specific call
Retrieve call handles for calls that can be
controlled within the WT A context that
invoked the function

Description
Send network text
List network messages
Remove network messages
Get Field Value
Mark a message as read

Description
Write phonebook entry
Search phonebook entry
Remove phonebook entry
Get Field Value
Change an existing phonebook
entry
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T a bl e 5 : C a II Log f uDl;hons
LibfFunc ID
URl
WMLScript call
519.0
WT ACallLog.dialled
519.1
WT ACallLog.missed
519.2
WT ACallLog.received
519.3
WTACallLog.getFieldValue
Table 6· Miscellaneous
LibiFunc ID
URl
516.0
516.1
wtai:iirnsiec
516.2
516.3

WMLScript call
WT AMisc.setlndicator
WTAMisc.endContext
WTAMisc .getProtection
WT AMisc .setProtection

Descr~tion

Read "last dialled numbers" log
Read "missed calls" lo..E..
Read "received calls" lo~
Get Field Value

Description
Change logical indicator
Terminate user-aKent context
Read context protection mode
Set context protection mode

Network Specific WTA:
T a bl e 7 : GSM
1
LibiFunc ID
518.0
518.1
518.2
518 .3
518.4
518.5
518.6
518.7
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URl
-

-

f unc f IOns
WMLScript call
WT AGSM.hold
WTAGSM .retrieve
WT AGSM .transfer
WT AGSM .deflect
WTAGSM.multipart1
WT AGSM .separate
WT AGSM .sendUSSD
WT AGSM.netinfo

Description
Put a call on hold
Make a held call active again
Transfer an active call
Deflect an unanswered call
Join/create a multiQar:!Y call
Retrieve a party from a multiparty call
Send a USSD message
Get network information
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WAP Push Architecture Overview
Source: WAP 165, Wireless Application Protocol- Push Architecture Overview, The WAP Forum,
Mountain View, CA, USA, Nov 1999
The WAP Push framework introduces a means within the WAP effort to transmit information to a
device without a previous user action. In the normal client/server model, a client requests a service
or information from a server, which then responds in transmitting information to the client. This is
known as "pull" technology: the client "pulls" information from the server. The World Wide Web
is a typical example of pull technology, where a user enters a URL (the request) which is sent to a
server and the server answers by sending a Web page (the response) to the user.
In contrast to this, there is also "push" technology, which is also based on the client/server model,
but where there is no explicit request from the client before the server transmits its content.

CLIENT

SERVER
"Pull" technology

~ PuSh" technology

Figure 1 - Comparison of pull vs. push technology
Another way to say this is that whereas "pull" transactions of information are always initiated from
the client, "push" transactions are server-initiated.

The Push Framework
A push operation in WAP occurs when a Push Initiator transmits content to a client using either
the Push Over-The-Air protocol or the Push Access Protocol. In its simplest form, the architecture
would look like this:

Push opcration

WAP Client

Push Initiator
(on the Internet)

Figure 2 - The Push Framework at its simplest
However, the Push Initiator shares no protocol with the W AP Client: the Push Initiator is on the
Internet, and the W AP Client is in the W AP domain. Therefore, the Push Initiator cannot contact
the W AP Client without an intermediary, so we need to insert a translating gateway:
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Ih,lm'mol

I

~,
Push Initiator

WAP Client

(on the Internet)

Push Proxy Gateway
Figure 3 - The Push Framework with the Push Proxy Gateway
Thus, the Push Initiator contacts the Push Proxy Gateway (PPG) from the Internet side, delivering
content for the destination client using Internet protocols. The PPG does what is necessary to
forward the pushed content to the W AP domain, and the content is then transmitted over-the-air in
the mobile network to the destination client.
In addition to providing simple proxy gateway services, the PPG is capable of notifying the Push
Initiator about the final outcome of the push operation, and it may wait for the client to accept or
reject the content in two-way mobile networks. It may also provide the Push Initiator with client
capability lookup services, letting a Push Initiator select the optimal flavor of this particular
content for this particular client.
The Internet-side PPG access protocol is called the Push Access Protocol. The W AP-side (OT A)
protocol is called the Push Over-The-Air Protocol. Thus, a revised schematic looks something like
this:

Push of' l' rCiliO/l

/'llsh

f'lIsh

Ch'er-( h,,-,-/ ir

,'/ e("( 's ,\

j'r,,(oco /

/'rolO(,O/

WAP Client

Push Initiator
(on the Intemet)

Push Proxy Gateway
Figure 4 - The Push Framework with protocols
The Push Access Protocol, or PAP, uses XML messages that may be tunneled through various
well-known Internet protocols, for example HTTP. The OT A protocol is based on WSP services.
All of these entities are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

The Push Proxy Gateway
The Push Proxy Gateway (PPG) is the entity that does most of the work in the Push architecture.
Its responsibilities include acting as an access point for content pushes from the Internet to the
mobile network, and everything associated therewith (authentication, security, client control, etc).
As the PPG is the entry point to a mobile network, it is the owner of this gateway that decides the
policies about who is able to gain access to the W AP network, who is able to push content and
who is not and under which circumstances and parameters, etc.
It should be noted that the PPG functionality may be built into the (pull) W AP gateway; this would
give the benefit of shared resources and shared sessions over-the-air.

Services Overview
The PPG hosts the Push framework with several services. First and foremost, it is the entry point
for pushed content from the Internet destined for the W AP domain; this means it may be able to
perform at least the following :
•
Push initiator identification and authentication; access control
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Parsing of and error detection in content control infonnation
Client discovery services
Address resolution
Binary encoding and compilation of certain content types to improve efficiency OT A
Protocol conversion

Access from the Internet Side
The PPG accepts pushed content from the Internet using the Push Access Protocol (see section 8) .
This content is divided into several sections using a multipart/related content type, where the first
part contains infonnation for the PPG itself. Such infonnation includes recipient infonnation,
timeouts, callback requests, and similar pieces of infonnation.
The PPG will acknowledge successful (or report unsuccessful) parsing of this control infonnation,
and may in addition report debug information about the content itself. It may also do a callback to
the pushing server when the final status of the push submission (delivered, cancelled, expired, etc.)
has been reached, if the push initiator so requests.
Message Handling Service
Once the content has been accepted for delivery, the PPG attempts to find the correct destination
device and deliver the content to that client using the Push Over-The-Air protocol (see section 9).
The PPG will attempt to deliver the content until a timeout expires; this timeout may be set by the
push initiator and/or policies of the mobile operator.
The net result of this function is asynchronous operation from the Initiator's point of view (the
Initiator need not wait on-line for the PPG to complete its delivery) .
Encoding and Compilation
The PPG may encode WAP content types (e.g. WML and SI) into their binary counterparts, if
feasible. This textual-to-binary translation would take place before delivery over-the-air. Other
content types, which may be application-specific or just plain arbitrary, may be forwarded as
received.
It is also possible for the Push Initiator to pre-compile its content into binary form, to take
workload off the PPG (or for other reasons). When the PPG receives precompiled WML,
WMLScript, or SIs, they are forwarded as received.
Multicast, Broadcast and Aliasing Considerations
As a side note, the PPG may implement addressing aliasing schemes to enable special multi- and
broadcast cases, where special addresses may translate to a broadcast operation. This is an
implementation detail and left to the discretion of the PPG implementers.
Client Capabilities Query Service
A Push Initiator may query the PPG for client capabilities and preferences, to create betterfonnatted content for a particular W AP device.
The Push Access Protocol
The Push Access Protocol (PAP) is the means by which an Internet-based Push Initiator pushes
content to a mobile network, addressing its PPG. Care has been taken to ensure that this protocol
can be tunneled through any other or future Internet protocol in common use, although HTTP is
chosen as the initially supported carrier.
General Structure
The PAP carries an XML-style entity that may be bundled with other components in a
multipart/related document (see RFC2387).
PAP Operations
The PAP supports the following operations:
•
Push Submission (Initiator to PPG)
•
Result Notification (PPG to Initiator)
•
Push Cancellation (Initiator to PPG)
•
Status Query (Initiator to PPG)
•
Client Capabilities Query (Initiator to PPG)
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Push Submission
The Push message contains three entities: a control entity, a content entity, and optionally a
capability entity. These are bundled together in a multipart/related message, which is sent from the
Push Initiator to the PPG.
The control entity is an XML document that contains delivery instructions destined for the PPG,
whereas the content entity is destined for the mobile device. The PPG mayor may not convert this
content into a more bandwidth-optimized form before forwarding it over-the-air: WML could be
encoded to WML-C, while other content types will be completely unknown to the PPG or even
encrypted for use by the mobile device only.
The optional capability entity contains the client capabilities that the message was formatted for, in
UAPROF (User Agent Profile) format. The Push Initiator may create this entity to indicate what it
thinks the client capabilities are .
Confirmation Notification
If the Push Initiator has requested confirmation of successful delivery, this message is transmitted
from the PPG to the Push Initiator when the content has been delivered to the mobile device (over
a 2-way bearer) or transmitted to the device (over a I-way bearer). It contains an XML entity. It is
also transmitted in case of a detected delivery failure, informing the Initiator thereof.
One key feature of the Push Framework is the possibility for a Push Initiator to rely on the
response from the PPG: a confirmed push is confirmed by the W AP device when (and only when)
the target application has taken responsibility for the pushed content. If it cannot take that
responsibility, it must abort the operation, and the Push Initiator will know that the content never
reached its destination. There are no loopholes within the framework for false positive delivery
confirmations.
Push Cancellation
This is an XML entity transmitted from the Push Initiator to the PPG, requesting cancellation of
previously submitted content. The PPG responds with an XML entity whether or not the
cancellation was successful.
Status Query
This is an XML entity transmitted from the Push Initiator to the PPG, requesting status of
previously submitted content. The PPG responds with an XML entity.
Client Capabilities Query
This is an XML entity transmitted from the Push Initiator to the PPG, requesting the capabilities of
a particular device on the network. The PPG responds with a multipart/related in two parts, where
the multipart root is the result of the request, and the second part is the capabilities of the device in
the format defined by the User Agent
Profiles group.
HTTP Tunneling
The PAP is carried over HTTP/ l.l in this issue of W AP Push. HTTP POST is used to transmit the
information, and the HTTP transaction always returns result code 202 ("accepted for processing")
when the HTTP transaction itself succeeds; the response PAP packet may contain a PAP error,
though. Compare how SMTP carries mail message headers (RFC821, RFC822). Future versions
may support other carrier protocols, like SMTP. The framework has been built to easily
incorporate other protocols, where the PAP could use these for tunneling instead of or parallel to
HTTP.

The Service Indication
The Service Indication (SI) content type provides the ability to send notifications to end-users in
an asynchronous manner. Such notifications may, for example, be about new e-mails, changes in
stock price, news headlines, advertising, reminders of e.g. low prepaid balance, etc.
In its most basic form, a SI contains a short message and a URI indicating a service. The message
is presented to the end-user upon reception, and the user is given the choice to either start the
service indicated by the URI immediately, or postpone the SI for later handling. If the SI is
postponed, the client stores it and the end-user is given the possibility to act upon it at a later point
of time .
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The Push Over-The-Air Protocol
The Push Over-The-Air (OTA) protocol is a thin protocol layer architecturally on top ofWSP. It is
this part of the Push Framework that is responsible for transporting content from the PPG to the
client and its user agents. The OT A protocol may use WSP sessions to deliver its content. Each
push WSP session is associated with only one Peer Address Quadruplet.
Connection-oriented pushes require that an active WSP session is available, but a session cannot
be created by the server. To solve the case where there is no active WSP session, the Push
framework introduces a Session Initiation Application in the client, that listens to session requests
from the OTAservers and responds by setting up a WSP session for push purposes.
The client may verify the identity information in this request against a list of recognized
OT Aservers before attempting to establish any push sessions. Push delivery may also be
performed without the use of sessions, in a connectionless manner. This is needed in one-way
networks.

The Client-Side Inji-astructure
The Push Framework requires some additional mechanisms on the client.
The Session Initiation Application (SIA)
A connection-oriented push requires an active WSP session. Only the client can create sessions.
Therefore, if the server gets a request for a connection-oriented push to a client, and there are no
active sessions to that client, the server cannot deliver the push content. The action from the Push
Framework to circumvent this limitation is to send a session request to a special application in the
client known as the Session Initiation Application (SIA). This request contains information
necessary for a client to create a push session.
As the SIA in the client receives a session request, it establishes a session with the PPG, saying
which applications accept content over the newly opened session. The SIA may also ignore the
request if there is no suitable installed application as requested in the session request.
The Application Dispatcher
When a client receives pushed content, a dispatcher looks at the push message header to determine
its destination application. This dispatcher is responsible for rejecting content that does not have a
suitable destination application installed, and for confirming push operations to the PPG when the
appropriate application takes responsibility for pushed content.
Security Considerations
When implementing W AP Push, security and trust models come into consideration in several
areas. These are examples of questions that may arise:
•
How can a PI be authenticated?
•
What role could the PPG play in the security and trust model?
•
What are the access control policies for a Push Initiator and pushed content?
•
How can a client authenticate something if it has no certificate?
Regardless of these issues, it should be kept in mind that the Push Framework is always capable of
providing the client with enough information to have a trust model and security policy of its own.
Authenticating a Push Initiator
It is important that a Push Initiator is authenticated in one form or another, depending on the
security environments in which the Push Initiator and PPG are operating. This is an attempt to list
some of the possible solutions.
•
Use of Session-level Certificates (TLS, SSL).
If the network between the Push Initiator and PPG is not trusted (e.g., the Internet, a very
large Intranet, etc.), TLS/SSL can be used between the Push Initiator and the PPG.
Use of Object-level Certificates (Signed and/or Encrypted Content).
•
Certificates could be used to sign and/or encrypt the pushed content on an end-to-end basis.
This would not involve the PPG in the authentication process, and would strengthen
confidence in the content authenticity at the client end of the push submission.
•
HTTP Authentication.
Even though the most common form ofHTTP authentication is the basic authentication (i.e., a
user/password pair), other forms ofHTTP authentication (e.g., digest based) might be
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preferable . The major differences between this approach and the use of certificates are that the
latter is stronger in scalability and confidence, while the former is weak in these aspects.
A Combination of Technologies.
Technologies could be combined. For example, the Push Initiator can establish an anonymous
TLS/SSL session with a PPG, whereupon HTTP authentication could be used to authenticate
the Push Initiator. Signed and/or encrypted content could then be sent over this authenticated
session.
Trusted Network.
In many real world installations, the network between the Push Initiator and the PPG is a
private network. Therefore, the Push Initiator is implicitly trusted in such installations.

Client Delegation of Authentication
This refers to the principle that trust can be transitive. If a client and a PPG can establish trust, the
PPG can authenticate a Push Initiator on behalf of that client. The trust can be established between
a client and a PPG by keeping a list of trusted PPG's in a client. The list could also be assumed Q
priori.
After a PPG has been authenticated by a client, the client could look up its list of trusted PPG's. If
the PPG is listed as trusted, the client can trust the PPG . Note that WAP has already solved the
issue of authentication between a W AP client and a W AP server.
Using the methods described in the previous section, a PPG can authenticate a Push Initiator with
various levels of confidence. If it does, it could indicate in the push headers if the origin server is
authenticated. The origin of the content, in tum, may be indicated by using the Content-Location
header or any other location related element in the push content (e .g., URI in SI content).
There's also a header field for a PPG to indicate to the client if the entire content should be trusted,
even if there is no Content-Location header or other location related element in the push content.
Needless to say, this delegation model does not exclude the use of a Push Initiator's own
certificate or public key for end-to-end authentication of the origin server (all the way to the
client).
Possible PPG Filtering and Access Control
The PPG can perform filtering and access control to discard pushed content that originates from an
untrusted or unauthorized origin server. Such a feature is left to the discretion of the PPG
implementers and the business relationship between the W AP service subscriber and the mobile
network operator.
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